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orderline personality disorder. Psychopathy. 

narcissism. Autism and Asperger Syndrome. 

The people who exhibit these conditions have 

one thing in common: lack of empathy. in some cases, 

this can lead to dangerous scenarios (think of the 

columbine High School tragedy), but in others it can 

simply mean a different way of interpreting our world 

(like Kim Peek who inspired the film Rainman). 

 So what causes an inability to empathize in the 

first place? And what exactly happens when we lose—

or never possess—a desire to understand or care how 

other people feel? 

 in The Science of Evil, Simon Baron-cohen, an 

award-winning psychologist who has been investigating 

autism for decades, offers a new brain-based theory 

of human cruelty. Baron-cohen drills down into the 

neuroscience and brain anatomy of humans, outlining 

how the so-called empathy circuit functions in our 

brains. The malfunctioning of that circuit, he explains, 

underlies the absence of empathy. But what separates 

the unusual behavior, such as that seen in people with 

autism, from the vicious behavior of a psychopath? 

Baron-cohen argues that the important factors are 

not just biological, but social and environmental, too, 

including parental neglect, abuse, and the experience 

of profound distrust. 

 Drawing on Baron-cohen’s own research into 

autism and empathy, The Science of Evil provides a 

critical look at the science of compassion, and calls 

for major change in the way we think about, and even 

treat, human cruelty.

Simon Baron-Cohen is Professor 

of Developmental Psychopathology in the departments 

of experimental Psychology and Psychiatry at the 

University of cambridge. He is the Director of the 

University’s Autism Research centre, and a Fellow 

of Trinity college and the British Academy. He has 

received the Spearman Medal, the May Davison 

Award for clinical Psychology, and the President’s 

Award from the British Psychological Society. He has 

also won the McAndless Award from the American 

Psychological Association. His previous books include 

The Essential Difference and Mindblindness. He lives in 

cambridge, england.
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“Simon Baron-cohen combines his creative talent with evidence and reason to make the case 

that evil is essentially a failure of empathy. it is an understanding that can enlighten an old 

debate and hold out the promise of new remedies.” —Matt Ridley , 

 author of The Rational Optimist

“A compelling and provocative account of empathy as our most precious social resource. lack 

of empathy lurks in the darkest corners of human history and Simon Baron-cohen does not 

shrink from looking at them under the fierce light of science.” —Uta FRith , 

 emeritus Professor of cognitive Development, Ucl

“Horrific crimes usually freeze the mind, leaving only a desire for retribution. Simon Baron-cohen  

has taken us beyond those mental inadequacies. in this book, proposing a new way to think 

about evil people and empathy, he has laid the scientific groundwork for a future and brighter 

science of understanding the dark side of the human condition.” —Michael GazzaniGa , 

 Professor of Psychology, University of california, Santa Barbara; author of The Ethical Brain

“Bringing cruelty triumphantly into the realm of science, this pioneering journey into human 

nature at last delivers us from ‘evil.’ ” —dR. helena cRonin , 

 co-Director, centre for Philosophy of natural and Social Science, lSe

“The Science of Evil is a compelling journey into the ubiquitous power of empathy in our lives. 

The devastating effects of ‘zero degrees of empathy’ are masterfully described and thoroughly 

analyzed. Professor Baron-cohen’s book shows how, with its unexpected and unsettling 

absence, empathy reveals its foundational role in human sociality.”—MaRco iacoboni , 

Professor, UclA; author of Mirroring People: The Science of Empathy and How We Connect with Others



PRAISE FOR

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL

“What makes someone evil? What’s the brain got to do with it? Baron-
Cohen confronts the most urgent and controversial questions in social
neuroscience. Both disturbing and compassionate, this brilliant book 

establishes a new science of evil, explaining both its brain basis and devel-
opment. Baron-Cohen fundamentally transforms how we understand 

cruelty in others and in so doing forces us to examine ourselves. 
Reading this book invites us to widen our own circle of empathy—

compelling us to grow and comprehend, if not forgive.”

—Andrew N. Meltzoff, co-director of University of Washington 
Institute for Learning & Brain Sciences and co-author of 

The Scientist in the Crib: What Early Learning Tells Us about the Mind

“Simon Baron-Cohen displays once again his ability to bring science to
bear on troubling and controversial issues. Arguing that we explain noth-
ing by describing acts of wanton cruelty as evil, he explores the simple but
powerful hypothesis that such acts can be traced to a distinct psychological

state—a lack of empathy. He backs up his claim with a wealth of 
research—from developmental psychology, psychiatry, neuroscience, and

genetics. Those who have to deal with the aftermath of cruelty may not
agree with Baron-Cohen’s analysis but they will surely be informed and

provoked by his boldness and originality.”

—Paul Harris, Victor S. Thomas Professor of Education, 
Harvard Graduate School of Education
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1

Explaining “Evil” 
and Human Cruelty 

When I was seven years old, my father told me the Nazis had

turned Jews into lampshades. Just one of those comments that

you hear once, and the thought never goes away. To a child’s

mind (even to an adult’s) these two types of things just don’t

belong together. He also told me the Nazis turned Jews into

bars of soap. It sounds so unbelievable, yet it is actually true. I

knew our family was Jewish, so this image of turning people into

objects felt a bit close to home.

My father also told me about one of his former girlfriends,

Ruth Goldblatt,i whose mother had survived a concentration

camp. He had been introduced to the mother and was shocked

to discover that her hands were reversed. Nazi scientists had severed

Mrs. Goldblatt’s hands, switched them around, and sewn them

on again so that if she put her hands out palms down, her

thumbs were on the outside and her little fingers were on the

inside. Just one of the many “experiments” they had conducted.

1
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I realized there was a paradox at the heart of human nature—

people could objectify others—that my young mind was not

yet ready to figure out.

Years later I was teaching at St Mary’s Hospital Medical

School in London. I sat in on a lecture on physiology. The pro-

fessor was teaching about human adaptation to temperature.

He told the students that the best data available on human adap-

tation to extreme cold had been collected by Nazi scientists per-

forming “immersion experiments” on Jews and other inmates

of Dachau concentration camp, whom they put into vats of

freezing water (see Figure 1). They collected systematic data on

how heart rate correlated with duration of time in the water at

zero degrees centigrade.3 Hearing about this unethical research

retriggered that same question in my mind: How can humans

treat other people as objects?ii How do humans come to switch off

their natural feelings of sympathy for another human being who

is suffering?

These examples are particularly shocking because they in-

volve educated doctors and scientists (professions we are

brought up to trust) performing unethical experiments or op-

erations. Let’s assume (generously) that these doctors were not

being cruel for the sake of it—that the scientists doing the im-

mersion experiments wanted to contribute to medical knowl-

edge, to know, for example, how to help victims rescued after

being shipwrecked in icy seas. Even the Nazi doctors who had

sewn poor Mrs. Goldblatt’s hands back to front may not (I as-

sume) have been motivated to do cruel things for cruelty’s

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL
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sake: They, too, were presumably following their scientific im-

pulse, wanting to understand how to test the limits of micro-

surgical procedures.

What these scientists lost sight of, in their quest for knowl-

edge, was the humanity of their “subjects.” It is an irony that

the human sciences describe their object of study as “subjects”

because this implies sensitivity to the feelings of the person being

studied. In practice, the feelings of the subjects in these experi-

ments were of no concern. Nazi laws defined Jews as genetically

subhuman and ordered their extermination as part of the eu-

genics program of the time. Within this political framework,

“using” the inmates of concentration camps as “subjects” in

1  Explaining “Evil” and Human Cruelty
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Figure 1: Inmates in Dachau Concentration Camp Subjected to a “Cold Water
Immersion Experiment.” The experiment aimed to see if they could stay in
freezing water for up to three hours. (On the left is Professor Ernst Holzlohner, and
on his right is Dr. Sigmund Rasher.)
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medical research might even have seemed to these doctors to

be ethical if it contributed knowledge for the greater good.

Cruelty for its own sake was a part of ordinary Nazi guards’

behavior. Sadly, there is no shortage of horrific examples, but

I have selected just one from the biography of Thomas Buer-

genthal.4 At just nine year old, Thomas was rounded up with

thousands of Jews and taken to Auschwitz. There he had to

watch while an inmate was forced to hang his friend who had

tried to escape. An SS guard ordered the inmate to put a noose

around his friend’s neck. The man couldn’t fulfill the order be-

cause his hands were shaking so much with fear and distress.

His friend turned to him, took the noose, and, in a remarkable

act, kissed his friend’s hand and then put the noose around his

own neck. Angrily, the SS guard kicked the chair away from

under the man to be hanged.

Nine-year-old Thomas and the other inmates, watching the

man kissing his friend’s hand, rejoiced at that simple act that

said (without words) “I will not let my friend be forced to kill

me.” Thomas survived Auschwitz (perhaps because his father

taught him to stand close to the shed when Dr. Mengele was

making his selection of who would die)iii and described this story

in his book A Lucky Child.4 The empathy within the friendship

comes through so powerfully in this awful situation, as does the

extreme lack of empathy of the guard. If the aim was to punish

or to set an example, the guard could have just shot the escapee

himself. Presumably, the guard chose this particular form of

punishment because he wanted the two friends to suffer.

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL
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Today, almost half a century after my father’s revelations to

me about the extremes of human behavior, my mind is still ex-

ercised by the same, single question: How can we understand

human cruelty? What greater reason for writing a book than the

persistence of a single question that can gnaw away at one’s mind all

of one’s conscious life? What other question could take root in

such an unshakeable way? I presume the reason I find myself re-

turning to this question again and again is because the question

of how human beings ignore humanity of others begs an answer—

yet answers are not forthcoming. Or at least, those answers that

are available are in some way unsatisfying. If the answers were

sufficient, the question would feel as if it had been answered and

the matter settled. There would be no need to restlessly and re-

peatedly return to it. Clearly, better answers are still needed.

The standard explanation is that the Holocaust (sadly, as

we shall see, echoed in many cultures historically across the

globe) is an example of the “evil” that humans are capable of

inflicting on one another. Evil is treated as incomprehensible,

a topic that cannot be dealt with because the scale of the horror

is so great that nothing can convey its enormity. The standard

view turns out to be widely held, and indeed the concept of evil

is routinely used as an explanation for such awful behaviors:

Why did the murderer kill an innocent child? 

Because he was evil.

Why did this terrorist become a suicide bomber? 

Because she was evil.

1  Explaining “Evil” and Human Cruelty
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But when we hold up the concept of evil to examine it, it is

no explanation at all. For a scientist this is, of course, wholly in-

adequate. What the Nazis (and others like them) did was

unimaginably terrible. But that doesn’t mean we should simply

shut down the inquiry into how people are capable of behaving

in such ways or use a nonexplanation, such as saying people are

simply evil.

As a scientist I want to understand what causes people to

treat others as if they were mere objects. In this book I explore

how people can treat each other cruelly not with reference to

the concept of evil, but with reference to the concept of empathy.

Unlike the concept of evil, empathy has explanatory power. In

the coming chapters I put empathy under the microscope.

Turning People into Objects

The challenge is to explain, without resorting to the all-too-easy

concept of evil, how people are capable of causing extreme hurt

to one another. So let’s substitute the term “evil” with the term

“empathy erosion.” Empathy erosion can arise because of cor-

rosive emotions, such as bitter resentment, or desire for re-

venge, or blind hatred, or a desire to protect. In theory these

are transient emotions, the empathy erosion reversible. But

empathy erosion can be the result of more permanent psycho-

logical characteristics.

The insight that empathy erosion arises from people turning

other people into objects goes back at least to Martin Buber, an

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL
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Austrian philosopher who resigned his professorship at the Uni-

versity of Frankfurt in 1933 when Adolf Hitler came to power.

The title of Buber’s famous book is Ich und Du (I and Thou).5

He contrasted the Ich-Du (I-you) mode of being (where you are

connecting with another person as an end in itself) with the Ich-

Es (I-it) mode of being (where you are connecting with a person

or object, so as to use them for some purpose). He argued that

the latter mode of treating a person was devaluing.

When our empathy is switched off, we are solely in the “I”

mode. In such a state we relate only to things or to people as if

they were just things. Most of us are capable of doing this oc-

casionally. We might be quite capable of focusing on our work

without sparing a thought for the homeless person on the street

outside our office. But whether we are in this state transiently

or permanently, there is no “thou” visible—at least, not a thou

with different thoughts and feelings. Treating other people as

1  Explaining “Evil” and Human Cruelty
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Figure 2: Martin Buber
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if they were just objects is one of the worst things you can do

to another human being, to ignore their subjectivity, their

thoughts and feelings.

When people are solely focused on the pursuit of their own

interests, they have all the potential to be unempathic. At best

in this state, they are in a world of their own and their behavior

will have little negative impact on others. They might end up

in this state of mind because of years of resentment and hurt

(often the result of conflict) or, as we see, for more enduring,

neurological reasons. (Interestingly, in this state of single-minded

pursuit of one’s own goals, one’s project might even have a

positive focus: helping people, for example. But even if the

person’s project is positive, worthy, and valuable, if it is single-

minded, it is by definition unempathic).iv

So now we’ve made a specific move: aiming to explain how

people can be cruel to each other not out of evil but because of

empathy erosion. While that feels marginally more satisfying

as an answer (it is at least the beginning of an explanation), it is

still far from complete. Empathy erosion as an explanation begs

the further questions of what empathy is and how it can be

eroded. But at least these are tractable questions, and ones we

shall attempt to answer as we proceed through this book.

By the end of our journey, there should be less of a nagging

need for answers to the big question of understanding human

cruelty. The mind should be quieted if the answers are beginning

to feel satisfying. But before we delve into the nature of empathy,

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL
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let’s look at a handful of factual examples from around the world

to prove that the awful things the Nazis did were not unique to

the Nazis. We have to go through this if only to eliminate one

(in my opinion) absurd view, which is that the Nazis were in

some way uniquely cruel. As you’ll see, they weren’t.

Empathy Erosion Around the Globe

Erosion of empathy is a state of mind that can be found in any

culture. In 2006 I was in Kenya with my family on holiday. We

landed in Nairobi, a massive international city swirling with

people. Sadly, Nairobi is home to one of the largest slums in

Africa. People sleeping on the streets, mothers dying of AIDS,

malnourished children begging or doing anything they can to

survive. I met Esther, a young Kenyan woman, one of the for-

tunate ones who had a job. She warned me to be careful of the

rising crime in Nairobi.

“I was in the supermarket,” she said. “Suddenly, a woman

near me who was queuing to pay for her groceries let out a

scream. A man behind her had cut off her finger. In the commotion,

the man slid the wedding ring off the severed finger and ran off

into the crowds. It all happened so quickly.”

This is a shocking example of what one person can do to

another. Formulating the plan to go out into the crowded super-

market to steal is easy enough to comprehend, especially if a

person is starving. Formulating the plan to take a knife along is

1  Explaining “Evil” and Human Cruelty
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a bit harder to identify with, since it indicates clear premeditation

to cut something.

But for me the key is to imagine the mind of the person in

the seconds just before the act of cutting. At that very moment

presumably all that is visible to the thief is the target (the ring),

a small object that could feed him for weeks. All that is lying

between him and his next meal is the woman’s finger that has

to be severed. The fact that the finger is attached to a hand is

mere inconvenience, and cold logic points to the solution: De-

tach it. The fact that the hand is attached to a person, with her

own life and her own feelings, is at that moment irrelevant. Out

of mind. It is an example of turning another person into (no

more than) an object. My argument is that when you treat some-

one as an object, your empathy has been turned off.

This example might suggest that someone capable of this

crime had a momentary blip. Could the perpetrator’s desper-

ation, hunger, and poverty have been so overwhelming that

he temporarily lost his empathy for the victim? We have all

experienced, or observed in others, such transient states, where

afterward one’s empathy recovers. I’m guessing that during

your transient lapses in empathy, nothing as awful happens as

we saw in this example. This suggests that what this man did

to this woman was more than a transient lapse. My concern in

this book is with this more enduring phenomenon—the result

of more stable traits where it is harder, if not impossible, to re-

cover empathy and where the consequences can be extremely

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL
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serious. We are going to take a close look at people in the pop-

ulation who desperately need empathy but who, for various

reasons, don’t have it—and probably never will.

But more of that later. For now, I am going to limit myself

to four other examples of empathy erosion around the planet

because we don’t need lots of distressing examples to have proof

that this can happen in any culture.

Josef Fritzl built a cellar in his home in Amstetten, in northern

Austria.6 You probably heard about this case, since it made

worldwide headline news. On August 24,1984, he imprisoned

his daughter Elisabeth down in the cellar and kept her there for

twenty-four years, telling his wife she had gone missing. He raped

Elisabeth—day after day—from age eleven until well into her

young adulthood. She ended up having seven children in the

basement prison; one died at three days old, and her father

(the child’s father and grandfather) burned the body to dispose

of the evidence.

Repeatedly during those twenty-four years Josef and his

wife, Rosemarie, appeared on Austrian television, apparently

distressed by Elisabeth’s disappearance, appealing to the public

to help them trace her. Josef claimed that three of Elisabeth’s

children mysteriously turned up on his doorstep, abandoned by

their mother, and he and his wife (their grandmother) were rais-

ing them. The other three children grew up in the basement

prison, ending up with major psychological disturbance. How

1  Explaining “Evil” and Human Cruelty
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could a father treat his daughter as an object and deprive her

and three of his children/grandchildren of their right to freedom

in this way? Where was his empathy?

The next example of empathy erosion that stopped me in my

tracks was a report on BBC’s Newsnight program. On July 24,

2002, rebel soldiers entered the Ugandan village of Pajong. Es-

ther Rechan, a young mother, recalls what happened next:7

My 2 year old was sitting on the veranda. The rebels started kicking

him. They kicked him to death. . . . I had my 5 year old with me,

when the female rebel commander ordered all of us with children

to pick them up and smash them against the veranda poles. We

had to hit them until they were dead. All of us with children, 

we had to kill them. If you did it slowly they would beat you and

force you to hit your children harder, against the poles. In all, 

7 children were killed by their mothers like that. My own child was

only 5.v

What was going through the minds of these rebel soldiers that

they could force a mother to batter her own child to death?

Now consider an example from a lesser-known holocaust, one

not committed by the Nazis. I heard about this when I went to

Turkey last summer. The Turks are renowned for their warm,

welcoming, friendly culture, but when they were under Ottoman

rule, they regarded Armenians (a Christian sect) as second-class
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citizens. Indeed, as far back as the 1830s, Armenians were not

even eligible to give testimony against Muslims in court—their

evidence was considered inadmissible. By the 1870s Armenians

were pressing for reforms, and during the 1890s at least 100,000

Armenians were killed. On April 24, 1915, 250 Armenian intel-

lectuals were rounded up, imprisoned, and killed.8 On Septem-

ber 13 the Ottoman parliament passed a law decreeing the

“expropriation and confiscation” of Armenian property, and Ar-

menians were marched from Turkey to the Syrian town of Deir

ez Zoor. En route and in twenty-five concentration camps (near

Turkey’s modern borders with Iraq and Syria), 1.5 million Arme-

nians died. Some were killed in mass burning, others by injection

of morphine, and yet others by toxic gas. It is a history that is

not often told, and the genocide of the Armenians is clear proof

(if any were needed) the Holocaust was not unique to the Nazis.

Here’s my last example of extreme human cruelty, this time

from the Congo. Mirindi Euprazi was at home in her village of

Ninja in the Walungu region of the Democratic Republic of

Congo in 1994 when the rebels attacked. She told her story:

“They forced my son to have sex with me, and when he’d finished

they killed him. Then they raped me in front of my husband

and then they killed him too. Then they took away my three

daughters” (italics added).9

She hasn’t heard of the three girls since. She describes being

left naked while her house burned. I imagine—like me—you are

astonished beyond words by this event. How do rebel soldiers

1  Explaining “Evil” and Human Cruelty
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lose sight of the fact that this person was a woman, no different

from their own mothers? How can they treat her as an object

in this way? How do they ignore that this boy—forced to have

sex with his mother—is just a teenager, with normal feelings?

But that’s more than enough examples of human cruelty from

different cultures to remind us of what humans are capable. If

I’m right that such acts are the result of no empathy, then what

we need urgently are answers to two basic questions: What is

empathy? And why do some people have less than others?

THE SCIENCE OF EVIL
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2

The Empathy Mechanism:
The Bell Curve

Unempathic acts are simply the tail end of a bell curve, found

in every population on the planet. If we want to replace the

term “evil” with the term “empathy,” we have to understand

empathy closely.

The key idea is that we all lie somewhere on an empathy spectrum

(from high to low). People said to be evil or cruel are simply at

one extreme of the empathy spectrum. We can all be lined up

along this spectrum of individual differences based on how much

empathy we have. In this chapter we begin the search to under-

stand why some people have more or less empathy. We need

to understand the empathy bell curve both to get under neath

the surface of this mysterious, powerful substance, empathy,

and because at one end of this spectrum we find “zero degrees

of empathy.”

But first we need a definition of empathy. There are lots of

ways to define it, but here’s how mine begins: Empathy occurs
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when we suspend our single-minded focus of attention and instead

adopt a double-minded focus of attention.

“Single-minded” attention means we are thinking only about

our own mind, our current thoughts or perceptions. “Double-

minded” attention means we are keeping in mind someone else’s

mind at the very same time. This immediately gives a clue to

what empathy entails. When empathy is switched off, we think

only about our own interests. When empathy is switched on,

we focus on other people’s interests too. Sometimes attention

is compared to a spotlight, so this new definition of empathy

suggests our attention can either be a single spotlight (shining

through the darkness on our own interests) or it can be accompa-

nied by a second spotlight (shining on someone else’s interests).

But the definition of empathy doesn’t stop there. This first

part of the definition merely delineates the form that empathy

takes (the dual focus). It also hints at the kind of mechanism in

the brain that empathy requires: A separation of how we reflect

on two minds at once (self and other).i We’re going to look at

empathy in the brain later in this chapter. But so far my defini-

tion ignores the process and the content of what happens during

empathy. So we can extend the definition of empathy as follows:

Empathy is our ability to identify what someone else is thinking or

feeling and to respond to their thoughts and feelings with an appro-

priate emotion.

This suggests there are at least two stages in empathy: recog-

nition and response. Both are needed, since if you have the for-

mer without the latter you haven’t empathized at all. If I can
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see in your face that you are struggling to lift your suitcase onto

the overhead rack on the train and I just sit there and watch,

then I have failed to respond to your feelings (of frustration).

Empathy therefore requires not only that you can identify an-

other person’s feelings and thoughts, but that you respond to

these with an appropriate emotion.ii Later in the book I’ll be in-

troducing you to people with particular medical conditions in

which one or both of these components of empathy are missing

or fail to develop normally.

When that second spotlight is working, and you are able

to both recognize and respond, you can not only ask someone

how they are feeling, you can sensitively avoid hurting their

feelings, think about how to make them feel good, and consider

how everything you say or do impacts on them or others.

When they tell you how they are, you can follow up not just

on what they say, but also on how they say it—reading their

face as if it transparently reflects their inner thoughts and feel-

ings. If they are suffering to any degree, you just know to offer

comfort and sympathy. 

But if your attention has a single focus—your current inter-

est, goal, wish, or plan—with no reference to another person’s

thoughts and feelings, then your empathy is effectively switched

off. It might be switched off because your attention is elsewhere,

a transient fluctuation in your state. For example, if you are

rummaging frenetically through your belongings looking for

something, your attention might be focused solely on your own

current goal of urgently finding something. At that moment

2  The Empathy Mechanism: The Bell Curve
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you might have lost sight of another person, or at least lost

sight of their feelings. In such a state of one-sidedness, the other

person—or their feelings—no longer exists. All that matters is

solving your immediate problem: finding the object, fixing some-

thing, achieving whatever is on your mind. If someone inter-

rupted you to ask what you were doing, your narrative would

be one-sided: a report of your own current preoccupation. The

language you would use to describe this state would be totally

self-focused.

In this book we encounter people who are imprisoned in

their own self-focus. Imprisoned, because for them it is not a

temporary state of mind after which their empathy can recover.

For them, a self-focus is all that is available to them, as if a chip

in their neural computer were missing. A temporary fluctuation

in one’s empathy is potentially rescuable. An enduring lack of

empathy, as a stable trait, potentially is not.

Being able to empathize means being able to understand

accurately the other person’s position, to identify with “where

they are at.” It means being able to find solutions to what might

otherwise be a deadlock between incompatible goals. Empathy

makes the other person feel valued, enabling them to feel that

their thoughts and feelings have been heard, acknowledged,

and respected. Empathy allows you to make a close friend and

to look after the friendship. Empathy avoids any risk of  mis -

under standings or miscommunication, by figuring out what the

other person might have intended. It allows you to avoid causing

offense by anticipating how things will be experienced by an-
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other mind different from your own. Just because you thought

your actions or words were harmless fun doesn’t mean the other

person will receive them in the same way. Although this book

mostly focuses on the negative sides of too little empathy, it is

vital to keep in mind these positive benefits of average—or even

superior—levels of empathy.

My definition of empathy so far presumes it is either present

or absent. When our attention lapses into single focus, empathy

has been turned off. When we shift our attention to dual focus,

empathy has been turned back on. This portrait of empathy is

a binary operation (off or on), like a lightbulb in the head. In re-

ality, empathy is more like a dimmer switch than an all-or-none

switch. In science, dimmer switches suggest a spectrum or a

quantitative scale, from low to medium to high. On this quan-

titative view, empathy varies in the population. Now imagine

we had a way of measuring empathy (there are such instruments,

2  The Empathy Mechanism: The Bell Curve
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so this is not idle science fiction) so that we could assign everyone

an empathy score. The result is the familiar bell-shaped curve,

or normal distribution, shown in Figure 3.

In this figure we see that some people are high in empathy,

some medium, and some low. I am going to argue that some

people are at the low end of this empathy dimension in a po-

tentially permanent way, and that some (but not all) of those at

this extreme end are whom we might call “evil” or cruel. That

is, they never had much empathy and they may never. Others

may be at the low end of the empathy dimension because they

experienced a transient shutting down of their empathy as a re-

sult of their current situation. That is, they had empathy and

lost it, however briefly. But however you get to this low point on

the empathy scale, the result can be the same. At that point you

become capable of dehumanizing other people, of turning other

people into objects, and this can have tragic consequences.

To turn to the key question of what determines whether a

person is high, medium, or low in empathy, we need an empir-

ical, scientific study of empathy. And the start of any empirical

study is measurement.

Measuring Empathy

As part of our research into the nature of empathy, my col-

leagues (Sally Wheelwright, Bonnie Auyeung, and Carrie Alli-

son) and I developed a scale with which to measure empathy

across the age range. Working with this creative team was fun.
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We found that the main empathy test being used in psycholog-

ical research was arguably not a pure measure of empathy,iii so

we devised our own scale, called the Empathy Quotient (or EQ).

We designed it to have questions related to each of the two main

components of empathy (the recognition and the response). It

works well in that it distinguishes people who have an empathy

difficulty from those who do not.12 Ten examples (out of forty)

from the EQ are shown above (the full version is in Appendix 1).

The adult version of the EQ depends on self-report. It works

well in large samples of people and reveals, for example, that

students working in the humanities score slightly higher on the

2  The Empathy Mechanism: The Bell Curve
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The Adult Version of the Empathy Quotient (EQ)

1. I can easily tell if someone else wants to enter a conversation.
2. I find it difficult to explain to others things that I understand

easily, when they don’t understand it the first time.
3. I really enjoy caring for other people.
4. I find it hard to know what to do in a social situation.
5. People often tell me that I went too far in driving my point

home in a discussion.
6. It doesn’t bother me too much if I am late meeting a friend.
7. Friendships and relationships are just too difficult, so I tend

not to bother with them.
8. I often find it difficult to judge if someone is rude or polite.
9. In a conversation, I tend to focus on my own thoughts rather

than on what my listener might be thinking.
10. When I was a child, I enjoyed cutting up worms to see what

would happen.
If you agree with items 1 and 3, this would get you two EQ points. If you disagree with
item 2 and items 4–10, this would give you a total of 10 EQ points. In this case, the
higher your score, the higher your empathy.
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EQ than students working in the sciences and that females in

the general population score slightly higher on the EQ than

males.13,14 Most importantly, the EQ produces that empathy bell

curve that we expected to find in the population.

Relying on self-report could be problematic, since a person

might believe they are much more empathetic than they really

are. This is because someone with poor empathy is often the

last person to realize they have poor empathy. It just goes with

the territory: As you lose your empathy, you may also lose

your awareness that you have poor empathy. This is because

double-mindedness is built into the very nature of empathy.

Double-mindedness can be used not just to think about how

others feel or what they might be thinking, but also to think

about how you may be perceived by others. Imagining yourself

from another person’s vantage point is what we mean by self-

awareness. When I meet someone with very little empathy, it

is as if they lack the very apparatus to look inwards at them-

selves, as if they lack a reverse periscope that would enable any

vision of themselves. 

Worries about whether some people might not fill in their

EQ accurately are probably unimportant because with large

samples of data, occasional inaccuracies are canceled out. We

went on to develop a child version of the EQ, filled in by the

parent. Just as we found with the adult version of the EQ, on

average girls have a slightly higher EQ than boys.15 (Both ver-

sions of the EQ are in Appendix 1.) So the EQ enables us to vi-

sualize who is high, medium, or low in empathy. We meet
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some extremely low scorers in the next chapter, but before that

I want to give some feel of the range of individual differences

in EQ.

The Empathizing Mechanism

Imagine there is a circuit in the brain—the empathy circuit—

that determines how much empathy each of us has. Let’s call

it the Empathizing Mechanism. From the EQ we can discern

that the Empathizing Mechanism has seven likely settings.iv

These are broad bands, and we may move around a little within

a band from one day to another due to the transient fluctuations

in our empathy. But which band we are in is broadly fixed.

At Level 0, an individual has no empathy at all. In Chapter

3 we meet individuals who are this level and who wind up in

clinics voluntarily seeking a diagnosis or who have been com-

pulsorily detained (as we say in England, “at Her Majesty’s plea-

sure”) because they have gotten in trouble with the law or have

had a diagnosis imposed on them. At Level 0 some people be-

come capable of committing crimes, including murder, assault,

torture, and rape. Fortunately, not all people at Level 0 do cruel

things to others since others at this level just find relationships

very difficult but have no wish to harm others. For others at

Level 0, even when it is pointed out to them that they have hurt

another person, this means nothing to them. They cannot experi-

ence remorse or guilt because they just don’t understand what

the other person is feeling. This is the ultimate extreme: zero

degrees of empathy.

2  The Empathy Mechanism: The Bell Curve
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At Level 1, a person may still be capable of hurting others,

but they can reflect on what they have done to some extent and

show regret. It’s just that at the time they can’t stop themselves.

Clearly, empathy is not having a sufficient brake on their be-

havior. For individuals at this level, a part of the brain’s empathy

circuit “goes down” that would normally enable them to inhibit

themselves from hurting others physically. Under certain con-

ditions the person may be able to show a degree of empathy,

but if their violent temper is triggered, they may report that

their judgment becomes completely clouded or that they “see

red.” At that moment other people’s feelings are no longer on

their radar. What is frightening is how this breakdown in the

empathy circuit can leave the individual capable of extreme vi-

olence. At the moment of the assault, the urge to attack and de-

stroy may be so overwhelming that there are no limits to what

the person could do and their victim is at that moment simply

an object to be vanquished or removed.

At Level 2, a person still has major difficulties with empathy,

but they have enough to have a glimmering of how another per-

son would feel for this to inhibit any physical aggression. This

may not stop them shouting at others, or saying hurtful things

to others, but they have enough empathy to realize they have

done something wrong when another person’s feelings are hurt.

However, they typically need the feedback from that person, or

from a bystander, to realize that they have over-stepped the

mark. Anticipating another person’s feelings in subtle ways just

does not come naturally to them. A person at Level 2 therefore
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blunders through life, saying all the wrong things (e.g., “You’ve

put on weight!”) or doing the wrong things (e.g., invading an-

other person’s “personal space”). They are constantly getting

into trouble for these faux pas, at work or at home, perhaps losing

their job or their friends because of it, yet are mystified as to what

they are doing wrong. 

At Level 3, a person knows they have difficulty with em-

pathy and may try to mask or compensate for this, perhaps avoid-

ing jobs or relationships where there are constant demands on

their empathy; making the effort to “pretend to be normal” can

be exhausting and stressful.16 They may avoid others at work be-

cause social interaction is so hard, and just keep their head down

and do their work in the hope that this doesn’t bring them into

contact with too many other people. They may realize they just

don’t understand jokes that everyone else does, that other people’s

facial expressions are hard to read, and that they are never quite

sure what’s expected of them. Small talk, chatting, and conver-

sation may be a nightmare for someone at this level, because

there are no rules for how to do it and it is all so unpredictable.

When they get home, the relief (that comes from no longer hav-

ing to “fake” being like everyone else) is huge: They just want

to be alone, to be themselves.

At Level 4, a person has a low-average amount of empathy.

Most of the time their slightly blunted empathy does not affect

their everyday behavior, though people with this level of empathy

may feel more comfortable when the conversation shifts to topics

other than the emotions. More men than women are at Level 4,

2  The Empathy Mechanism: The Bell Curve
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preferring to solve problems by doing something practical or of-

fering to fix something technical rather than having prolonged

discussions about feelings.17 Friendships may be based more on

shared activities and interests than on emotional intimacy,

though they are no less enjoyable or weaker because of this.

At Level 5, individuals are marginally above average in em-

pathy, and more women than men are at this level. Here, friend-

ships may be based more on emotional intimacy, sharing of

confidences, mutual support, and expressions of compassion.

Although people at Level 5 are not constantly thinking about

other’s feelings, others are nevertheless on their radar a lot of

the time, such that they are far more careful in how they interact

at work or at home. They hold back from asserting their opinion

so as not to dominate or intrude. They do not rush to make uni-

lateral decisions so that they can consult and take into account

a range of perspectives. They take their time with others even

if they have lots of other things to do because they want to find

out (sensitively and indirectly) how the other person is and

what’s on their mind, information that is better gleaned by

chatting about a range of topics rather than being extracted

by direct interrogation.

At Level 6, we meet individuals with remarkable empathy

who are continually focused on other people’s feelings, and go

out of their way to check on these and to be supportive. It is as

if their empathy is in a constant state of hyperarousal, such that

other people are never off their radar. Rather than try to describe

this type, let me give you a sketch of one such person:
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Hannah is a psychotherapist who has a natural gift for tuning

into how others are feeling. As soon as you walk into her living

room, she is already reading your face, your gait, your posture.

The first thing she asks you is “How are you?” but this is no per-

functory platitude. Her intonation—even before you have taken

off your coat—suggests an invitation to confide, to disclose, to

share. Even if you just answer with a short phrase, your tone of

voice reveals to her your inner emotional state, and she quickly

follows up your answer with “You sound a bit sad. What’s hap-

pened to upset you?”

Before you know it, you are opening up to this wonderful lis-

tener, who interjects only to offer sounds of comfort and concern,

to mirror how you feel, occasionally offering soothing words to

boost you and make you feel valued. Hannah is not doing this be-

cause it is her job to do so. She is like this with her clients, her

friends, and even people she has only just met. Hannah’s friends

feel cared for by her, and her friendships are built around sharing

confidences and offering mutual support. She has an unstoppable

drive to empathize.v

The Empathy Circuit

What leads an individual’s Empathizing Mechanism to be set

at different levels? The most immediate answer is that it depends

on the functioning of a special circuit in the brain, the empathy

circuit. In this chapter we take a tour of the empathy circuit,

and in the next chapter we see how this circuit is under active

2  The Empathy Mechanism: The Bell Curve
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in those people who commit acts of cruelty and in those who

struggle to empathize.

Thanks to functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),

scientists are getting a clear picture of the brain areas that play

a central role when we empathize. There is a consensus in neuro -

science that at least ten interconnected brain regions are involved

in empathy (and more may await discovery).19 They are shown

in Figure 4, and I am going to take you through each of them

briefly. The names of each of these regions in the empathy cir-

cuit can seem alien on first reading, but with a little familiarity

they become like old friends! There have been some imaginative
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Figure 4: Regions in Empathy Circuit (produced by Mike Lombardo, 
with thanks)

KEY
AI - anterior insula
Amyg - amygdala
cACC - caudal anterior cingulate

cortex
dMPFC/vMPFC - dorsal/ventral

medial prefrontal cortex
FO - frontal operculum
IFG - inferior frontal gyrun
IPL - inferior parietal lobule
IPS - inferior parietal sulcus
MCC - middle cingulate cortex
OFC - orbito-frontal cortex
pSTS - posterior superior temporal

sulcus
RTPJ - right temporal-parietal

junction
SMC - somatosensory cortex
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experiments using neuroimaging to reveal the different parts of

the empathy circuit.

The Medial Prefrontal Cortex

The first region in the empathy circuit is the medial prefrontal

cortex (MPFC), which is thought of as a hub for social infor-

mation processing and is important for comparing your own

perspective to someone else’s.20–22 The MPFC divides into a dor-

sal part (dMPFC) and a ventral part (vMPFC). The dMPFC is

involved in thinking about other people’s thoughts and feelings

(sometimes called “metarepresentation”),20,23 as well as when

we think about our own thoughts and feelings.21,24 In contrast,

the vMPFC is used when you think about your own mind more

than someone else’s. My talented former doctoral student Mike

Lombardo, on the basis of his own and other’s work, argues that

the vMPFC seems to play a key role in self-awareness.21,25–27

But that’s not all this brain region does. Neuroscientist An-

tonio Damasio at Iowa University has put forward the theory

that the vMPFC stores information about the emotional valence

of a course of action. If an action is rewarding, it is emotionally

positive, whereas if an action is punishing, it is emotionally neg-

ative. He calls this a “somatic marker” and suggests we have such

a marker for every action we make and that only actions with

positively valenced somatic markers will be repeated. His evidence

is that patients with damage in the vMPFC show less autonomic

response (less of a change in heartbeat, for example) when shown

images of distressing scenes (such as disasters and mutilation).vi,28
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Further evidence that the vMPFC marks emotional valence is

that it is involved in positive or optimistic thinking and that when

the vMPFC is stimulated, depressed people feel less negative.29,30

Phineas Gage (1823–1860), one of the most famous cases

from the field of neuropsychology, inadvertently added to the

evidence that the vMPFC is involved in the empathy circuit.

Phineas was a railroad construction foreman who survived an

accident of an iron rod being driven through his brain. Ar-

guably, the main consequence of the accident (he lived for an-

other twelve years) was that he lost his empathy.vii Here’s how

it happened. On September 13, 1848, at age twenty-five, Phineas

was working on the railroad, blasting rock in Vermont. His job

was to add gunpowder and a fuse and press the gunpowder

down into a hole using an iron rod. The gunpowder exploded

unexpectedly, driving the rod up through the side of his face,

behind his left eye, and exiting his skull. Remarkably, he sat up

in the cart as they drove him to the hospital, conscious and talk-

ing. In the years that followed, the main change others noticed

in Phineas was that, whereas previously he had been a polite

individual, now he was childish, irreverent, and rude, uttering

profanities and showing no social inhibition. He had lost his

empathy.viii More than a century later, neuroscientist Hanna

Damasio and colleagues obtained his preserved skull and using

modern neuroimaging calculated that the rod must have dam-

aged his vMPFC.31,32,34,35 We are going to see how the vMPFC

and other regions in the empathy circuit are underactive in
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people with low empathy. But first we need to map the different

parts of the circuit.

The Orbito-frontal Cortex

The vMPFC overlaps with what is sometimes called the orbito-

frontal cortex (OFC). Back in 1994 my colleague Howard Ring

and I were the first to identify the OFC as part of the empathy

circuit; we found that when people were asked to judge which

words on a list described what the mind could do, the OFC was

specifically activated.36 The list contained words such as think,

pretend, and believe as well as jump, walk, and eat. Later my

colleague Valerie Stone and I found that patients with damage

in the OFC had difficulty judging when a faux pas had occurred,

an indicator of difficulties with empathy.37 Damage to the OFC

can also lead to patients losing their social judgment, becoming

socially disinhibited. In addition, when a person sees a needle

going into a normal (but not an anesthetized) hand, the OFC is

active, suggesting this part of the empathy circuit is involved in

judging whether something is painful or not.38

The Frontal Operculum

Adjacent to this area is the frontal operculum (FO), which is

part of the empathy circuit and the language circuit as well be-

cause it contains an area involved in the expression of language.

Damage to this area can therefore result in difficulties producing

fluent speech (also called Broca’s aphasia, in which the person
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can understand sentences but not express themselves in full sen-

tences). Its relevance to empathy comes from the idea that the

FO is equivalent to an area in the monkey brain involved in cod-

ing other animals’ intentions and goals.39 That is, when a monkey

(with a deep electrode in its brain) sees another monkey reaching

for an object, cells in the FO increase in its electrical activity, and

the same cells fire when the monkey reaches for an object itself.

The Inferior Frontal Gyrus

The FO sits above a larger area called the inferior frontal gyrus

(IFG). Damage to this region can produce difficulties in emotion

recognition.33 Another of my talented former PhD students,

Bhismadev Chakrabarti, got people to fill in the Empathy Quo-

tient and then had them lie still in the brain scanner while they

looked at happy facial expressions. Some examples of the faces

they had to look at are shown in Figure 5. Bhisma had a hunch

that the IFG would play a key role, and it was a very testable

hypothesis. To test this, Bhisma used the fMRI scanner to es-

tablish which brain regions responded to each of four “basic”

emotions (happy, sad, angry, and disgusted).

I always smile when I see these images because the one on

the top left is my daughter, Kate, when she was just nine years

old. (She’s meant to be looking happy, which can’t really be said

of the other three.) Bhisma found that disgust is mostly processed

in the anterior insula, happy is mostly processed in the ventral

striatum, anger in the supplementary motor cortex, and sad in

a number of regions, including the hypothalamus.40,41 He then
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looked to see if there was any region in the brain that consistently

correlated with EQ regardless of the emotion the person was

viewing. The IFG fit the bill. The better your empathy is, the

more active is your IFG when you are looking at emotional faces.

The Caudal Anterior Cingulate 
Cortex and the Anterior Insula

Going deeper into the cortex we find the caudal anterior cin-

gulate cortex (cACC), also called the middle cingulate cortex

(MCC). The cACC/MCC is involved in empathy because it is

activated as part of the “pain matrix.” This region is active not

only when you experience pain but also when you are observing

others in pain.42 Then we come to the anterior insula (AI),
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which plays a role in bodily aspects of self-awareness, itself

closely tied to empathy.43 Using fMRI, Zurich neuroscientist

Tania Singer and her colleagues found that when a person re-

ceived a painful stimulus on their own hand or when their part-

ner did, the AI and the cACC/MCC were activated whether

you are experiencing your own pain or perceiving your loved

one’s pain.44 Chicago neuro scientist Jean Decety and colleagues

also showed that if you watch someone’s hand being caught in

a door, the AI and cACC/MCC are also activated.45 This acti-

vation is modulated by the extent to which you are imagining

yourself as that other person.46 The AI is also active when you

experience a disgusting taste or see someone else showing dis-

gust, again suggesting this is the part of the brain that allows

identification with another person’s emotional state.47

Tania Singer also looked at the brain when a person is judg-

ing if another person is playing fairly. She found that both men

and women activate their cACC/MCC and AI when they see

someone in pain whom they regard as fair and like. Interestingly,

men on average showed less activity in this part of the empathy

circuit when they see someone in pain whom they regard as

unfair or who they do not like.48 It is as if men find it easier to

switch off their empathy for those who might be competitors,

or who they judge are out of line, or with whom they have no

vested interest in remaining in a relationship. The cACC/MCC

and AI are also clearly involved in the experience and recogni-

tion of a range of emotions, from happiness to disgust and

pain,44,47,49–51 and damage to these regions can interfere with the
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ability to recognize such emotions. For all these reasons, these

are key parts of the empathy circuit.

The Temporoparietal Junction

The temporoparietal junction (TPJ) on the right side (RTPJ)

has been found to play a key role in empathy, particularly when

judging someone else’s intentions and beliefs.52 This is more rel-

evant to the recognition element of empathy, or to what is some-

times called a “theory of mind.” We use our theory of mind

when we try to imagine someone else’s thoughts. Damage to

the TPJ can lead not only to difficulties in judging someone’s

intentions but also to out-of-body experiences,53 while stimula-

tion of the RTPJ can produce the eerie experience that someone

else is present when there’s no one else with you.54 These ab-

normalities suggest the RTPJ is involved in monitoring self and

monitoring others, though the RTPJ may also be involved in

nonsocial functions (such as attention-switching).55,56

The Superior Temporal Sulcus

Adjacent to the RTPJ is the posterior superior temporal sulcus

(pSTS), which has been linked to the empathy circuit for many

years, since animal research revealed that cells in the STS re-

spond when the animal is monitoring the direction of someone

else’s gaze.57 In addition, damage to the STS can disrupt a per-

son’s ability to judge where someone else is looking.58 Clearly,

we look at another person’s eyes not just to see where that per-

son is looking but also what they might be feeling about what
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they are looking at.59 The STS is also involved in observing bio -

logical motion (animate, self-propelled kinds of movements that

living creatures make).60

The Somatosensory Cortex

Next up in the empathy circuit is the somatosensory cortex,

which is not only involved in coding when you are having a tactile

experience but is also activated just by observation of others being

touched.61–65,ix In addition to being involved in sensory experience

(as its name suggests), the somatosensory cortex is activated when

we watch a needle piercing someone else’s hand;x this is also seen

using fMRI.47,67 This strongly suggests that we react in a very sen-

sory way when we identify with someone else’s distress. This clear

brain response is telling us that even without any conscious de-

cision to do so, we must be putting ourselves in the other person’s

shoes, not just to imagine how we would feel in their situation,

but actually feeling it as if it had been our own sensation. No won-

der we wince involuntarily when we see someone else get hurt.

Of course, not everyone will have this strong empathic response

to such emotionally charged situations. If our somatosensory cor-

tex is damaged or temporary disrupted, our ability to recognize

other people’s emotions is significantly diminished.68,69 Surgeons

may, for example, be well suited to their job precisely because

they don’t have this emotional reaction, a prediction confirmed

by Yawei Cheng, who found that physicians who practice acu -

puncture show less somatosensory cortex activity while watching

pictures of body parts being pricked by needles.70
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The Inferior Parietal Lobule 
and the Inferior Parietal Sulcus

The FO/IFG connects to the inferior parietal lobule (IPL), and

these are both interesting because they are part of the “mirror

neuron system”—those parts of the brain that are active when

you perform an action and when you observe someone else per-

forming the same action. Italian neuroscientists led by Giacomo

Rizzolatti at the University of Parma first demonstrated the exis-

tence of mirror neurons in primates by placing electrodes into

parts of the brain to record nerve cells that fire not only when the

animal is performing an action but also when the animal sees an-

other animal performing the same action.71 If the IFG is part of

the human mirror neuron system, this suggests empathy involves

some form of mirroring of other people’s actions and emotions.49,72

The mirror neuron system in humans is hard to measure, obvi-

ously because it is unethical to place electrodes into an awake

human healthy brain.xi But using fMRI, scientists can see that the

system appears to span the IFG, the IPL, and the inferior parietal

sulcus (IPS) (just posterior to the IPL). Interestingly, an extension

of this idea of a mirror neuron is neurons that fire to the direction

of one’s gaze. IPS neurons in a monkey fire not only when a mon-

key looks in a specific direction, but also when the monkey sees

another person (or monkey) looking in that same direction.74

As an aside, some people are quick to assume that mirror

neurons alone can be equated with empathy, but we should

keep in mind that the mirror neuron system has been verified

only in single cell recordings for the domain of actions and may
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simply be building blocks for empathy. For example, the mirror

neuron system is involved in mimicry, as happens when you are

feeding an infant and as they open their mouth, you involuntarily

open your own or when someone else yawns and you involun-

tarily do too. Such mirroring of another’s actions typically occurs

without consciously thinking about the other person’s emotional

state. This effect is what some social psychologists call “the

chameleon effect.”75

It has also been suggested that emotional contagion is a form

of empathy, as happens when one person shows fear and others

(witnessing their facial expression) “catch” the same feeling of

fear or when one baby cries in a maternity ward and triggers

other babies to start crying. Again, one can imagine this type of

contagion happening without needing to think consciously

about another’s feelings. As I indicated earlier in the chapter, I

reserve the term empathy for more than these rather simple

phenomena. Empathy seems to be more than just this automatic

mirroring. Both the automatic mirroring systems and the more

conscious neural systems involved in explicit understanding of

mental states interact with each other.25,76,77

The Amygdala

The last region (but in many ways the jewel in the crown) in

the empathy circuit is the amygdala, situated beneath the cor-

tex in the limbic system. It is involved in emotional learning

and regulation.78,79 NYU neuroscientist Joseph LeDoux situates

the amygdala at the center of the “emotional brain” because
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of his extensive studies into how we learn to fear something.80,xii

(His fascination with the amygdala and his love of music

prompted him to form a band called the Amygdaloids!)xiii I had

the pleasure of meeting Joe when he visited Cambridge in

2009. A key piece of evidence for the role of the amygdala in

empathy came from a study we carried out back in 1999 when

we asked people, while lying in the fMRI scanner, to look at

pictures of other people’s eyes and make judgments about

their emotions and mental states. One brain region that was

clearly activated was the amygdala.83 Another clue that the

amygdala is part of the empathy circuit comes from a famous

neurological patient, known by her initials SM. She has very

specific damage to both of her two amygdalae (we all have

one in each hemisphere). Despite having good intelligence,

her main difficulty is not being able to recognize fearful emo-

tions in others’ faces.84 This difficulty SM has in recognizing

fearful faces is related to the fact that the eyes are critical for

recognizing fear in someone’s face. SM’s damage in the amyg-

dala affects her ability to make eye contact, which is why she

has difficulty in recognizing fearful faces.85 We know this be-

cause, when directed to attend to the eyes, she regains the abil-

ity to recognize fearful faces.86 SM reminds us how key the

amygdala is in cueing us to attend to the eyes, which gives us

clues to other people’s thoughts and emotions.

This completes our brief tour of the ten major brain regions in-

volved in empathy.xiv Many of the regions involved in automatically
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coding our own experience are also automatically active when

we perceive others acting or having similar experiences.xv Simi-

larly, the regions involved in consciously thinking about some-

one else’s mind are also active when we think about our own

minds.xvi These regions allow us to talk about an empathy circuit

in the brain. As a circuit these ten way stations are not connected

in any simple linear fashion (like pearls in a necklace) because

there are multiple connections between regions too. Finding

that these regions vary in activity in different individuals ac-

cording to their particular level of empathy takes us back to the

idea of empathy varying like a dimmer switch and gives us a di-

rect way of explaining people who have little or no empathy.77

What we should expect is that someone who is way down the

empathy bell curve should show far less neural activity in parts

or all of the empathy circuit. We will look at precisely this pre-

diction shortly.

So have we got any closer to explaining how people can

be cruel to others? Can we now use empathy instead of evil as

the explanatory term? Not yet. So far all we have is some evi-

dence that people can score very low on the EQ, and we now

have a list of brain regions whose functioning determines how

much empathy a person will show. But this is not yet a satisfying

explanation for several reasons. First, we need proof that these

regions “go down” in people who commit acts of cruelty toward

others. Second, we need a clearer portrait of what people are

like who score super-low on the EQ. Third, we need to know
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if there are different routes to arriving at zero degrees of empa-

thy. Finally, we need to know what the environmental or bio-

logical factors are that can cause the empathy circuit in the brain

to malfunction. If we can describe how this happens, we will

have solved our quest to explain the extremes of human cruelty.
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3

When Zero Degrees 
of Empathy Is Negative 

What is zero degrees of empathy like? What does it mean to

have no empathy? And does this translate into what some

people call “evil”?

Zero degrees of empathy means you have no awareness of

how you come across to others, how to interact with others,

or how to anticipate their feelings or reactions. Your Empathy

Mechanism functions at Level 0. You feel mystified by why re-

lationships don’t work out, and your lack of empathy creates a

deep-seated self-centeredness. Other people’s thoughts and feel-

ings are just off your radar. This leaves you doomed to do your

own thing, in your own little bubble, not just oblivious to other

people’s feelings and thoughts but also oblivious to the idea

that there might even be other points of view. The consequence

is that you believe 100 percent in the rightness of your own

ideas and beliefs, and judge anyone who does not hold your be-

liefs as wrong or stupid.
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Zero degrees of empathy is ultimately a lonely kind of ex-

istence, a life at best misunderstood, at worst condemned as

selfish. It means you have no brakes on your behavior, leaving

you free to pursue any object of your desires, or to express any

thought in your mind, without considering the impact of your

actions or words on any other person. In the extreme case

your lack of empathy might lead you to commit murder or rape.

In the less extreme case (close to zero, such as Level 1 or 2) it

might lead you to be verbally abusive or just talk way too much

or overstay your welcome. These are clearly different levels of

empathy deficit because the person who is simply verbally in-

sensitive may realize it’s not nice to physically hurt someone

else. But even the verbally insensitive individual can be close to

zero on the EQ. Zero degrees of empathy can lead one to com-

mit acts of cruelty, it can leave one insensitive toward others,

or, simply, socially isolated. We can see, then, that zero degrees

of empathy does not equate to what some would call “evil.” But

for those who come into the orbit of someone with such de-

pleted empathy, it means the risk of being on the receiving end

of verbal insults, physical attacks, or experiencing a lack of care

or consideration—in short, at risk of getting hurt.

Zero degrees of empathy does not strike at random in the

population. There are at least three well-defined routes to this

end point. In this chapter I put forward a new view in which I

take old categories from psychiatry and reconceptualize them

as examples of zero degrees of empathy. I group these categories

together as Zero-Negative because they have nothing positive to
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recommend them. They are unequivocally bad for the sufferer

and for those around them. As we meet each of these types and

look at their brains, we can see if it really is the case that however

you lose empathy, if you are Zero-Negative, the same underlying

empathy circuitry in the brain is affected.

We are slowly going to look into each of the three circles

in Figure 6, but we need to go one step at a time. The first form

of Zero-Negative is called borderline (or Type B).
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Zero-Negative Type B

Carol is thirty-nine years old. I met her when she came to our

diagnostic clinic in Cambridge. (I have disguised details of her

life for reasons of confidentiality.) She is classed as borderline.

To give it its full name, she has borderline personality disorder.

For as long as she can remember, and certainly going back into

early childhood, she has felt her life was “cursed.” As she looks

back on her stormy childhood, her unstable teens, and her crisis-

ridden adulthood, she contemplates her lifetime of depression.

Her relationship with her parents has been punctuated by periods

of years during which she did not speak to them at all.

She is aware that she has a huge reservoir of hatred toward

her parents, who she feels maltreated her and who were never

really parents toward her. However nice people are to her, she

feels she can never quench this simmering rage, which even

today can come out as hatred toward anyone she feels is dis -

respecting her. Often people she perceives as disrespecting her

are simply people who disagree with her, and she senses that

they are doing this in a confrontational way. In this way, there

is a distortion or a bias in how she reacts to others, assuming

they are treating her badly when they are not. If her children

don’t do what she says, she screams and swears at them: “How

dare you treat me with such disrespect? You can just fuck off ! I

hate you. I never want to see you again. You can just look after

yourselves. I’m through with the lot of you! You’re evil, selfish
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bastards! I hate you! I’m going to kill myself ! And I hope you’re

happy knowing you made me do it!”

She will then storm out, slamming the door behind her.

Minutes later she will drive to one of her friends and spend

the evening having fun, leaving her children reeling with the

impact of her hurtful words. When her hatred and anger bubble

up, there is no chance of her stopping it coming out. It bursts

forth with venom, designed to hurt whoever’s ears the words

land on. Her own feelings are so strong that there is no space

in her mind to consider how her children might feel being told

by their mother that they are evil. The irony of Carol’s behav-

ior is that in accusing others of selfishness (because their will

does not accord with hers), she herself behaves with absolute

selfishness.

If parenthood is defined by being able to put your own needs

second to those of your child, she is totally ill equipped for parent-

hood. For Carol, her own needs are paramount and her children’s

needs (or anyone else’s for that matter) never even feature on her

radar. While her children are recovering from the bruising impact

of her outburst, she is meantime laughing and partying with her

friends in a café in town. When she comes back home, she either

acts as if nothing has happened or refuses to talk to her children

(or whoever provoked her rage) until they have apologized to her.

Hate and anger are not Carol’s only problems. She also has

major difficulties in interpreting other people’s behavior and

emotional expressions (in their faces, voices, or gestures). She
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thinks she knows exactly what others are thinking or feeling,

but her empathy is twisted and distorted by a bias that leads her

to assume other people are thinking hostile thoughts and har-

boring hostile intentions toward her. If someone is silent, even

for a few minutes, she assumes they are being aggressive. If some-

one makes a joke, she assumes the other person is attacking her.

If someone is caring, she assumes it is not meant. If someone

apologizes, she assumes this, too, is not genuine. She will lash

out with her accusations at other people’s insincerity so that,

no matter how hard they try to persuade her that they care or

are sorry for their apparently hurtful actions, she does not accept

their well-intended approaches and pushes them away. That

other people feel bullied and controlled by her tyrannical, self-

centered behavior does not even occur to her.

Carol is extremely difficult because her behavior is so im-

pulsive and explosive, but she also carves an extremely sad fig-

ure: At an age when she should feel confidence and a sense of

achievement from her efforts, she has instead ended up feeling

distrustful of close relationships, constantly disappointed by

others, and believing she has been victimized by others. To

those who know Carol, her emotions are like a roller coaster.

She lurches from feeling lonely and depressed, to feeling totally

happy, to feeling rage toward others. She goes out to clubs at

night, dancing with strangers in the hope of finding a new close

relationship. Some of these closer relationships develop into

sexual relationships. She enjoys the idea that others find her at-

tractive, and she wants to feel close to someone. However, as
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soon as she is in a new relationship, she starts to sabotage it by

initiating conflict. She looks for problems in the relationship,

constantly asking, “Why don’t you communicate?” and “Why

don’t you care about me?”

Despite her new lover, John, trying to reassure her that he

does care, or replying that he does communicate, Carol insists

that he does not. When John gives her time to sit and talk, she

argues that it is not “real” communication. If he tries to defend

himself, she accuses him of being “switched off” or of “not really

connecting with her pain.” She says that if he truly loves her,

he would know how much she is hurting inside. She insists that

he hates her, and she taunts him to hit her to prove that he hates

her. After she has screamed and sworn at him, she will throw her

arms around him and ask him to make love to her, begging him

to “promise me you’ll never leave me!”

She frequently threatens to kill herself. On the last occasion

she ran outside at 3:00 AM, claiming that John didn’t care enough

about her and that “this time I am going to do it.” He spent hours

that night searching the local public parks, desolate parking lots,

wasteland, or other places where in the past she had run off to,

trying to find her and console her and ask her to come back.

Unsurprisingly, these unstable relationships tend not to last.

Within her marriage, she pours scorn on her husband, Mike,

whom she accuses of making her feel insignificant, unimportant,

and invisible, as if she does not exist. When he replies that she

does matter, she says, “You’re just like everyone else. You’ll

leave me in the end, just like everyone else does.” If Mike tries
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to comfort her by putting his arm around her, she pushes him

away, saying he is suffocating her. She hates men touching her

and does not want to be a wife, fearing it will take over her iden-

tity. She pushes away anyone who wants to get near her.

She is totally self-absorbed, talking unstoppably about herself

and her thoughts, with no real interest in other people’s thoughts.

If in bed her lover touches her, she removes his hand and tells

him not to cross the midline of their bed. She tells him, “You

think you’re so fucking important, just because you’re at the top

of the tree.” She tells him that in his presence she feels she is “a

nobody,” that he makes her feel like she is a “piece of shit,” and

that the world would be better off if she was dead. She says she

longs to be free of this life of pain and that one of these days she

will “do it.” If John withdraws from her, she hurls abuse at him,

saying, “There! I told you you didn’t care about me!” If he tries

to get close to her, she tells him to “go away and leave me alone.

You don’t really care about me.”

It is not hard to see why this is a clear case of Zero-Negative.

Carol’s empathy is at ground zero, and there is nothing good

about being in such a state. She has few friends, a situation not

helped by the fact that she despises other women. When she is

alone, she says she feels “abandoned,” and she experiences ter-

rible levels of anxiety she can get rid of only through comfort

eating, sex, alcohol, or aggression. She can act as a mature woman

one minute, and the next she can curl up like a little girl. She can

appear calm and reflective, and then the next minute be highly

manipulative (“Do this or else I’ll take you to court! . . .”). One
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minute she can slam her friend’s door, saying, “I’m never com-

ing back,” only to return the next week as if nothing happened.

She treats her few friends in the same hot-and-cold manner:

One minute she tells them they are her best friend; the next

minute she accuses them of disloyalty, claiming that the friend-

ship is false and that they are evil.

This is a snapshot of Carol’s current behavior. The hallmark

of borderlines is a constant fear of abandonment, emotional

pain and loneliness, hatred (of others and of themselves), im-

pulsivity, and self-destructive, highly inconsistent behavior.

Jerold Kreisman and Hal Straus summarize borderlines in the

title of their book I Hate You—Don’t Leave Me.93 This neatly sums

up the contradictory behavior in borderlines.

So how did Carol end up as Zero-Negative? What is the

route to becoming borderline? And does being borderline mean

you inevitably treat other people cruelly?

Carol’s Development

When Carol was a baby, her mother used to ignore her. She

thought it would just spoil children to give them attention, that

to show them affection was to “make a rod for your back,” by

which she meant that the child would then expect love and be-

come clingy. She breastfed Carol for just one week after she

was born and then passed the baby to a nanny to feed by bottle,

saying she was too busy to look after the baby. She felt she had

done her duty as a mother to have breastfed, but she got no

maternal pleasure from such physical intimacy. She was proud
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of how Carol as a toddler showed independence, could be left

alone for hours or even all day, and did not cry, and she prided

herself in having trained Carol to learn that crying did not bring

her mother or lead to being picked up and cuddled. “Children

have to learn who is boss,” she would say.

Carol was hit constantly if she didn’t do what her mother

ordered her to do. Carol can remember in her childhood fre-

quently being sent from the table if her table manners were not

to her mother’s standards, and her mother would then say,

“Bread and water only, and stay in your room for a whole day.”

If Carol cried at one of her punishments, she was threatened

with being beaten with a belt, which her mother also used with

the pet dog to control him. Carol recalls her mother showing

no maternal affection; she would never hug or kiss Carol. And

her mother constantly put Carol down, using criticism in public.

She overtly favored Carol’s younger sister. At the age of eight

Carol was sent to boarding school, where she felt lonely and

was withdrawn and socially anxious. Her mother felt she had

completed her maternal duty and that children needed to learn

to stand on their own two feet. As a result, Carol grew up look-

ing after herself from at least this age, if not before, knowing

that her mother was never around to care for her. She taught

herself to read and figured out how to use the washing machine

and clean the house because her mother never did anything do-

mestic. Carol would cook her own meals, clean the house, and

cry herself to sleep every night.
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Carol remembers her father being at times affectionate but

also depressed, often away for long periods, his love unpre-

dictable. She remembers the physical fights her parents had,

while she would hide under her bed and block out the world

with her fingers in her ears. Carol’s parents divorced when she

was nine, and during her adolescence she hardly came home.

When she wasn’t at boarding school, she would stay with friends

or come home to an empty home, as her mother was always

out. Carol started having sexual relationships early, at age four-

teen, in a desperate attempt to be loved. She turned to drugs,

initially cannabis, but later “acid,” to escape her depression, and

she remembers how every day during her childhood she wished

to die, feeling that life was a struggle from which she wanted 

to exit.

When Carol was sixteen, she was sitting in a café one day.

She befriended a man in his forties who was sitting alone and

started pouring out her life story to him. He in turn told her of

his difficult marriage and his depression, and he asked her to

be his friend. She identified with his sadness and was flattered

at being wanted by him. He asked if she would come back to

his apartment that evening to check a letter he was writing 

to his wife, and she willingly agreed. When she arrived later

that evening, he locked the door behind her, said how beautiful

she was, and asked her to go to bed with him. She was frightened

and did not want to, but she said nothing while he had sex with

her. After it was all over, she felt that she had been raped and
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that she had been treated “like dirt,” but she told no one. Carol

felt as if this was what her life was destined to be—she described

it as “her curse.”

At the age of eighteen she started cutting herself to escape

her depression and drinking before going to clubs; she was sur-

prised that she couldn’t remember how she had ended up in

different men’s beds. During one such sexual encounter she be-

came pregnant. She decided to keep the baby but developed

postnatal depression when the baby was born. Her baby was

put into foster care as she was unable to look after her. Four

years later she married Mike, a man who offered to look after

her, and had two children with him, though the relationship—

if it was ever there—did not last beyond a few short years. She

soon simply used Mike to pay the bills, look after the children,

and look after her, while she went out most nights clubbing.

Her friendships are short-lived and are based on what she can

get out of them. She doesn’t want to hear about other people’s

problems. All she cares about is herself.

Stepping Back from Carol

Carol had a terrible childhood and adolescence. More than a

century of research into the effects of early deprivation has

clearly established that such environmental factors affect brain

development, probably irreversibly. We need to ask: What

makes us say she is borderline (or Type B)? And what are the

consequences for behavior in someone who is borderline?
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According to psychiatrists, borderline is a highly specific form

of personality disorder, different from other varieties. Border-

lines, it turns out, are pretty common: In the general population

they make up around 2 percent. Among those who turn up for

counseling or psychiatric help, it is even more common: About

15 percent are borderline. Among people who commit suicide,

about 33 percent are borderline. And in clinics for those with

eating disorders, alcoholism, and/or drug abuse, Type B may

be present in as many as 50 percent.94–96

The hallmarks of borderlines are self-destructive impulsivity,

anger, and mood swings. (Appendix 2 contains a list of symptoms

for borderlines.) Borderlines also tend to think in very black-

and-white ways (so-called “splitting”), so that people are either

“all good” or “all bad.” (This may be why borderlines can be

particularly attracted to cults because the cult leader is seen by

members as all good.) Borderlines are also very manipulative—

for example, acting as if they are weak and helpless, or using

sexual seduction, or threatening suicide to get attention. In terms

of the two major components of empathy (recognition and re-

sponse), it may be that Type Bs have difficulties in both—they

are certainly failing to react to others with an appropriate emo-

tion, and they may also have difficulty reading intentions and

emotions in faces accurately.

Among borderlines in clinics, 70 percent have attempted

suicide even before arriving at the clinic, and on average bor-

derline patients attempt suicide at least three times in their lives.
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For this reason, borderlines are said to have “the most lethal

psychiatric disorder.”97–101 Distinguishing between those who

“merely” threaten suicide to get attention (but have no intention

of carrying it out) and those who actually plan to carry it out

can be tricky. About 10 percent of borderlines actually commit

suicide, whereas the other 90 percent just threaten or attempt

it. Threatening to commit suicide is clearly not an empathic

thing to do to another person. Whether the 10 percent who suc-

ceed actually meant to succeed is also unclear because it could

just have been an attention-seeking impulse that went disas-

trously wrong. But it leaves others in a quandary: If your partner

or relative threatens suicide, do you just dismiss the threat as

attention-seeking and ignore it? Or do you allow yourself to get

swept up into the panic and the emergency of the situation just

in case this time he or she really means it?102

Borderlines rage at those they love. When people say it is a

thin line between love and hate, in borderlines that thin line be-

comes infinitesimal! Despite all this rage, they describe them-

selves as “empty” inside. They will say quite openly that the

empty feelings cause a terrible emotional pain and depression.

And they will tell you that the impulsive behaviors (the drinking,

drugs, self-mutilation, sexual promiscuity, binge eating, gam-

bling, or suicide attempts) are all just to get some brief relief in

a desperate attempt to feel something, anything, rather than

feel the emptiness.

Borderlines also report that that feeling of emptiness leaves

them with a lack of core identity. Life feels like an act, as if they
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are continually pretending to be someone else. And in the same

way that deep down they don’t know who they are, they also

find it difficult to figure out who other people are. It is as if

the problem they have in thinking about themselves mirrors

the problem they have in thinking about others as whole people.

Instead, they focus either on the good parts of others or the bad

parts, but they cannot seem to see another person as both good

and bad. They can switch, even in minutes, from perceiving

those they love as perfect or as evil. People are either idolized

or devalued. This “splitting” is sometimes thought of as a

Freudian defense mechanism, though others see it as a sign of

a mind that thinks in a very binary way—no shades of gray.

Marilyn Monroe

A well-known borderline was Marilyn Monroe (born Norma

Jeane Mortenson). Despite her glamorous outward appearance,

a volcano simmered within her. Elton John wrote his famous

song “Candle in the Wind” to describe her, which succinctly

summarizes how impulsively changeable she was. Norma was

born in 1926, and her parents divorced in 1928. She always

claimed she didn’t know who her real father was. Norma’s

mother, Gladys, because of her mental health, gave her child

away for fostering to the Bolenders, where she lived until she

was seven. Norma believed the Bolenders were her real parents

until she was told the truth at this age. Gladys came back to

have her daughter live with her, but when Norma was nine,

Gladys was taken to a psychiatric hospital. Gladys’s friend Grace
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became the young girl’s guardian. Grace married a man named

Ervin Goddard when Norma was still just nine years old, so the

young Norma was sent to the Los Angeles Orphan Home and

then to a series of foster homes. Two years later she went back

to live with Grace but was sexually molested by Goddard.

Marilyn was married three times, first to neighbor James

Dougherty in 1942 when she was sixteen. He agreed to marry

her to avoid her being returned to the orphanage. The marriage

lasted only three years. She remarried in 1954, to baseball player

Joe DiMaggio, but this marriage lasted less than a year. Very

soon after, in 1956, she married playwright Arthur Miller, who

described her as follows: “She was a whirling light to me then,

all paradox and enticing mystery, street-tough one moment,

then lifted by a lyrical and poetic sensitivity that few retain past

early adolescence.”103 Throughout her life she hated being alone

and was terrified of being abandoned. In adulthood she was in

and out of psychiatric clinics and attempted suicide at least three

times. She finally succeeded in killing herself (overdosing on

barbiturates) on August 5, 1962.

What Causes Type B?

But let’s return to our main objective here: to understand this

form of zero degrees of empathy. As we saw in both Carol’s

case and Marilyn’s life, borderlines cannot tolerate being alone.

For them, aloneness feels like abandonment, and to avoid that

awful feeling the person will seek out other people, even rela-
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tionships with strangers. But whoever they are with, borderlines

either feel suffocated (by someone getting close to them) or

abandoned (by someone being distant from them). They cannot

find a calm, middle ground in which to enjoy a relationship com-

fortably. Instead, they live in an unhealthy alternating sequence

of pushing others away (with angry hate) or clinging desperately

to them (with extreme gratitude).

Borderlines were first described by Adolf Stern in 1938, who

saw the condition as a borderline between psychosis and neurosis

(a mild form of schizophrenia). We now know borderline per-

sonality disorder is really very different from schizophrenia, but

what is known about its cause?

Blame the Parents

One of the earliest child psychological theories of borderlines

was object relations theory. This argued that, if parents don’t

respect their child’s needs or abuse or neglect their child, the

child will become borderline. Object relations theory stems

from four important psychodynamic ideas.

The first is that of the “significant other” (typically a parent),

who is the “object” of a child’s feelings and to whom the child

looks to meet his or her needs. The second is Sigmund Freud’s

notion of the stages of development that a child has to suc-

cessfully negotiate to establish a healthy personality. The third

is the Freudian principle of the importance of the earliest rela-

tionship influencing all later ones. The fourth idea (deriving from

Hungarian-born New York psychoanalyst Margaret Mahler) is
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that typical infants start in an “autistic phase” of development,

in which they feel fused with their mother and then later separate

and individuate. During this “separation-individuation phase,”

the child establishes a sense of self, which is crucial for later men-

tal health. This process balances the healthy needs for autonomy

and for closeness on the one hand, with the unhealthy fear of

engulfment and abandonment on the other.

Otto Kernberg developed these ideas into an explanation

of borderlines. He is a professor of psychiatry at Weill Cornell

Medical College and director of the Personality Disorders Insti-

tute at the college. Born in 1928 in Vienna,i Kernberg, like

Mahler, believed infants start off in an autistic state and have to

build their first relationship, out of which comes a concept of

self. During the phase of separating and individuating, the typ-

ical child uses a defense mechanism known as splitting. Good

experiences are split off from bad ones. For Kernberg, the natural

process of development involves integrating these splits, which

means accepting the self as comprising good and bad parts and

accepting the parent as having both good and bad parts.

In Kernberg’s account, a child who gets stuck at the splitting

stage and who never achieves that integration enters into a “dis-

sociative” state and is destined to become borderline. It could

be because the mother frequently pushed her child away or pro-

vided no closeness. Or the mother may have made it hard for

the child to explore the world by clinging too much to her infant,

so that the child feared he would be abandoned (if she let go)
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or engulfed (by holding him too much). Or a dissociate state

could arise from more extreme deprivation or maltreatment,

such as child abuse. The result is a child who never achieves a

sense of being an emotionally secure adult. Being stuck with the

split, the good experiences and the good image the child has

of the parent can be amplified or exaggerated into idealization

of the other and into something idealized and construct a

grandiose view of oneself, while the bad experiences are quar-

entined into a cesspool of negative feelings (anger and hate). The

result is an intense need for attachment, an intense fear of aban-

donment, and a conflict-ridden relationship with their mother.

The Role of Abuse and Neglect

So much for object relations theory. It is a clever theory because

it makes sense of some central characteristics of borderlines,

such as the black-and-white thinking style and the switching

that can occur from extreme love to extreme hate. However,

many of its predictions about parenting are quite subtle for

scientists to measure. How much is too much—or how little is

too little—when it comes to hugging your toddler? And it suffers,

like many theories of its day, from a bias toward “mother-blaming”

that neglects other potential environmental factors (including

abusive fathers, stepparents, or other caregivers).

An easier way to test object relations theory is to examine

clear-cut cases of child physical abuse (when children are iden-

tified as having been battered, for example), child sexual abuse,
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or child neglect (when children are identified as having been

left alone for unusually long periods). When you look at children

who have had such experiences and follow them up, there is

plenty of evidence for a link with becoming borderline in adult-

hood.104,105 Common within families of children who later grow

up to become borderline are incest, child abuse, violence, and

alcoholism. Obviously, the link between child abuse and bor-

derline is not total: Not all who are abused go on to become

borderline, and not all those who are borderline were abused.

In fact, 80 percent of those with a history of sexual abuse are

not borderline.106–113 Nevertheless, the link is strong. Between

40 and 70 percent of borderlines report a history of sex abuse.108

Sixty to 80 percent of borderlines also had a history of physical

abuse, early separation through divorce, or emotional neglect,

indifference, deprivation, and rejection.114 Thus, there is plenty

of evidence for early developmental trauma causing a person

to lose empathy in this uniquely borderline way (though this is

not a necessary and sufficient cause).

The Borderline Brain

Remarkably, despite the unstable behavior of Type Bs, scientists

have managed to study their brains, which are definitely different

in much of the empathy circuit. First, there is decreased binding

of neurotransmitters to one of the serotonin receptors.ii,115 Just

as we might expect, these abnormalities occur in brain regions

within the empathy circuit: the ventromedial prefrontal cortex

(vMPFC), the middle cingulate cortex (MCC), and areas of tem-
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poral lobe, among other areas.115,116 Neuroimaging reveals ab-

normalities in the empathy circuit in the Type B brain as well,

particularly underactivity in the orbital frontal cortex (OFC)/

vMPFC and in the temporal cortex. And when borderlines read

a script about abandonment, there is less activity in empathy

brain regions such as the amygdala, the vMPFC and the MCC,

the inferior frontal gyrus (IFG), and the superior temporal sulcus

(STS). Other studies have found increased amygdala activity on

both sides of the brain during emotionally aversive slides. Sim-

ilarly, while looking at emotional faces, borderlines show in-

creased left amygdala activity.117–124 Finally, a recent study found

that when Type B individuals played a “trust” game, they

showed no signs of being able to maintain attempts or repair

broken attempts to cooperate with other individuals. Neural

markers related to cooperative and trusting gestures (the anterior

insula [AI]), active in typical individuals, were completely absent

in Type B individuals.125

A novel approach has been to follow up people who were

abused as children and scan their brains. The approach is novel

because it is prospective rather than retrospective: The emo-

tional damage was done in childhood, and the scientific question

is: What happened to their brain? Not all of them will turn out

to be Type B, but a significant proportion will. Such people

again have abnormalities in the empathy circuit, such as having

a smaller amygdala. This is also true of women who were sex-

ually abused, who later show less gray matter in their left me-

dial temporal cortex compared to nonabused women. Smaller
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hippocampal volume is also found in people who experienced

a trauma and went on to develop post-traumatic stress disorder

(PTSD).126–132 One interpretation of all this evidence is that early

negative experiences of abuse and neglect change how the brain

turns out. But the key point is that the zero degrees of empathy

in borderlines arises from abnormalities in the empathy circuit

of the brain.

Zero-Negative Type P

Our next encounter with a form of zero degrees of empathy is

the psychopath (or Type P). When we meet the psychopath,

we see a person who shares that same total preoccupation with

oneself as we saw in Type B. But in this case there is a willingness

to do whatever it takes to satisfy their desires. This might take

the form of a hair-trigger violent reaction to the smallest thing

that thwarts the person. Or it might take the form of cold, cal-

culated cruelty. Sometimes the mindless aggression is not trig-

gered by a perceived threat but by a need to dominate, to get

what one wants, a complete detachment from another person’s

feelings, and possibly even some pleasure at seeing someone else

suffer. (The Germans have a word for this pleasure: schadenfreude.)iii

I think you’ll find it a small step to conceptualize Type P in-

dividuals as what some people call “evil,” but the questions we

keep returning to in this book are whether this is the result of

zero degrees of empathy, and if this is in turn the result of the
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empathy circuit not developing and functioning in the normal

way. But first let’s look at the case of an actual psychopath.

Paul

Paul (not his real name) is twenty-eight years old and is cur-

rently detained in a secure prison after having been found guilty

of murder. I was asked by his lawyer to conduct a diagnostic

interview with Paul. Because of his violence, it could have been

unsafe for him to come to our clinic, so I went to see him in

prison. He told me how he had wound up in jail. He insisted

he wasn’t guilty because the man he had stabbed had provoked

him by looking at him from across the bar. Paul had gone over

to the man and said, “Why were you staring at me?” The man

had replied (I assume truthfully), “I wasn’t staring at you. I was

simply looking around the bar.” Paul had felt incensed by the

man’s answer, believing it to be disrespectful, and felt he

needed to be taught a lesson. He picked up a beer bottle, smashed

it on the table, and plunged the jagged end deep into the 

man’s face.

Like me, the attorney at Paul’s trial was shocked by the ap-

parent lack of remorse and the self-righteousness of his plea of

not guilty. In my questioning I probed further for some evidence

of moral conscience. Paul was adamant that he had simply de-

fended himself: “He humiliated me in public. I had to show him

I wasn’t a doormat.”

I asked, “Do you believe you did anything wrong?”
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Paul replied, “People have treated me like shit all my life.

I’m not taking it from no one no more. If someone shows me

disrespect, they deserve what they get.”

I probed further: “Are you sorry that he died?” I waited to

hear Paul’s answer, holding my breath.

He replied with anger in his voice, “Were the kids at school

sorry when they bullied me? Was my boss sorry when he fired

me? Was my neighbor sorry when he deliberately hit my car?

And you ask me if I’m sorry that that piece of shit died? Of course

I’m not sorry. He had it coming to him. No one’s ever been

sorry for how they’ve treated me. Why should I give a fuck

about him?”

This wasn’t Paul’s first offense. He had been in prison six

times since leaving school (at sixteen) for crimes that included

shoplifting, drug dealing, rape, and violent assault. He left high

school with no qualifications, and his career of criminal behavior

had begun as young as thirteen when he had set fire to the school

gym and sat in a tree from across a field to watch it burn. He

was expelled and from there went to three more schools, each

time being expelled for aggression—starting fights in the play-

ground, attacking a teacher who asked him to be quiet, and even

jumping on someone’s head when they wouldn’t let Paul onto

the football team.

As a very young child, the warning signs had been there. At

eight years old he was cruel to his cat, finding it amusing to tie

a brick to her back leg and to film her trying to walk. For as long
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as his mother could remember, Paul had told lies, about both

small things (saying he had done his homework when he

hadn’t) and bigger things (saying he had gone to school when

he hadn’t). Truanting led to staying out all night, even at twelve

years old, without telling his parents or getting their permission.

Stepping Back from Paul

Paul is clearly not the kind of guy you want to live anywhere

near. Many would not hesitate to describe him as “evil.” He is

a psychopath—though to give him the proper diagnostic label,

we should say he has antisocial personality disorder (see Appen-

dix 2 for the list of symptoms required for this diagnosis). He

earns this label because he shows “a pervasive pattern of dis -

regard for and violation of the rights of others that begins in

childhood or adolescence, and continues into adulthood.”134

Anti social personality disorder is diagnosed if someone is older

than eighteen and if they previously had a different diagnosis,

conduct disorder, in childhood. In Paul’s case he clearly did. Not

all cases of conduct disorder grow up into antisocial personality

disorder, but many do (at least 40 percent).

In the general population, about 3 percent of males (but only

1 percent of females) have antisocial personality disorder. In prison

samples, the rates are—perhaps unsurprisingly—much higher:

About 50 percent of all male inmates and 25 percent of all female

inmates would warrant this diagnosis.135 And some people with

antisocial personality disorder—like Paul—are psychopaths.
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Characteristics of Type P

The full name for Paul’s condition is psychopathic personality

dis order or what I call Zero-Negative Type P. About 15 percent

of prison samples are psychopaths and just less than 1 percent

of males in the general population.136 The concept of the psy-

chopath goes back to Hervey Cleckley’s 1941 book, The Mask

of Sanity.137,iv As its title suggests, Cleckley was concerned with

how to recognize a psychopath if he or she were convincingly

pretending to be normal. He argued that psychopaths exhibit

these characteristics:

• superficial charm

• lack of anxiety or guilt

• undependability and dishonesty

• egocentricity

• inability to form lasting intimate relationships

• failure to learn from punishment

• poverty of emotions

• lack of insight into the impact of their behavior

• failure to plan ahead

Let’s look at the second of these characteristics a little more

closely: lack of anxiety or guilt. To me, these two emotions are

connected to Type P very differently. Clearly, someone who

lacks guilt will be capable of doing bad things without worrying

about how they themselves will feel later, let alone worrying
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about how someone else might feel. If you have empathy you

will be capable of feeling guilt, whereas if you lack empathy,

you won’t. This might make you think that guilt and empathy

are one and the same thing. But this cannot be true because a

person can feel guilt (e.g., that they went through a red traffic

light) without necessarily feeling empathy. So empathy can give

rise to guilt, but guilt is not proof of empathy. The relationship

between anxiety and psychopathic behavior is also important

because someone who lacks anxiety will be capable of doing bad

things without worrying about being punished. But anxiety by

itself is not part of empathy. It merely provides a rationale for

why one person might not hurt another person.

Notice that several of the features in the preceding list also

center on a lack of empathy: a lack of insight into the impact of

his or her own behavior and egocentricity. As we saw in Chapter

2, intrinsic to poor empathy is lack of self-awareness, which is

probably synonymous with “lack of insight” (a term of which

psychiatrists are particularly fond). We can see the considerable

overlap among these concepts. Take, for example, a person who

hurts someone without meaning to (perhaps by saying the

wrong thing). Here, the lack of insight is part and parcel of the

lack of empathy. In terms of how willing we are to forgive an

unempathic act, one might judge that if we hurt another per-

son without realizing it, this is less bad than if we hurt someone

else knowingly (i.e., in a “premeditated” way). From Cleckley’s

definition, a psychopath might be capable of both kinds of 
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unempathic acts. Lacking any guilt means one could hurt a per-

son knowing they would indeed hurt, but lacking any insight

into the impact of one’s behavior means that one also might

hurt someone without realizing it.

Interestingly, Cleckley’s definition of a psychopath makes

no mention of physical aggression or of breaking the law, which

hints at how psychopaths may not come to the attention of the

criminal justice system and may be at large in society. They may

be the “snakes in suits” in any workplace.138 While this phrase

has become somewhat clichéd, I know of no better way to con-

vey the idea of how Type P might be camouflaged. Clearly,

some psychopaths hurt others through physical aggression, but

the breakthrough in Cleckley’s formulation was to extend this

concept to those who are aggressive in more subtle, invisible

ways. A milder form of Type P might be what is sometimes

known as the “Machiavellian personality type,” or people who

are what Richard Christie and Florence Geis call “high Machs:”

individuals who use others for their own self-promotion. They

will lie to get what they want.139

We saw that a major risk factor in becoming Type B is one’s

experience of parental rejection in childhood. I want to dwell

on this a bit longer, because how your mother (or father) treated

you turns out to be very important, both for the development

of healthy empathy and for the risk of becoming Zero-Negative

Type P. Parental rejection can lead to a child growing up to be-

come violent or a psychopath. It may not be the only factor,

but it can be an important one. One reason that parental rejec-
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tion might be linked to a child developing aggression in adult-

hood is that inside—emotionally—the child is quietly raging

against the parental rejection and is developing high levels of

hate. Such extreme, negative emotions are hard to regulate.

The child has to vent their rage somewhere, and if as a child

they were unable to express it toward the rejecting parent, it

may build up—like steam in a pressure cooker—just waiting to

be vented in adolescence and adulthood. The result can be ex-

plosive violence.

Parental rejection was famously studied by John Bowlby, a

psychoanalyst and child psychiatrist at the Tavistock Clinic in

London. It was here that he developed his remarkable attach-

ment theory, which explored (on the negative side) the conse-

quences of parental rejection and (on the positive side) the

consequences of parental affection. I say remarkable because

the theory made predictions that have been amply proved and

are extremely important socially.

According to Bowlby, the infant uses the caregiver as a “se-

cure base” from which to explore the world, feeling that when

they move away from their parent, they can also return to him

or her for “emotional refueling.” (The caregiver is often, but

not necessarily, the child’s biological mother or father.) By giving

praise, reassurance, and a feeling of safety, the caregiver’s affec-

tion helps the child manage his or her anxiety, develop self-con-

fidence, and trust in the security of the relationship.

My paraphrase of Bowlby’s theory is this: What the caregiver

gives their child in those first few critical years is like an internal
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pot of gold. The idea—which builds on Freud’s insight—is that

what a parent can give his or her child by way of filling the child

up with positive emotions is a gift more precious than anything

material. That internal pot of gold is something the child can

carry inside him or her throughout their life, even if they become

a penniless refugee or a beset by other challenges. This internal

pot of gold is what gives the individual the strength to deal with

challenges, the ability to bounce back from setbacks, and the

ability to show affection and enjoy intimacy with others, in

other relationships. 

Bringing this back to psychopaths (and other forms of anti-

social personality disorder), if you trace backwards, such individ-

uals typically have a higher rate of what Bowlby calls “insecure

attachment.”141–143 Bowlby’s original study, published in 1944

and entitled Forty-Four Juvenile Thieves, was a careful look at ado-

lescent delinquency. It was the impetus for his theory. What I

find important in this work is that it argues that security of early

attachment between an infant and his or her caregiver predicts

not just how emotionally well-adjusted she turns out as an adult,

but also predicts their moral development. (Moral development

and empathy are not one and the same thing because it is pos-

sible to develop a strong moral code even in the absence of em-

pathy. We will come back to this later.)

Bowlby’s forty-four thieves were—in his chilling words—

“affectionless psychopaths.” They showed shallow relationships,

having been in and out of children’s homes or institutions, form-
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ing superficial relationships with dozens—if not hundreds—of

adults. In Bowlby’s view, deep, trusting relationships with just

one or a small number of caregivers are vital. Such secure rela-

tionships promote both social development (popularity at

school, good social skills, turn-taking, sharing) and language de-

velopment (better communication). Even more, securely at-

tached infants also later develop better empathy and “theory of

mind” (being able to accurately infer others’ thoughts). Those

with insecure attachments have a higher rate of social difficul-

ties, including antisocial behavior, and, later in life, a higher risk

of divorce in adulthood.

Bowlby studied psychology as part of medicine at my college

(Trinity College) in Cambridge. He later forged close links with

Cambridge ethologist Robert Hinde, who extended Harry Har-

low’s seminal studies of monkeys reared without mothers to

see the effects of maternal deprivation.144,145 This animal model—

although ethically questionablev—has taught us a lot about how

in social primates (whether humans or monkeys) a difficult at-

tachment relationship increases the risk not only of a monkey

developing aggression, mistakenly interpreting friendly ap-

proaches as aggressive, but also of a child growing up to become

a parent who is harsh and abusive.

Now you can see why I describe Bowlby’s attachment

theory as remarkable. It predicts transgenerational effects. As-

tonishingly, it also predicts effects outside the narrow realm of

social development, in that securely attached infants grow up
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to become academically more successful at school. This may

be because the internal pot of gold gives the child sufficient self-

confidence and self-esteem to have the courage to explore new

areas of learning and to persist in the face of failure. It may also

be that secure attachment makes the child a better mind reader,

both of someone else’s and of their own mind, so that they can

reflect on what they know and don’t know and therefore can

learn how to learn. Following his important study of the forty-

four thieves, Bowlby was commissioned by the World Health

Organization in 1951 to write a report on Maternal Care and Men-

tal Health,146 which transformed how we care for young children

in both schools and hospitals, making such environments more

child-friendly and parent-friendly.vi What other psychological

theory has had such far-reaching impact?147

Clearly insecure attachment is on a spectrum, and relevant

to the development of a psychopath are the negative experiences

at the most severe end that may accompany childhood separa-

tion, such as inconsistent parental discipline, parental alco-

holism, lack of supervision, physical, sexual, or emotional abuse,

or complete abandonment.148 The argument from the “internal

pot of gold” is that insecure attachment of this more extreme

form increases your risk of becoming Zero-Negative.149

My old friend Peter Fonagy is a professor of psychoanalysis

at University College London and director of the Anna Freud

Centre in Hampstead in London. He is one of those rare scien-

tists who has taken interesting ideas from psychoanalysis and
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tried to test them empirically. He argues that during the attach-

ment relationship the infant tries to “mentalize” the caregiver’s

mind. The child’s relationship with his or her parents is the cru-

cible for learning about other people. The child imagines not

only what their mother is thinking or feeling about people and

things in the immediate environment but also, more impor-

tantly, what their mother is thinking or feeling about them. Fon-

agy argues that the development of empathy proceeds well only

if it is safe for the child to imagine another person’s thoughts

and feelings.

But if, when you mentalize, you imagine that your mother

hates you or wishes you didn’t exist, this could derail the devel-

opment of empathy. It is certainly an interesting argument, and

there is some evidence that fits the idea that parental behavior

contributes to a child’s empathy. For example, parents who dis-

cipline their children by discussing the consequences of their

actions produce children who have better moral development

compared to children whose parents use authoritarian methods

and punishment.150 And parents who use empathy to socialize

their children also produce children who are less likely to com-

mit offenses compared to the children of parents who use phys-

ical punishment.

The Psychopathic Mind 

Moving from the early family environment, we can go a little

deeper to probe what is going on within the mind of a psychopath.
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It will come as no surprise that on questionnaire measures of

empathy, psychopaths score lower than others. This can be

seen, for example, on the Interpersonal Reactivity Index.151 How-

ever, self-report is notoriously unreliable with psychopaths be-

cause they typically lie to hide their true nature. To avoid this,

researchers have resorted to physiological measures of auto-

nomic arousal—how stirred up you become when you hear or

see emotional material.152,153 Typically, what is measured is gal-

vanic skin response (GSR)—how much you sweat on the palms

of your hands when shown emotionally charged material. GSR

measures reveal that psychopaths have reduced autonomic re-

sponsiveness (they are less aroused) while looking at pictures

of individuals in distress.

Psychopaths are also worse at naming fearful emotional

expressions.154,155 This suggests that people who are Type P

have difficulty with both of the two major components of em-

pathy (recognition and response). Another clue that psycho -

paths are not processing emotional material in the normal way

is that, whereas most people are faster to judge “is this a word?”

when they are shown emotional words (relative to their speed

at judging neutral words), psychopaths do not show a differ-

ence between emotional and neutral words. A method to mea-

sure how aroused an individual is by emotional material is to

use event-related potentials (ERP). These show electrical activity

in the brain measured by placing electrodes on the scalp. Psycho -

paths do not show the usual increase in brain activity over the

central and parietal regions of the brain in response to emotion
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words.156,157 As we saw with Paul, one other difference in those

who are aggressive is the tendency to interpret ambiguous sit-

uations as if the other person has a hostile intent. This has been

found in children with conduct disorder, some of whom go on

to become psychopaths, and is referred to as an “attributional

bias,”158 a clear example of the cognitive aspect of empathy not

working accurately.

One view of the psychopathic mind is that they are simply

amoral. The classic test of morality was developed by Lawrence

Kohlberg; in it you are asked to read a story and judge the moral-

ity of the story character’s action. The famous example is of a

husband who breaks into a drugstore to steal an anticancer drug

for his wife who is dying of cancer because the pharmacist re-

fuses to sell the drug for less than $2,000 (even though it cost

the pharmacist only $200 to make). You are asked to judge if the

husband was wrong or not. The more complex your ability to

reason about such moral dilemmas, the more advanced your

moral reasoning is judged to be. If you can see that there are

two sides to this argument, or that the context might change

the rights and wrongs of an act, this is taken as a sign of a subtler

mind than someone who simply reasons on the basis of rules.

Contrary to what we might expect, psychopaths do not neces-

sarily score lower on such tests.159 This may be because psy-

chopaths can say one thing, even though in their day-to-day life

they will do another.

Kohlberg’s method of measuring moral reasoning is not

the only approach. On Elliot Turiel’s tests of moral reasoning,
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the stories describe not only moral transgressions (acts that

violate human rights, such as hurting another person) but also

conventional transgressions (acts that violate social conventions,

such as talking in a library). You are asked to judge how bad an

action was and whether it would still be wrong if there were no

rule banning it. By four years old most children can tell the dif-

ference between these two types of transgressions and recognize

that while you can change the rules for conventional transgres-

sions so that the act is no longer a transgression (you can an-

nounce that in this particular library talking is allowed), if you

modify the rule for a moral transgression (announcing it is now

legal to hurt others), it doesn’t make an act any less bad than be-

fore.160 Psychopaths have trouble with this kind of distinction,

as do children with antisocial behavior.154,161

So this tells us that, as well as not showing emotional reac-

tions to others’ distress in the normal way, psychopaths are also

blunted in their moral development. But is this simply because

psychopaths are less intelligent? There is a clear link among low

IQ, low socioeconomic status (SES), and antisocial behavior.

The link between low IQ and low SES could be because in

poorer neighborhoods there is a greater likelihood of poorer

education. But why should low IQ and low SES increase your

risk of developing antisocial behavior? One reason could be

because without educational qualifications or a job, crime may

be a way to make a living. Low IQ may also make it harder for

someone to imagine the consequences of getting caught. But

the fact that intelligent psychopaths exist shows that low intel-
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ligence cannot explain everyone who becomes a psychopath,

and the fact that empathic individuals with low IQ also exist

proves that empathy and IQ must be independent.

Jeffrey Gray was a professor of psychology at London’s In-

stitute of Psychiatry who I had the pleasure of working with

in the early 1990s. He developed a model of anxiety he called

the Behavioural Inhibition System (BIS, located in the septo-

hippocampal brain network), the system that allows an animal

to learn the emotional consequences (reward or punishment)

of its actions.vii It was a bold model when he put it forward 

in 1982,162 and it inspired Joseph Newman at the University of 

Wisconsin–Madison to argue that psychopaths have an under-

active BIS, whereas anxious people have an overactive BIS. New-

man’s interesting idea is that psychopaths basically have a

problem in thinking about the consequences of their actions be-

cause damage to the BIS leads an animal to repeat behaviors

that elicit punishment.

Newman argues this is the core problem in psychopaths—

they do not learn to fear punishment. No wonder they do things

that they know might get them into trouble. He argues this ex-

plains why psychopaths make errors on tasks where they have

to learn which (otherwise neutral) numbers are rewarding and

which ones are not, and why they fail to change their behavior

even when an action is no longer rewarding and is leading to

punishment.163 For example, given a deck of cards to play with

in which each card leads to winning a reward, children with psy-

chopathic traits continue playing even when the cards no longer
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lead to rewards.164 Nowadays we recognize that there are many

“fear pathways” in the brain, and that the amygdala also plays

a key role in the experience of fear. A problem for Newman’s

account is that it emphasizes the importance of anxiety in how

children are socialized, but many children are socialized not just

through fear of punishment but also through discussion about

how the other person feels (empathy).165

Nevertheless, the idea that psychopaths lack fear was an im-

portant insight. In his book The Mask of Sanity, Hervey Cleckley

wrote, “Within himself he appears almost as incapable of anxiety

as of profound remorse.”137 This appears to be true of the so-

called callous subgroup,166 and behavioral geneticist David

Lykken at the University of Minnesota tested this by using a

“conditioning” experiment in which an electric shock was paired

with the sound of a buzzer. “Normal” individuals developed

“electrodermal fear” (sweating) when hearing the buzzer (that

is, the buzzer had become a conditioned stimulus). In contrast,

psychopaths showed less electrodermal fear to the buzzer—

they did not acquire the “conditioned response” to the threat.

They also showed less of a startle reflex (an automatic jump) to

a loud sound or to an object looming toward them.153,167–169 All

this suggests a very specific kind of learning difficulty involving

a lower fear of punishment.

Clearly, Type P differs in important ways from Type B, but

they share the core feature of being Zero-Negative. This core

represents a shared end point in development. Crucially, their
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zero degrees of empathy can result in their doing cruel things

to others. When we come to look at their brains, we should ex-

pect to see the same underlying empathy circuitry affected.

The Psychopathic Brain

Scientists have managed to persuade psychopaths to climb into

the scanner, so that we can understand the neural basis of em-

pathy and of its absence. Just as we might predict, abnormalities

in the empathy circuit are seen: Aggressive people show less

vMPFC activity,170 and the higher a person scores on the Psy-

chopathy Checklist–Revised (PCL-R),viii the less activity they

show in the OFC/vMPFC and temporal regions.171 These are

squarely in the empathy circuit. Furthermore, when scientists

map out the connections between the vMPFC/OFC and the

amygdala, they find the integrity of this tract is reduced in psy-

chopaths, and this reduction predicts scores on the PCL-R.172

Males on average are also much more prone to antisocial be-

havior. This sex difference is predominantly explained by sex

differences in the size of the OFC. Males have a smaller OFC

volume compared to females, and males exhibiting increasing

antisocial behavior have even smaller OFC.173

One view of the psychopathic brain is that the primary prob-

lem is a problem in the frontal lobes because these are meant

to provide “executive control” over action, stopping us from

doing what could lead to punishment. But this is too simplistic

an explanation neuroanatomically for several reasons. First,
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the frontal lobe takes up at least one-third of the brain, so as an

explanation it is way too broad. Second, the frontal lobe can be

segmented, and patients with damage in the OFC/vMPFC (but

not in the dorsolateral segment) have increased levels of aggres-

sion. This shows the abnormality is occurring within the em-

pathy circuitry in the frontal lobes, not in the whole of the frontal

lobes. Recall that patients with damage in the vMPFC show re-

duced heart rate arousal to emotionally distressing stimuli and

also continue to gamble on tasks even when they are no longer

winning (or being rewarded).174,175 Recall also that Phineas Gage

suffered damage to his entire OFC and vMPFC and began show-

ing signs of callous, rude, irreverent, and disinhibited behavior.

All of these are signals of difficulties in using emotions like em-

barrassment and guilt to regulate one’s own social behav-

ior.31,32,176 Patients with damage to the OFC/vMPFC show

changes in their moral judgments. For example, they would

judge it morally acceptable to be personally involved in killing

one person in order to save the lives of five others (a judgment

that most people would deem unacceptable).177 It turns out that

such patients judge moral decisions in this way because they

pay less attention to their own or other’s intentions. Thus,

vMPFC lesion patients judged attempted acts to harm another

person as more morally permissible than did a control group.178

In this way, as we saw earlier, patients with damage to this spe-

cific area of the prefrontal cortex resemble psychopaths.

For this reason, Antonio Damasio’s vMPFC somatic marker

theory (which we encountered in Chapter 2) could explain
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Type P. This theory has a lot of plausibility, although it is sur-

rounded by debate because individuals without “autonomic”

arousal nevertheless perform normally on a classic gambling

task.179,28 It may be that abnormalities in the vMPFC/OFC lead

to aggressive antisocial behavior, but it may not necessarily be

because these individuals have problems reading their own “so-

matic” states. Another problem is that, even though damage to

the vMPFC can cause “reactive” aggression (the hair-trigger anger

reaction), it typically does not cause “instrumental” aggression

(the cold, calculated, premeditated type of cruelty). So as a model

of the Type P brain, the somatic marker theory misses a key aspect

of their behavior because psychopaths can show an increase in

both kinds of aggression. In addition, patients with lesions in the

vMPFC show less autonomic arousal to other emotional stimuli

(such as images of nudity), whereas psychopaths tend to show

this reduction only to threatening or distressing stimuli. This sug-

gests the very particular form of zero degrees of empathy seen in

psychopaths is not simply a problem with the vMPFC.

Adrian Raine and his colleagues looked at the brains of mur-

derers (“pleading not guilty by reason of insanity”). They again

found differences in the empathy circuit, the vMPFC, the amyg-

dala, and the STS.180,181 Reduced activity in the OFC was also

found in aggressive people in a novel study comparing people

with different personality disorders.182

The evidence of the empathy circuit being involved in ag-

gression gets additional support from a remarkable study by

neuroscientist Jean Decety and colleagues at the University of
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Chicago of teenagers with conduct disorder who had all been

involved in physical fights. As mentioned earlier, a proportion

of these kids grow up to be Type P. In this study the teenagers

either watched films in which someone got hurt accidently (e.g.,

something just happened to drop on their hand) or in which

someone got hurt deliberately (e.g., someone got stepped on).

The aggressive teenagers showed more activity in both the

amygdala and the reward circuit (the ventral striatum) during

the films showing deliberate infliction of pain on another person.

Hypersensitivity of reward circuitry may be of key importance

in antisocial behavior/Type P.183 The implication is that they

actually enjoy seeing other people suffer. That German word

schadenfreude (experiencing pleasure at someone else’s pain) that

we mentioned earlier comes to mind.

The other difference in this study was that the aggressive

teenagers did not show activity in parts of the empathy circuit

such as the temporoparietal junction (TPJ), an area of the brain

normally used in understanding intentions when making moral

judgments,184–186 or in the AI and MCC (recall these are part of

the pain matrix). And in Washington, working at the National

Institutes of Health, James Blair has argued persuasively that

in the psychopath the amygdala is not working normally. This

claim is well supported by a neuroimaging study showing less

amygdala activity in psychopaths while they are experiencing

aversive conditioning.187 So we can say that the Type P brain

shows lots of evidence of abnormalities in the empathy circuitry.
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The Effects of Early Stress on the Empathy Circuit

But how do all these changes to the brain come about? Given

the association between Type B and neglect and abuse in child-

hood, there is evidence that early stress affects how well the

hippocampus functions and how active the neural systems are

that respond to threat.188 Stress can also affect the hormonal re-

sponse to threat. Prolonged exposure to stress isn’t good for

your brain. The amygdala is one of the brain regions that re-

spond to stress or threat.189 When it does, it triggers the hypo-

thalamus to trigger the pituitary gland to release a hormone

called ACTH (adrenocorticotropic hormone). This is then car-

ried by the blood from the brain down to the adrenal gland,

where it triggers the release of another hormone, cortisol.

Cortisol is often called the “stress hormone” because it is a

good indicator of when an animal is under stress. There are re-

ceptors for cortisol in the hippocampus that allow the animal

to regulate the stress response. Remarkably, too much stress

can damage and shrink the hippocampus irreversibly.190,191

Stress can also cause “arborization” in one part of the amygdala

(the basolateral nucleus) in which nerve cells start branching

more than normal—becoming overreactive.192

This is very relevant to what we earlier called “reactive ag-

gression” seen in both humans and other animals. This aggres-

sion is part of the “fight-or-flight” self-defense system. A small

threat usually leads an animal to freeze in order to avoid getting

any closer to the threat and to take stock of what to do next.
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Freezing can also minimize an attack if the aggressor is responsive

to your movement or is looking for a sign that you are submis-

sive. If the threat gets a bit closer, this typically leads to “escape”

behavior. A bigger and closer threat, where escape is not an op-

tion, typically leads an animal to show reactive aggression.

The signal to show reactive aggression comes both from

the amygdala (because this region in the empathy circuit is highly

active during the experience of fear) and from areas of the frontal

cortex which can either put the brakes on, to enable self-regulation

and inhibition, or release the brakes to launch an attack against

the perceived threat. So reactive aggression could be overreac-

tive because your amygdala is overactive (e.g., because of de-

pression and anxiety, or due to prolonged exposure to early

stress, or for genetic reasons) and/or if your prefrontal cortex

is underactive (such that a person cannot inhibit reactive ag-

gression).193–195 Once again, we see that abnormalities in key re-

gions in the empathy circuit can produce reduced or even zero

degrees of empathy.

James Blair has put forward an alternative model of what

causes a person to become Type P. He worked at the MRC Cog-

nitive Development Unit in London, where I also did my early

research. During his PhD studies the young Blair enthusiastically

went to meet psychopaths who were locked up in maximum-

security prisons such as Broadmoor. He developed a model that

he called the Violence Inhibition Mechanism (VIM). Sounds rel-

evant? He argued that when we (and this is true in many other

animals too) see the distress of a conspecific (a member of the
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same species), we have an automatic reaction to reduce the

other person/animal’s distress.

Blair sees the VIM as a system that is automatically activated

whenever you see sad or distressed facial expressions in others

or hear these emotions in their voice. It tells you “someone is

upset” and leads to increased autonomic arousal (your heart

starts beating faster, and you start sweating more) and activation

of the threat system in the brain, causing you to freeze. In other

words, in the face of someone else’s distress, you inhibit what

you are doing. Presumably, this is highly adaptive in preventing

one animal from inflicting violence on another. All they have

to do is cry out or wince in pain for you to stop whatever you

were doing, and this would include any actions of yours that

might be causing their pain. According to Blair, psychopaths

have an underactive VIM.

Some evidence to support this is that psychopaths have re-

duced autonomic arousal to the distress of others.152 However,

the VIM model can’t easily account for the results showing that

psychopaths continue to play card gambling games even when

they are no longer rewarding—because in these games there

are presumably no distress cues. Nor can his model readily ex-

plain why affectionate parenting (of the kind Bowlby argued

promoted secure attachment) also leads to better socialization

because in the lives of such children there are presumably few,

if any, cues of distress.

So there is more than ample evidence that in Type P there

are abnormalities in the empathy circuit of the brain. This is
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one more piece of evidence for the argument that instead of

using the term “evil,” we should talk about reduced (or even

absent) empathy. But there is just one more Zero-Negative type

we have yet to meet, if you are still willing to pursue this journey

with me: Type N (or the narcissist).

Zero-Negative Type N

James is sixty-four years old. Like Carol, James also came to

our diagnostic clinic. He feels angry at the world. He feels that

he has done only good things all his life and that others have

not reciprocated. As a result, he feels he has been badly treated

by society.

“I have tried to live a good life, always helping others, sup-

porting my family, visiting sick friends and relatives in the hos-

pital, helping others. And guess what? Other people are shits.

They don’t bother helping me. They don’t visit, they don’t call,

they even cross the road when they see me coming. I eat alone

every day. You wouldn’t treat a dog the way people treat me.

I’m entitled to friendship just like everyone else, so why do they

offer it to others and not to me?”

The key notion here is “entitlement.” James feels he has an

automatic right to be treated well, regardless of how he treats

others. When you talk to James, it becomes apparent after a

few minutes that all he talks about is himself and his family, his

needs and his desires. If you believed his account, his children

are more talented than anyone else’s, he is superior to other
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people, he is more attractive than anyone else, and in his mind

his social status is above that of others. It’s as if nothing or no

one of any importance exists outside of himself and his children.

He is oblivious to how other people listening to him might feel.

It is as if they are there to be his audience, listening to how great

he is, and their role is to agree with him and admire him. When

people murmur politely, he takes this as confirmation of his

own specialness, and he is elated for a while. But soon his mood

plummets, and he reverts to sounding depressed, negative, and

complaining. If you ask James why he is so negative, he replies,

“People should treat me better. Since my wife died I live alone.

No one bothers to cook for me, phone me, or even knock on

my door. It’s as if I’m some kind of social leper. Anyone would

think I had some kind of disease.”

When James goes to a restaurant, he demands the best table.

He assumes he can go straight to the front of the line, and he

becomes abusive to the waiter when his food does not arrive

quickly. If he goes to the doctor’s office, he harasses the recep-

tionist, demanding to be seen before other patients. “If I don’t

see the doctor immediately, I’m putting in a complaint!” When

he phones for someone to fix an appliance at home, he demands

the repairperson comes immediately. He constantly complains

his children are bad because they don’t phone him or visit him

enough. When they do, he verbally abuses them, telling them

they are selfish for not giving him any attention. They know

that however much attention they give him, his needs are so

great that whatever they do is never enough. When he feels
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important, for example, when he flies business class, he tem-

porarily feels elated. When he feels people aren’t giving him

enough attention if, for example, he is seated at the end of a

table during a family gathering, he feels badly treated and will

look angry and critical. He has no idea that his behavior only

drives others farther away, and when they avoid him, he takes

this as confirmation that they are bad people, that the problem

is with them rather than him.

If he meets people who are in a position of influence and

could help him, he turns on his charm and is fun and humorous,

storing up information on how they might be of value to him

in the future. But if they cannot give him anything he needs,

they suddenly become unimportant. “They are of no value to

me,” he says. He is unaware of how this reflects his pattern of

using people shamelessly, taking as much as he can from them,

and discarding them when they are no longer of any use to him.

When he goes to the local church community center and people

ask him how he is, he vents his criticisms: Nothing works prop-

erly, people have let him down, and services are poor. His dia-

tribe is so negative that it leaves some people wanting to walk

away. He has no idea what others might find rude, and he often

makes offensive remarks. In answer to the question “How are

you?” he often replies sarcastically, “Thanks for the invitation

to dinner,” leaving the questioner in an awkward silence. If

people ask James what he has been doing, he usually mentions

he is writing his autobiography, which he alone thinks is inter-

esting. If women show an interest in him, he is instantly flirta-
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tious. As soon as they turn their attention away, or express an

alternative view to his, he denigrates and criticizes them.

Stepping Back from James

Narcissists (Type N) are recognizably different from the psy-

chopaths (Type P) and borderlines (Type B) we met earlier. In

one way their zero degrees of empathy renders them deeply

self-centered, and even though they may say and do things that

offend others, they may not commit cruel acts. Rather, in the

absence of any humility, narcissists think they are much better

than other people, as if they have special gifts that others lack.

Indeed, the continuous boastfulness and self-promotion are

partly what others find offensive, not because they are jealous,

but because they see these as indicators of the narcissist’s total

self-preoccupation. Narcissists, like the other Zero-Negative

forms, fail to recognize the importance of relationships being

two way. For those who have zero degrees of empathy, rela-

tionships are not really relationships because they are one way.

This is even evident in how much narcissists talk. There is no

attempt to make space in the conversation for the other person

or to find out about the other person. Narcissists simply lecture,

holding forth about him or herself, and they decide when to

end the conversation. They have monologues, not dialogues.

Some psychodynamic thinkers regard a modicum of narcis-

sism as necessary, normative, and healthy, the opposite being

someone who does not like themselves.196,197 This implies nar-

cissism lies on a spectrum of traits and becomes “pathological”
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only in the extreme case of someone who cares only about him

or herself and cares about others only if they are useful to him

or her. Expressed differently, other people are exploited for their

use to the narcissist. In that sense they are being used as objects

(in the jargon, as “self-objects”).

Narcissism can take different forms in different people. (See

Appendix 2 for the list of diagnostic symptoms.) Some are very

outgoing, wanting to steal center stage, being the boss of a com-

pany or the leader of a group. Others appear socially withdrawn

as if shy, but they still have a sense of entitlement, expecting

others to come to them rather than expecting to meet others

half way, and angry that others are not doing more for them.

Yet other types of narcissists may become dangerous, and this

personality type has sometimes been thought to underlie the

serial killer.198

Narcissists are about 1 percent of the general population,

though they are much more common (up to 16 percent) among

those attending clinics for mental health issues. Unlike Type B,

at least 50 to 75 percent are male. Like Types P and B, early

emotional abuse has been suggested as a possible cause of Type

N, again reminding us of the importance of that internal pot of

gold. But unlike the other Zero-Negative types, it is speculated

that Type N may also derive from excessive admiration, exces-

sive praise for their good looks or talents, overindulgence, and

being over-valued in the absence of realistic feedback (by par-

ents). By comparison to Type P or B, there is very little research

into Type N, a gap that needs to be filled. My own view is that
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of these three forms of Zero-Negative, Type N may be no less

easy for others but may be less likely to commit acts of cruelty.

This is, however, precisely the kind of question we need more

information about though.

Psychiatry groups these three ways of becoming Zero-Negative

under the heading of “personality disorders,” which they all are.

But for me the blindingly obvious characteristic they all share

is zero degrees of empathy. My prediction was that they should

all show abnormalities in the empathy circuitry in the brain.

What we have seen is that, regardless of whether the loss leads

to Type B or Type P, the same neural circuitry is affected. We

can predict similar abnormalities in the empathy circuit in Type

N will be found, though these studies have yet to be done. All

this is building a more complete picture of empathy and how

someone becomes Zero-Negative.

This raises the question as to why one individual is Type P

and another is Type B or Type N. Here we must assume the

routes to the common end point are different, either in terms

of different genes or different environmental factors, or both.

We return to this in Chapter 5.

The distinction between transient or permanent under -

activity of the empathy circuit echoes the distinction in person-

ality psychology of “states” versus “traits.” States are fluctuations

in a psychological or neural system, induced by a particular con-

text, and they are reversible. We all know the kinds of short-

term states we can enter that can compromise our empathy.
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These include being drunk, tired, impatient, or stressed, during

which we might say or do the wrong thing to someone else and

later regret it. The feeling of regret is a sign of our empathy cir-

cuit coming back on, but the fact that we say or do the wrong

thing is nevertheless—at that moment—a fluctuation in our

empathy circuit. In contrast, traits are permanent, crystallized

configurations of a psychological or neural system, enduring

across different contexts, and they are irreversible.

In personality psychology, clusters of traits constitute per-

sonality types (such as introverts or extroverts), and Types B,

P, and N are clear examples of “personality disorders.” In this

chapter I have recast the traditional concept of personality dis-

orders as examples of permanent underactivity of the empathy

circuit. It is impossible to establish if permanent really means

permanent because to test this would entail following individuals

throughout their lives. Traits could instead be thought of as

longer term and certainly more long lasting than short-term

changes in states.

But we have spent more than enough time probing the neg-

ative forms of zero degrees of empathy. Now I want to turn to

the question of whether all forms of zero degrees of empathy

are necessarily negative and to the controversial idea that there

is at least one way in which zero degrees can be positive.
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4

When Zero Degrees 
of Empathy Is Positive

The three types of people we have met so far have zero degrees

of empathy, and they are Zero-Negative because there is nothing

desirable about the state they have ended up in. If a cure came

along for these forms of Zero-Negative, this would be very wel-

come. But in this chapter we discover that zero degrees of em-

pathy does not invariably lead a person to do awful things to

others. Having empathy difficulties may be socially disabling,

but empathy is not the sole route to developing a moral code

and a moral conscience that leads a person to behave ethically.

This is where we meet people who have zero degrees of empa-

thy but who are Zero-Positive. It seems unthinkable, but bear

with me.

Zero-Positive means that alongside difficulties with empa-

thy, these individuals have remarkably precise, exact minds.

They have Asperger Syndrome, a condition on the autistic spec-

trum. People with Asperger Syndrome are Zero-Positive for
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two reasons. First, in their case their empathy difficulties are

associated with having a brain that processes information in

ways that can lead to talent. Second, the way their brain pro-

cesses information paradoxically leads them to be supermoral

rather than immoral. Let me make this more concrete by in-

troducing Michael.

Asperger Syndrome

Michael is fifty-two years old. He has tried working in different

jobs but keeps getting fired because he offends people by saying

hurtful things. He claims he doesn’t understand why people

take offense at his remarks because all he does is speak the truth.

If he thinks someone’s haircut is ugly, he points that out. If he

finds a conversation boring, he makes his opinion known. If 

he thinks someone is wrong, he says so, in no uncertain terms.

He confesses he doesn’t really understand people, and he avoids

social gatherings such as parties where people are expected to

make idle chitchat as he can’t see the point of such flighty, aim-

less conversation. To his mind, it leads nowhere, and he has no

idea how to do it. Conversations based around an issue where

evidence can be marshaled in favor of a position are fine. Then

he knows where the conversation is heading.

But other people often tell him that when he is trying to

persuade them of the rightness of his position, he lectures at

them rather having a sensitive dialogue. They often feel they

are being pinned against the wall in such discussions because
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he will not let go of a point until the other person concedes that

he is right. But he finds other kinds of conversation stressful be-

cause it is so unpredictable. He has a long-suffering mother who

can’t get him to understand that there are other points of view

besides his own. He asserts that he is right on everything he says

because if he does not know about a topic, he remains silent on

it. All facts for him are checked and double-checked.

He insists on everything being in its own place at home,

with nothing being allowed to move to a new position unless

he moves it there. His life operates by a system of rules that he

imposes on his parents, rules designed to suit him. They com-

plain that he has no idea how they feel, having to live within

his rules. If his mother moves something small in the house,

like an ornament from the mantelpiece to a bookshelf, he moves

it back to its original position. If she wants to make a bigger

change in the design of the house, such as moving the kitchen

table over to the window, he will object and move it back. He

likes to wear the same jeans, t-shirt, sweater, and shoes every day

and eat the same foods every day. Indeed, until he was sixteen,

all he ate was cornflakes. Personal hygiene has been a problem.

Even as a child he found social situations confusing and

stressful. He didn’t play with other children in the playground,

was never invited to their birthday parties, was not picked to

be on their team. He avoided the playground by going to the

bottom of the playing field at primary school—alone—and

counting blades of grass. In the winter when it snowed, he be-

came obsessed with the structure of snowflakes, wanting to 
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understand why each one was different. Other children in his

class couldn’t understand what he was talking about because in

their eyes all snowflakes looked the same. Although the teacher

had told all the class that every snowflake is unique, it seemed

that he was the only person in the class who could actually see

the small individual differences in the snowflakes. The other

children in the class teased him, calling him “snowflake brain.”

In secondary school he avoided social situations by going

to the library and reading books about the history of the railway.

He accumulated an enormous amount of information about

the railway system but hardly spoke to a soul. He describes sec-

ondary school as if he simply walked the corridors for six years,

from twelve to eighteen. On a few occasions he was bullied,

having his bag grabbed. When he chased after the other boys

to get his bag back, they taunted him, calling him “nerdy,” picked

him up, and put him in the school dumpster.

At university he studied math because he felt it was the only

truly factual subject in which things were either true or false.

But he kept to himself. He was hoping that all the years of lone-

liness during his school days would be behind him when he got

to university, and he hoped—for the first time in his life—that

he would feel accepted by others, fit in, and feel as if he belonged.

Sadly, this didn’t happen. Other students seemed to socialize

together effortlessly, but he had no idea what to talk to them

about. Their conversations still seemed like butterflies, flitting

randomly from one flower to another, whereas he preferred

conversations that progressed along logically linked linear
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paths, a series of facts or assertions that followed clearly from

the previous step. When people suddenly switched topics or in-

troduced humor or sarcasm or metaphor or—even worse—

body language, he was immediately lost. He noticed that “other

people seem to communicate through their eyes, not their

words, and that they seem to know what each other means or

what they are saying.” He didn’t have a clue how they did this

mysterious thing.

He dropped out of college because he was becoming de-

pressed, even suicidal, as a result of his loneliness. He moved

back to his parents’ home at age twenty-two, spending all day

alone in his bedroom and refusing to even have mealtimes with

his family. He is now unemployed because he finds interacting

with people so stressful. He keeps to himself during the day.

His dream is to live in a world without people, where he can

have total control. Michael has zero degrees of empathy because

as he readily confesses, he has no idea what others are thinking

or feeling or how to respond to someone else’s feelings. He has

learned a few simple rules, such as “When someone is upset,

offer a cup of tea” or “When someone is angry, apologize,” but

these rules don’t seem to be very useful.

Michael’s zero degrees of empathy does not lead him to do

cruel things to others. He simply avoids others. So here we see

that, although low empathy can increase the risk of hurting

others, this is not inevitable.

Alongside this lack of empathy, Michael’s brain is always busy

doing something else. If you watched Michael in his bedroom,
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you would see him obsessively drawing tiny patterns on

squared paper, lines of different length that fill the page. He

feels great pleasure when his patterns of lines produce the

golden ratio (1.61803 . . . ), which he explains is where the ratio

of the sum of two numbers to the larger one (A + B/A) is always

the same as the ratio between the larger and the smaller (A/B).

He can’t understand why everyone can’t spot such simple, easy

patterns, as they recur in so many places, in nature, in archi-

tecture, not just in math. In his forties he developed an interest

in becoming a bell-ringer. He not only hears the church bells

ringing, but he also notices every tiny pattern in the bells. He no-

ticed that his local cathedral has five bells and that to ring all

five bells in a row, the longest they can be rung without repeating

a row is 120 changes (1 × 2 × 3 × 4 × 5). In his college chapel

he noticed that there are six bells and that they can have 720

changes (1 × 2 × 3 × 4 × 5 × 6). And in St Mary’s Church there

are eight bells, so they could have 40,320 changes. He loves

these timeless patterns.

The Autistic Brain

People who are Zero-Positive have autism spectrum conditions.

They, too, show underactivity in almost every area of the em-

pathy circuit.199,200 When they have to read little stories to make

judgments about a character’s intentions, motives, and state of

mind, or when they have to read language to judge what a person

intended, they show reduced activity in the dorsomedial pre-
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frontal cortex (dMPFC)200–203 When looking at a photo of a per-

son’s eyes they are asked to try to infer what that person might

think or feel (decoding the facial expression around the eyes),

they have great difficulties and show underactivity in the frontal

operculum (FO), amygdala, and anterior insula.83,204,205 Brain re-

gions involved in processing gaze, such as the posterior superior

temporal sulcus (pSTS), are also atypical in autism.206 The pSTS

region also responds atypically in people who are Zero-Positive

when they are looking at motion that seems animate (e.g., seeing

moving dots that resemble the way a person would walk).207

People who are Zero-Positive also show atypical amygdala ac-

tivity when processing faces and emotion.208–215 And the FO/

inferior frontal gyrus (IFG)—part of the mirror neuron system—

in individuals who are Zero-Positive shows reduced activity

when they are asked to imitate other people’s emotional facial

expressions.72,i

Many of the early studies of mind reading or empathy in

people who are Zero-Positive relied on verbal tests (e.g., inter -

preting stories or sarcastic comments or labeling emotions). To

bypass language, researchers have employed a clever task called

the Social Attribution (or Animations) Test in which you get to

watch an animation of geometric shapes moving about on a

computer screen. Most people spontaneously anthropomorphize

the movements of these geometric shapes, but people with

autism and Asperger Syndrome are less likely to spontaneously

interpret the movements of these animations in terms of inten-

tions, thoughts, and feelings. And when people with autism do
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this task in the MRI scanner, they show the familiar underacti-

vation of the dMPFC and the right temporoparietal junction

(RTPJ)/pSTS.218–220

In addition to difficulty in understanding others, people

who are Zero-Positive have difficulty understanding their own

minds, a difficulty called “alexithymia,” which translates as

“without words for emotion.”221–224 When people with autism

are asked to rate how they feel after viewing emotionally

charged pictures, they show less activity during such emotional

introspection within a number of regions in the empathy cir-

cuit: the dMPFC, the posterior cingulate cortex, and the tem-

poral pole.225 This under activity in the dMPFC is in the same

area where people with autism show their difficulties in reading

others’ minds.201,203,219,220 So the neural systems involved in mind

reading and empathy all are consistently underactive during

empathy tasks in the autistic brain.17,85 The activity of the

dMPFC and vMPFC at rest (in terms of its baseline activity)

is atypical in autism.ii,230,231

Tracking down reduced empathy in the autistic brain has

been a major focus of my collaboration with talented former

PhD student Mike Lombardo. With his colleagues, he also

found atypical neural activity when people with autism thought

about themselves. The vMPFC responds most when informa-

tion is self-relevant. Mike found that in people with autism the

vMPFC did not distinguish between the self and others in the

usual way. Those who were most socially impaired showed
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the most atypical vMPFC response.232 He also found that when

typical people think about themselves, the vMPFC is usually

highly connected with other regions of the brain involved in

sensory reactions (e.g., responding to touch), such as the so-

matosensory cortex. However, in autism the connections be-

tween the vMPFC and these lower-level sensory regions were

extremely reduced.

This fits with the results from a study by another talented

visiting student, Ilaria Minio-Paluello, who came to Cambridge

from Rome. Ilaria found that when typical people viewed pic-

tures of other people in pain (e.g., a hand being pricked with a

needle), the sensorimotor cortex sent a signal to their hands to

flinch, as if they felt what the person in the picture was feeling.

This sensorimotor response to others’ pain was much lower in

people with autism.233 Thus, lower-level embodied processes

affect empathy in autism, and higher-level self-reflection pro-

cesses are also impaired in autism.

Mike also found a second region in the empathy circuit of

Zero-Positive people that responded atypically to self-relevant

information: the middle cingulate cortex (MCC). The MCC is

usually activate during pain, but it also turns on when informa-

tion is self-relevant.232 Atypical MCC activity is found in people

with autism when they play a game in which they have to decide

how much money to trust to a second individual, and then wait

to see if the other person will give money back to them or if

they keep it all. Typically, the MCC is highly activated in such
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cooperative social interactions, particularly when someone is

contemplating how much to trust another person.234 However,

when people with autism play this game, the MCC isn’t acti-

vated when they are thinking about what to do, perhaps be-

cause they find it hard to imagine how they will look to another

person.235,236,iii

So, just like those who are Zero-Negative, people who are

Zero-Positive show abnormalities in the same regions of the brain

where empathy resides. So what makes Zero-Positive different?

Systemizing

Michael, like other people with Asperger Syndrome, has zero

degrees of empathy, but he is Zero-Positive because alongside

his empathy difficulties, he systemizes to an extraordinary degree.

Systemizing is the ability to analyze changing patterns, to figure

out how things work.238,239 Information changes happen in the

world all day every day and are either random or nonrandom.

If change is nonrandom, there is a pattern to it, and the human

brain is tuned to notice patterns. Patterns is another word for

repetition: We notice that a sequence of information has oc-

curred before. How well we notice patterns is something that

varies in the population. People with Asperger Syndrome have

a brain that is exquisitely tuned to notice patterns.

Looking for rules is easy for Michael, but the social world,

he has realized, doesn’t seem to have rules. In contrast, the world

of church bells is highly lawful, and he has systemized sequences
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of sounds into repeating patterns so that he can predict the bells

with precision. In his drawings he has systemized geometric

patterns to predict how the lines will all join up to produce the

ultimate, perfect shape. Michael’s personality emerges more

clearly when seen side by side with other people with Asperger

Syndrome because of their similarities. Kevin, another man with

Asperger Syndrome, also finds social situations confusing, and

he is never happier than when he goes out into his garden at

midnight. At this quiet hour, when people are asleep, he can con-

centrate on the natural world (his particular interest is in the

weather) and on his equipment (for measuring the weather).

Each night he records information in his notebook: the date,

temperature, rainfall, and wind speed. He has hundreds of such

notebooks, with thousands of recordings of these tiny patterns

of information. Kevin systemizes the weather in an effort to pre-

dict it (at least in his garden). Figure 7 is a photocopy of a page

in one of his notebooks.
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Daniel Tammet is another man with Asperger Syndrome.

Like Michael and Kevin, Daniel grew up afraid of the playground

at school because he had no idea how to join in the games that

other children played together so effortlessly. Some people com-

pare him to the character that Dustin Hoffman played in the

film Rain Man, which was based on a real person (Kim Peek)

with autism, because Daniel has remarkable attention to detail

and a seemingly infinite memory for detail. In his case, he trained

himself to memorize the number pi (which you and I at best

just know as 3.1415, to 4 decimal places) to 22,514 decimal

places, earning himself the title of European champion in this

memory feat.

Daniel systemizes numbers to an extraordinary degree,

being able to multiply two six-digit numbers together as fast

as a computer. Yet at the age of fourteen he told me he still did

not realize he was supposed to look at people when he talked

to them, and he had no friends.240,241 And there are others with

autism or Asperger Syndrome who struggle to socialize, readily

confess they have no idea how to empathize, but have system-

ized art. Many tend to draw their own favorite images over

and over and over again. Having mastered the technique they

were aiming for, they then introduce systematic changes in

their drawing so that their art progresses from the simple to

the magnificently complex. As a child living in Venice, Lisa

Perini drew only the letter W. Now, years later, her art has pro-

gressed to a remarkable talent.242
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Derek Paravicini, blind and with classical autism, can antic-

ipate and produce every note in a piece of music on the piano,

whether it is blues or classical, if he has heard the music just

once. Despite his talent at systemizing music, his capacity to

have a simple conversation is extremely limited, mostly re-

stricted to repeating what the other person says. He rocks back

and forth in repetitive ways when alone and cannot function

independently at all.243 I met him when he came to play blues

in Cambridge in 2006 with boogie-woogie master Jools Holland

in a concert we hosted to fund-raise for autism research, and he

is a charming young man who amazed the audience at being

able to play any request anyone shouted out.

Finally, Peter Myers is a model builder in Yorkshire. Like the

others with Asperger Syndrome, he keeps to himself. For him,

people are confusing, and he has trouble with conversation be-

cause he finds words ambiguous. He finds even the simple ques-

tion “Where do you live?” unclear because it is not obvious

whether the question is about a country, a town, a street, a house,

or a room. As a result, communication is an effort and is full of

pauses. But this social disability emerges from the very same

mind that produces artistic talent. He fills the page with the tiny

circles or squares in patterns, where each drawing is the product

of thousands of hours of creating the same shape in slightly varied

configurations. Figure 8 contains an example of Peter’s patterns.244

The puzzle is why these two seemingly different outcomes

(low empathy and strong systemizing) should co-occur in one
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and the same individual. We will come back to possible solutions

of this puzzle a little later, but first, a word or two about “system-

izing” (since it lies at the heart of what it is to be Zero-Positive).

Looking for Patterns

The brain looks for patterns for different reasons. First, patterns

enable us to predict the future. If the church bell chimes exactly

ten times every Sunday morning at exactly 10 AM, a mind that

can systemize can then predict the bell will do so again this Sun-

day at exactly that time. Patterns in the church bells may not

be a matter of life or death, but you can immediately see how

such a general pattern-recognition system might have wide 

applicability—anything from predicting how prices vary in the

market to how crops vary in different seasons. Patterns also en-

able us to figure out how things work by suggesting experiments

we can perform to confirm predictions. If I put a battery into
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my clock, the hands start to move. That’s a nice simple example,

but that same ability to spot patterns can enable you to figure

out a new device that has no instruction manual or to repair a

device that has multiple components. In each case the trick is

to manipulate one of these components at a time and see what

happens—what pattern is produced.

Another valuable thing about patterns is that they enable us

to play with one variable at a time, to modify a system, thereby

inventing a new one. If you make a canoe thinner, it moves

through water faster. If you change the weight of an arrow, it

can fly farther, faster, and more accurately. You can see that spot-

ting such patterns is key to our ability to invent and improve.

Finally, spotting patterns provides us with direct access to

the truth because our predictions are confirmed as either true

or false. The church bell either does or does not ring as predicted.

Philosophers and theologians have long debated what we mean

by truth. My definition of truth is neither mystical nor divine,

nor is it obscured by unnecessary philosophical complexity.

Truth is (pure and simply) repeatable, verifiable patterns. Some-

times we call such patterns “laws” or “rules,” but essentially

they are just patterns. Sometimes the truth might not be all that

useful (e.g., the British postman uses red rubber bands to bundle

the envelopes), and sometimes the truth might be very useful

(e.g., an extra chromosome twenty-one will switch a baby to

develop Down syndrome). Sometimes the truth will reflect a

natural pattern (e.g., left-handedness is more common in boys

than girls), and sometimes the truth will reflect a social pattern
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(e.g., in India you shake your head to show agreement). But it is

the repeatability of a pattern that elevates it to the status of truth.

Stepping Out of Time

A fascination with patterns in their own right is what led humans

to discover that when a circle’s diameter is 1, its circumference

will equal pi (or 3.1415. . .). Discovered in ancient Babylonia

and calculated later with precision by Archimedes [287–212 BC],

these early pattern-seekers had no idea that the beautiful pattern

of pi they had systemized would find a practical application al-

most 2,000 years later in Princeton, New Jersey, in physicist Al-

bert Einstein’s relativity theory. This was the human mind seeing

the same patterns repeating in the world, irrespective of the

time in which they lived. Timeless patterns. The systemizing

mind steps out of time to seek truths that are not tied to the present

because, at a minimum, they have occurred in the past and have

been confirmed to occur in the present. And at least among the

natural patterns, the truths may be eternal ones.

There are two ways to systemize. The first is by observation

alone. We observe the changing data and then look for a pattern

in the data. Is every seventh wave a big one? And does the big

one always push the shells farther up the beach? Once we have

identified a pattern, we then observe the data again to see if the

rule we have formulated (big waves push shells farther) is con-

firmed by new observations. We test if our prediction about the

future is correct and true. The law is then maintained until new

data come along that do not fit the law, in which case the law
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is modified and subjected to more observation. This process

can continue round and round in a loop, delivering truths as

predictions are confirmed. In this first (observational) route to

systemizing, the brain simply observes the input (counting the

waves) and the output (the distance the shell is pushed) to iden-

tify the law (every seventh wave pushes the shells the farthest).

Here, systemizing entails input-output relations.

The second way we systemize is by observation plus oper-

ation. We observe the data and then perform some operation

(manipulating one variable) and observe the effect of that op-

eration. Did the water rise when we dropped the rock into the

bathwater? What the brain is doing in this second route to sys-

temizing is observing the input (noting the initial water level),

performing an operation (dropping in the rock), and observing

the output (noting the new water level). Here, systemizing en-

tails input-operation-output relations.

We apply these two forms of systemizing to data from any

domain that is systemizable. A system is anything that has law-

ful change or patterns. Both of these two forms of systemizing

end up with rules of the form “if p, then q.” A system might

have one such rule or might have hundreds or thousands of

such rules. A system could be a natural system (like ocean

waves), a mechanical/human-made system (like an ax), an ab-

stract system (like mathematics), a collectible system (like a

shell collector), a motoric system (like a dance technique), or

even a social system (like a legal system). The same remarkable

human ability to systemize has enabled humans to understand
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systems as small as cells or as extensive as the solar system and

to build systems as small as an equation or as extensive as a

space satellite. Humans can not only figure out nature, but can

also harness such knowledge to make life easier and better for

the rest of us, enabling us to send a text message from Nairobi

to New York in seconds.

The Systemizing Mechanism

Let’s call the “Systemizing Mechanism” those parts of the brain

that perceive patterns in changing information, which enables

us to figure out how things work and predict the future. The

Systemizing Mechanism varies in the population. It has been

studied using questionnaires (the Systemizing Quotient or SQ)

and tests that evaluate understanding of mechanics.13,245–247 Like

the Empathizing Mechanism that we met in Chapter 2, we can

glimpse that the Systemizing Mechanism has seven settings, a

single mechanism tuned to different settings, from low to high

(see Figure 9).

People at Level 0 notice no patterns at all. They might notice

that the church bells chimed, but they wouldn’t notice if they

chimed in groups or be able to say how many bells there were.

Their Systemizing Mechanism is tuned very low. Change just

passes them by unanalyzed. Because they are hardly interested

in systemizing, they can deal with lots of change. Things can

happen unexpectedly, interruptions can occur, or they can

switch to a new activity even though they were in the middle
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of a task, and it doesn’t bother them. They weren’t looking for

patterns, so they can deal with change.

People at Level 1 notice easy patterns, such as strongly re-

hearsed ones (like even or odd numbers, alphabetical filing sys-

tems, or people’s birthdays), but they find it almost impossible

to figure out a novel system (like how to use a new appliance

in the house). They avoid subjects like mathematics at school,

not being able to see the patterns.

People at Level 2 can see new patterns when they are

pointed out to them, but it is a struggle, and they don’t see these

for themselves. If asked to retrace how a pattern was found,

they would not be able to do this on their own. For example,

having bought a new cell phone, they might be able to follow

how someone else manages to operate it but be unable to do

so themselves.
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People at Level 3 can cope with simple, short systems, but

they may find longer, more complex ones challenging, whereas

people at Level 4 are quite adept at negotiating their way

through systems. Without needing a manual, they will pick up

a device and understand it, confidently and quickly, through

trial and error. More women are at Level 3, and more men are

at Level 4. In their everyday lives, at these levels people can still

handle novelty, unpredictability, and other people, without a

second thought.

People whose Systemizing Mechanism is tuned at Level 5

are likely to be interested in patterns and want to look for them

in their daily life and work. People at this level gravitate toward

the sciences, math, music, technology, and other analytic fields

(such linguistics, philosophy, or proofreading/copyediting)

where searching for patterns is at the core. They try to create

special environments (e.g., science labs) where they attempt to

limit the amount of change so that they can analyze the effect

of one variable at a time: removing one gene at a time from a

mouse to see what happens or looking at a chart of profits one

month at a time to see what happens. They like to do one thing

at a time. But they are not systemizing all day long, so when they

socialize, or when things don’t go as expected, they can deal

with unsystematic environments. At Level 5 they like systems,

so their lives are more orderly and routine, and they may even

start each day by making a list of “things to do today” and work

their way through it. But they can still handle the unexpected.
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Now we can get back to people with autism or Asperger Syn-

drome because, according to this account, they have their Sys-

temizing Mechanism turned up all the way to the maximum

(Level 6).245 What is life like at Level 6? Here we discover indi-

viduals who have to systemize every moment of their waking

lives. The only information they are interested in is patterned,

systemizable information. Repeating numbers. Repeating musical

sequences. Repeating facts. Repeating movements and actions.

Toxic Change

But those at Level 6 can look at only one pattern at a time and

analyze the pattern only one variable at a time. This search for

predictable patterns comes at a terrible price: Anything unexpected

is, for them, toxic. Toxic change. A person walks into the bedroom

unexpectedly to do something ordinary (like open the curtains)

while they are on the computer, and their stress levels go through

the roof. A plan that happens every Tuesday gets moved to a

Wednesday and provokes a collapse. People at Level 6 are hyper-

systemizers. These are the children who watch the washing ma-

chine going round and round and round for hours, and if pulled

away to do something else, will scream and resist change.

This is the world where Daniel Tammet lives, where pi—

even to 22,514 decimal places—is always the same. The sequence

is comforting and reassuring because it is 100 percent predictable.

People at Level 6 find change so difficult that they resist it at all

costs, living in a totally controlled universe. The remarkable
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bonus of life at Level 6 is that a person discovers patterns that

no one else notices. Such originality of perception can sometimes

be called “genius,” which has been defined as looking at the

same information that others have looked at many times before

and noticing a pattern that people have missed. The massive

downside of life at Level 6 is that you can’t cope with unexpected

change.248 These are the people that clinicians say have “autism.”

Consider two more unexpected consequences of life at

Level 6. If your Systemizing Mechanism is turned up to the max-

imum, then you are interested in information only if it is true.

Truth becomes the only thing that matters in the world. (Does

a hydrangea planted in mildly alkaline soil develop blue petals

or in strongly alkaline soil develop pink petals?) The truth mat-

ters at all costs. And this is not only in relation to the world of

plants and rocks and machines, but also in the world of people.

Is my neighbor’s behavior consistent (i.e., true)? Do his words

match his actions (are they true)?

People at Level 6 judge other people’s behavior as rigidly

as they judge the behavior of inanimate objects. The facts are

either true or false. There is no room for shades of gray. People

at Level 6 are so focused on the truth they become self-appointed

moral whistleblowers when someone breaks a rule, however

minor. They accuse others of dishonesty if there is one tiny de-

viation between what they say and what they do. Whereas people

whose Systemizing Mechanism is tuned to lower levels can deal

with imprecision, at Level 6 it is precision that defines a system.
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At Level 6 there is no place for pretense, for figurative language,

for vagueness, or for aimless chatting. Just facts.

It is this that at Level 6 creates this form of zero degrees of

empathy. The world of people is a world dominated by emotions,

where behavior is unpredictable. How someone feels is not some-

thing that can be determined with precision. When we em-

pathize, it is because we can tolerate an inexact answer about

what another person may feel. (Maybe she is a bit glum or a bit

angry). And the world of feelings is unlawful. There are no black-

and-white, consistent laws, unlike the world of physics or math.

Even worse, a social group means there are many different per-

spectives, not just a single objective view. Empathy involves si-

multaneously keeping track, at high speed, of different points of

view and fluctuating emotional states in a social interaction.

Here we see the link between Systemizing and Empathiz-

ing Mechanisms: If you have a highly tuned Systemizing Mech-

anism, you are less focused on unlawful phenomena such as

emotions, in part because of a need for precision. A highly

tuned Systemizing Mechanism turns out to be an additional

route to zero degrees of empathy. Whereas if your Systemizing

Mechanism is tuned low, you can tolerate imprecision, but at

Level 6, it is the opposite. Other people’s behavior is beyond

comprehension, and empathy is impossible. When his col-

league said to Michael the bell-ringer, “I have to go to my

friend’s funeral,” Michael simply replied, “Okay. What time

will you be back?” 
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Michael had no idea his matter-of-fact comment was insen-

sitive. He had not intended to hurt his colleague but simply had

no understanding of another person’s feelings. The downside

of remarkable systemizing is a lack of interest in unlawful phe-

nomena, the clearest case of which is the world of emotions. So

now we see why this form is Zero-Positive. Although reacting

to change as toxic and having zero degrees of empathy can be

disabling, the love of patterns can lead to a mind that can see

things others miss. Indeed, people who were Zero-Positive in

human history may have had such a clear perception of patterns

that they contributed in remarkable and original ways to the

discovery of physical, mathematical, chemical, and other laws

of the universe, as well as giving us great music and great art.249

Classic Autism

At the outset of this book I defined loss of empathy as occurring

when one person treats another person as an object. But not

everyone who treats others as objects intends to cause harm.

For example, people with classic autism frequently treat others

as objects, yet I would not want to group them with those who

knowingly cause harm. Classic autism is the other major sub-

group on the autistic spectrum, aside from Asperger Syndrome.

I have argued that Asperger Syndrome is a case of Zero-Positive,

but what about classic autism?

When I started my research into autism in the early 1980s,

I read Baltimore child psychiatrist Leo Kanner’s description of
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a boy in his clinic: “When a hand was held out to him, so he

could not possibly ignore it, he played with it briefly, as if it

were a detached object. . . . When he had any dealings with per-

sons at all, he treated them, or rather parts of them, as if they

were objects. . . . It was as if he did not distinguish people from

things, or at least did not concern himself about the distinction”

(italics added).250

Now, some thirty years later, contemplating why people

treat others as objects, I am drawn back to Kanner’s clinical ac-

count. Many of these children treat others as objects, but for-

tunately it often does not lead to any major harm. They may

ignore you, or appear oblivious of you, but there is no intent to

do harm. Occasionally, if you get in the way of their desires,

you could, of course, be the victim. For example, Michael Blast-

land writes about his own child with autism, Joe, that “when

he wants something from me, I must suppose that I am Nature’s

universal vending machine, the great button to all desire, which

if pressed frequently enough will provide.”251

How must it feel to be treated as if you were nothing more

than a vending machine? At some level, all parents have had the

experience that their child is simply treating them as if they will

satisfy their every demand, as if the parent has no feelings or

needs of their own. But unlike a child with autism, most children

also eventually detect that their parent is tired or upset or needs

a rest. They know when to stop hassling. Some children are

quicker at sensing their parent’s feelings than others. Children

with autism may sadly be blind to the very existence of other
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people’s feelings, which can lead them to pursue their own de-

sires regardless of the other person. 

Blastland and Joe were in an elevator in a local shopping

center one day, and a mother came in with her baby in a stroller.

The baby started to cry, and Joe—to everyone’s shock—punched

the baby to shut her up. Michael asks in his book: How do you

explain to a complete stranger, this woman who cares about

her baby more than anyone else in the world, that the pain that

your son has just caused was not malicious, bad behavior, but

is because your ten-year-old son has no idea that another person

can suffer pain or feel hurt by a punch?

According to Michael, Joe treats people, including this little

baby, as one would an object. If the video player is too loud,

there is a button to push to turn off the volume. If this baby is

too loud, try hitting it to see if that turns off the volume. Blast-

land describes how Joe hurled a toy brick at his sister with

equally little awareness of her pain. But Blastland makes the

point, and I agree with him, that Joe is no psychopath. His lack

of awareness of others’ feelings means he is not knowingly hurt-

ing them. The psychopath is aware that he is hurting someone

because the “cognitive” (recognition) element of empathy is

(largely) intact, even if the “affective” element (the emotional

response to someone else’s feeling) is not. The person with classic

(low-functioning) autism often lacks both of these components

of empathy.

All these stories illustrate how there are several ways to ar-

rive at a point where one person can treat another person as an
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object. Joe may not have the evident “savant” talents of some

of the people with Asperger Syndrome we have met in this chap-

ter, but even in him, a boy with classic autism, we can glimpse

his excellent attention to detail and love of patterns. Note, too,

that pianist Derek Paravacini, who we encountered earlier,

would be better described as having classic autism than Asperger

Syndrome because his language is limited mostly to repeating

others’ phrases, and aside from his clear musical genius, many

of his self-help skills are quite limited and he remains totally de-

pendent. But because there is no clear-cut dividing line between

autism and Asperger Syndrome, we should see them both as

potential forms of Zero-Positive. I say potential because if an

individual has very severe learning difficulties, this may prevent

her strong systemizing from being expressed as talent.

Life Without Zero-Positive?

Zero-Positive is clearly a special case in which empathy is com-

promised but pattern recognition and systemizing are enhanced.

It prompts the question: Where would Homo sapiens be if the

Systemizing Mechanism had not been ramped up to high levels?

Arguably, we would not have as much (perhaps any) techno-

logical innovation, and we would still be preindustrial and pre-

scientific. Strong systemizing allows humans, alone among the

species, to ask “What if ?” questions. I recently watched an

episode of Myth Busters on the Discovery Channel in which

people posed a “What if” question: What if we tried to raise a
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sunken boat just using ping-pong balls? Would the boat float

to the surface? This is just the kind of ludicrous question that

scientists enjoy asking. (The answer by the way is yes: It takes

25,000 empty ping-pong balls to float a twenty-foot sunken

boat.) Because humans can systemize, we have every kind of

technology, from skateboards to iPhones. None of this would

exist were it not for the ability we see writ large in Zero-Positive.

Society owes a special debt to those who have innovated in

the fields of technology, music, science, medicine, mathemat-

ics, history, philosophy, engineering, and other systemizing

fields. The fact that they may be challenged when it comes to

empathy is all the more reason to make our society more Zero-

Positive-friendly.

So we’ve seen that people who are Zero-Positive show em-

pathy difficulties in their behavior and that there are abnormal-

ities in the empathy circuit in their brains. We’ve also seen that,

despite low levels of empathy, this group of individuals does

not for the most part act in cruel ways toward others. They are

not like the Zero-Negative Type P, for example, because even

though most people may develop their moral codes via empa-

thy, these individuals have developed their moral codes through

systemizing. They have a strong desire to live by rules and expect

others to do the same for reasons of fairness. James Blair was

one of the first to show intact aspects of moral development 

in autism, but recent theories see superdeveloped moral codes

in people with autism, who are intolerant of those who bend

the rules. People with Asperger Syndrome are often the first to
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leap to the defense of someone who is being treated unfairly

because it violates the moral system they have constructed

through brute logic alone. As such, people who are Zero-Positive

(those with Asperger) are often among the law enforcers, not

the lawbreakers. They warrant their “positive” status because

they systemize to an extreme degree.

Interestingly, their parents show an echo of the same profile,

raising the possibility that this is the result of genetics. For ex-

ample, parents of children with autism show mild difficulties in

reading the mind in the eyes of others. They also show a similar

pattern of underactivity in regions of the empathy circuit in the

brain when reading other people’s emotions and thoughts from

the face. Equally, siblings of children with autism exhibit inter-

mediate activation of the amygdala, between autistic and normal

levels, during face-processing,204,213,252,253 implicating genetic fac-

tors. Parents of children with autism are also overrepresented

in systemizing professions, such as engineering.

We’ve hedged around the role of genetics, but it is now time

to examine head-on the role of genes in empathy.
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5

The 
Empathy Gene

Why should one person be Zero-Negative and another Zero-

Positive? At the psychological level Zero-Negative occurs when

an individual ends up all the way down at the far left end of the

empathy curve of individual differences that we encountered

in Chapter 2. That tells us nothing about how the person got

there, a question related to the deeper level of causes. What we

know is that the state of Zero-Negative can be caused by envi-

ronmental neglect, such that the “internal pot of gold” is de-

pleted. But the existence of people who are Zero-Negative and

who have not suffered neglect, together with the existence of

people who have suffered neglect but who have excellent em-

pathy, shows that such environmental factors may be neither

necessary nor sufficient to cause zero degrees of empathy.

Take Zero-Negative Type P, for example. We saw in Chap-

ter 3 that, even though parental behavior can be to blame, it

cannot entirely explain the making of a psychopath because
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among psychopaths parental style does not completely predict

outcome.254 That is, there are parents who used the empathic,

nonauthoritarian style of parenting, discussing things reasonably

with their child, yet their child still turned out to be a psychopath.

Equally, we all know individuals who have thrived despite grow-

ing up in difficult environments.

Dante Cicchetti grew up in the poorest, most dangerous

neighborhood of Pittsburgh, yet he has ended up a professor of

developmental psychopathology at the University of Minnesota.

When I visited him at his research center in the 1980s, he told

me he was lucky to be alive. Most of his peer group from child-

hood were either in prison or dead, a result of drugs, crime, or

gang warfare. He is proof that what James Blair calls a “danger-

ous and criminogenic” environment does not totally determine

outcome. In his studies he and his colleagues found as many as

80 percent of children who suffered abuse or neglect went on

to develop “disorganized attachment.”255 But clearly it takes

more than a harsh environment to make a psychopath. There

must be a genetic element.

In this chapter we therefore explore the new evidence that

environmental factors interact with “genes for empathy.” The

word “interact” is, of course, key. I hope this book will not be

misunderstood as arguing that empathy is wholly genetic be-

cause genes always exist in an environment, and we have seen

buckets of evidence for the importance of early experience.

Equally, I have put quotation marks around genes for empathy

since genes cannot code for a high-level construct such as em-
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pathy. Genes simply blindly code for the production of proteins,

blissfully unaware of their ultimate long-range effects.

But in this chapter we examine evidence that some genes

are associated with your score on various measures of empathy.

Even with these caveats in place, some people will be alarmed at

the very idea of genes for empathy because they fear the deter-

ministic implications of such a view. I would remind those read-

ers that genes are not the only deterministic factor because the

early environment also is. And I would ask them: Should we

simply sweep such genetic evidence under the carpet just be-

cause it makes us feel uncomfortable? In the pursuit of trying

to understand how human beings can end up doing awful things

to each other, we have to look at all the evidence, not just the

bits that suit our worldview.

The cause of Zero-Positive is rather different. As we saw in

Chapter 4, for such individuals surfing down the empathy curve

means also surfing up the systemizing curve. That is, they do

not simply show zero degrees of empathy since at the same time

they show high levels of systemizing. In their case, the genes

that can leave them with zero degrees of empathy can also pre-

dispose them to extreme systemizing. We are therefore forced

to conclude that different genes must be at work to produce

Zero-Positive and Zero-Negative. Before we look at specific

genes that can deplete empathy to make someone Zero-Negative

and the different genes that can deplete empathy to make some-

one Zero-Positive, we should first look at the biggest clue that

such outcomes are genetic at all. And that clue comes from twins.
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Twins

If a trait or behavior is even partly genetic, we should see its sig-

nature showing up in twins. The key comparison is between

twins who are identical (monozygotic, or MZ) and twins who

are nonidentical (dizygotic, or DZ). If the trait or behavior in

question does not differ much between MZ and DZ twins, then

we are forced to conclude that genes play little, if any, role in

the behavior because MZ and DZ twins are genetically quite dif-

ferent from each other: MZ twins are like genetic clones (they

are genetically identical, so share 100 percent of their genes),

whereas DZ twins are genetically no different from any other

pair of siblings (they share on average 50 percent of their genes).

In contrast, MZ and DZ twins are environmentally quite similar

to each other: They are the same age and typically growing up

in the same family. Expressed differently, if we discover that the

trait or behavior in question shows a greater correlation among

MZ twins than it does among DZ twins, then we can see that

genes are at work.

Nearly all the studies of empathy in twins have found a

greater correlation on empathy measures in MZ twins compared

to DZ twins.256–258 As an example, the heritability of affective

empathy (i.e., how much of the variation in affective empathy

is genetic) has been estimated from a twin study to be 68 percent.

That’s a lot. In contrast, one study looking at the heritability of

“theory of mind” (or cognitive empathy) found that MZ and

DZ twins were quite similar,259 suggesting environmental, rather
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than genetic, factors predominated. However, this conclusion

was challenged by a later study.260

Estimating how big the environmental and the genetic con-

tributions to empathy are varies depending on how empathy is

measured. For example, some twin studies use questionnaire

measures, whereas others use observational measures. In studies

of very young twins observational measures include asking a

mother to fake getting her finger caught while closing a suitcase

as researchers filmed her child’s reactions. Studies using this ob-

servational method among toddlers have shown a strong genetic

component to empathy.261,262 Observational methods are better

measures of “affective empathy” (the responsive component)

and may be suggesting that of the two main components of em-

pathy (cognitive versus affective empathy), there may be a larger

genetic contribution in the affective component. Alexithymia

(difficulty reflecting and reporting on one’s own feelings) also

shows heritability from twin studies.263

Regarding Type P, a twin study that used the Psychopathic

Personality Inventory (questionnaire) found that two specific

scales (“Machiavellian egocentricity” and “cold-heartedness”)

showed moderate heritability. In a UK study of twins the callous

and unemotional component of psychopathic tendencies at age

seven showed even stronger heritability.264,265 Twins are not the

only “natural experiment” to glimpse the importance of genes

since the same clues are also seen in studies of children who

have been adopted, again pointing to antisocial behavior being

partly heritable.266
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Adoption represents another opportunity for scientists to

separate the effects of genes and environment because if a

child—despite being raised in a different, genetically unrelated

environment)—ends up being more similar to their “birth par-

ents” than to their adoptive parents, then clearly genes are assert-

ing their influence. Regarding twin studies of Type P, none of

these show 100 percent heritability, but the genetic component

is nevertheless substantial (the largest estimate being about 70

percent). This means there is still an environmental contribution

to becoming a psychopath or developing some of the traits. In

the “right” environment someone with the genetic predisposi-

tion to psychopathy could show this behavior.

Can we glimpse a genetic signature in Type N or Type B

also? To date, there has not been a twin study of Type N, a gap

in the literature that needs to be filled. Regarding Type B, family

studies show that brothers, sisters, and parents of borderlines

are ten times more likely to be Type B themselves.107,267–273 Family

studies (unlike twin and adoption studies) don’t afford us the

opportunity to separate environmental from genetic factors, so

all we can conclude from family studies is that this form of Zero-

Negative is familial (it runs in families). However, a twin study

of Type B indeed showed higher “concordance” rates (35 per-

cent) among MZ than among DZ pairs (7 percent). “Concor-

dance” is a fancy word for correlation and is used when you

count how often it is the case that when one of the twins in a

pair has a condition (e.g., borderline personality disorder), the

co-twin also has it. Although 35 versus 7 percent may look like
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a small difference, this tells us that becoming borderline is ac-

tually strongly heritable—about 70 percent of the risk for be-

coming borderline can be explained by genetic factors.274,275 So

despite the clear environmental influence (principally abuse

and neglect), to become borderline requires the individual to

have some genetic susceptibility in the first place.

What about the genetic signature of Zero-Positive? Family

studies show that brothers, sisters, and parents of people with

autism or Asperger Syndrome (Zero-Positive) also show more

than average levels of autistic traits.204,252,253,276–278 So we can

glimpse that being Zero-Positive is familial. This is true when

you use questionnaires such as the Empathy Quotient (EQ),

and it is even true when you use psychological tests that mea-

sure emotion recognition from photographs or when you

measure brain activity during such tasks.204,253 Equally, twin studies

of Zero-Positive reveal that MZ twins show a higher correlation

than DZ twins do on measures of autistic traits.279–281 So given

all this evidence for genes for empathy, which genes determine

whether a person becomes Zero-Negative or Zero-Positive?

Genes for Aggression

Some scientists have focused their search for empathy genes on

those that affect the neurotransmitter serotonin. Too much

serotonin in the synapse has been linked to aggression. When

you increase serotonin receptor activity, which clears serotonin

from the synapse, this decreases aggression.282 An example of a
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gene involved in clearing serotonin (and other neurotransmitters

such as dopamine, noradrenaline, and adrenaline) is the MAOA

(monoamine oxidase-A) gene.

Now here’s the interesting bit. There are several forms of

this gene. One is called MAOA-L because carriers of this gene

produce low (L) levels of a key enzyme. The other form of the

gene is called MAOA-H because carriers produce high (H) levels

of the same enzyme. Low levels of MAOA often mean high lev-

els of neurotransmitters in the synapses. Not surprisingly, people

with the MAOA-H form are less aggressive. People with the

MAOA-L form are overrepresented in warrior cultures (such as

the Maoris in New Zealand). For this reason, controversially,

it has been called the “warrior gene.” It won’t surprise you that

this gene interacts with environmental factors. For example,

Avshalom Caspi and his colleagues found that abused children

with the MAOA-L form of the gene were more likely to develop

antisocial problems compared to abused children with the

MAOA-H form of the gene.283,284

Animal research backs this up: Male mice with a deletion

of the MAOA gene show more aggressive behavior. In hu-

mans, male members of a Dutch family with a mutation of

the MAOA gene showed high levels of aggression. And neuro -

imaging reveals the amygdala and the anterior cingulate (two

key regions in the empathy circuit) are smaller in MAOA-L car-

riers. Carriers of this version of the gene also show increased

amygdala and reduced anterior cingulate activity when matching

facial expressions.285,286
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Genes for Emotion Recognition

We know that at least three genes can affect how the brain re-

sponds to emotional expressions, and as we have seen, emotion

recognition is a key part of empathy. Which version of the sero-

tonin transporter gene (SLC6A4) you have affects how much

your amygdala responds to fearful facial expressions (though

not all studies confirm this).287,288 Genes that modulate the avail-

ability of other similar neurotransmitters (e.g., dopamine) also

affect the amygdala’s response to fear faces.289–291 Recall that the

amygdala is a key brain region in the empathy circuit. In addition,

variations in the arginine vasopressin receptor 1A gene

(AVPR1A), which has been linked to autism, also influence how

much the amygdala responds to faces showing fear or anger.292

The third gene was one we discovered in our lab, so let me

tell you the story. Plenty of research shows that happy faces are

rewarding to look at. Just as we like to look at food or beautiful

landscapes, we find happy faces rewarding. This is true from in-

fancy onward, as demonstrated by the fact that the typical infant,

from about eight weeks old, will smile at a happy face. This is

called the “social smile.” We also know there are two key brain

regions that are active when we are experiencing something re-

warding: the striatum and the substantia nigra.293,294 So it comes

as no surprise that these same brain regions are active when we

look at happy faces.295

Bhismadev Chakrabarti wanted to know if there were genes

that might influence how much your striatum responds to these
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happy faces. After all, we all know there are individual differ-

ences in how much we like to engage in people-watching. So

he chose a gene that was already known to be involved in how

we respond to reward: the cannabinoid receptor gene 1 (CNRI).

This gene is strongly expressed in the striatum, a reward system

of the brain.i This gene gets its name from the drug cannabis

because its protein product is the main target for cannabis in

the brain. Individual differences in this receptor are linked to

how rewarding an individual will find cannabis. (Some people

can smoke a joint and have no effects, others will find it plea -

surable, and yet others will find it unpleasant.) We took a cheek

swab from each of the people lying in the scanner, from which

we could extract their DNA, so as to test Bhisma’s neat idea that

the variation of this gene will affect how active your striatum

is when you are looking at happy faces. Sure enough, this pre-

diction was confirmed.

These three genes give us very clear examples of how genetic

makeup can change how your brain responds to other people’s

emotions.295,296 It is highly unlikely that these are the only genes

that affect emotion recognition, but they are sufficient to show

that there are genes involved in at least this aspect of empathy.

Genes Associated with the EQ

In 2009 Bhisma and I completed our second genetic experiment.

We were interested to find out which genes were associated

with individual differences on the Empathy Quotient. We had
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hundreds of people from the general population take the EQ,

and, as we saw in Chapter 2, we observed the bell-curve (or nor-

mal) distribution, some scoring low, some scoring medium, and

some scoring high on empathy. This is termed “normal” because

these individual differences are just what we expect to see in any

population, just as we see individual differences in height. The

big question was: If we picked some plausible “candidate” genes,

would variations in any of these genes be associated with varia-

tions in EQ scores?

The way we went about testing for empathy genes is worth

a short digression because gene-hunting is a risky business. Given

that there are an estimated 30,000 genes in the human genome,

gene-hunters have two strategies available to them: a “whole

genome scan” (i.e., to test all 30,000 genes), which is a costly

business; or a test of plausible candidate genes, which is slightly

more affordable (since you pay per gene per person). Essentially,

this choice of strategy boils down to the difference between a fish-

ing expedition where you have no particular hypothesis about

where the fish will be (so you drop your line in “blind” at regular

points all along the river) and a highly directed “hypothesis-

driven” approach (where you know that the fish are likely to

gather at a very specific point in the river). We chose this can-

didate gene, hypothesis-driven approach.

The next question was which candidates to choose. It is a

high-risk strategy because, if you choose correctly, you can

really strike lucky. But if you happen to encounter the bad luck

of having chosen incorrectly, all you have to show for your
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troubles is a bunch of nonsignificant (and therefore unexciting)

results. Bhisma and I sat down to plan our strategy. I was very

keen on a group of genes involved in the sex hormones (testos-

terone and estrogen) and persuaded Bhisma this was worth a

try because empathy shows clear sex differences at the level of

psychology. On average girls and women score higher than boys

and men on the EQ, for example, a result that is found across

different cultures and that I discussed at length in my last book,

The Essential Difference.12,15,17,297

Empathy also shows clear sex differences at the level of 

the brain. Women on average show more activity in many areas

within the empathy circuit while reading emotional expressions

in faces,253 and a recent study of structural differences between

male and female brains indicated that many of the brain regions

that differed between females and males included the amygdala

and the “mirror neuron system,” which overlaps with parts of

the empathy circuit.

I had one more reason for wanting to test the genes that

regulate the sex hormones. For the last ten years we have been

following a group of about five hundred children in Cam-

bridgeshire in the UK whose mothers had had amniocentesis.

This is where a long needle is introduced into the mother’s

womb during pregnancy to draw off some of the amniotic fluid,

a procedure carried out for clinical reasons. We had asked these

mothers for permission to measure the testosterone, the so-

called male hormone, in the amniotic fluid because males pro-

duce much more of it than females do. We found that the less
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testosterone produced by the fetus (fetal testosterone) before

birth, the higher the score on the child version of the EQ taken

later. So it seemed that this sex hormone might be involved in

shaping the empathy circuit of the developing human brain.ii

For all these reasons we selected genes known to be involved

in sex steroid hormones.iii We expanded our team to bring in

two world experts in medical genetics research, Lindsey Kent

and Frank Dudbridge. Bhisma wanted us to include a second

group of genes that we loosely called “social-emotional behavior”

genes. This was to follow up on the CNR1 gene but also to test

the idea that there may be other genes that influence how drawn

you are to other people. One such gene related to another hor-

mone, oxytocin. Oxytocin has got a lot of press since it was dis-

covered that males in one species of vole (a furry rodent) are less

sociable (and likely to be polygamous) than males in another

species of vole, who are more sociable (and likely to be monog-

amous). These species are largely identical apart from a dramatic

difference in the expression of oxytocin and vasopressin in the

brain.300–302 Oxytocin also hits the news a lot because if you inhale

it through your nose so that it goes straight into your brain or if

you inject it into your blood, it improves your score on tests of

emotion recognition and empathy.303,304

In the popular press oxytocin has a variety of names. It is

sometimes called the “love hormone” because we release it dur-

ing intimate physical contact, including orgasm. It is also some-

times referred to as the “trust hormone” because if we boost

our oxytocin levels, we tend to be more generous toward others
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as measured by how much money we would be willing to lend

a stranger.305,306 And, finally, oxytocin is also sometimes referred

to as the “attachment hormone” because it is released by new

mothers during breastfeeding, promoting that well-being feeling

driving mothers to fall in love with their infants, and vice versa.307

So we tested genes such as those involved in synthesis and the

receptors of oxytocin, as well as the closely related peptide hor-

mone arginine vasopressin.

Finally, we selected a set of candidate genes involved in

what we loosely called “neural growth” simply because studies

of the brain in Zero-Positive individuals (autism and Asperger

Syndrome) had revealed atypical patterns in how the nerve cells

(neurons) are wired up and how fast the autistic brain is growing

in early postnatal development.

We waited with baited breath while the genotyping took

place and wondered whether the substantial time and money we

had invested would all be to no avail. Imagine our excitement

when the results came through: Of the sixty-eight candidate genes

we tested, four showed a strongly significant association with the

EQ! One of these genes, CYPB11B1, was in the sex steroid group.

A second gene, WFSI, was in the group related to social-emotional

behavior.iv The third and fourth genes associated with the EQ,

NTRK1 and GARBR3, were in the neural growth group.v,vi

So, all in all, we had found four genes associated with em-

pathy.308 This was only a first step because it is a big jump from

finding genes to understanding how their functions have an im-

pact on empathy. But a start is a start.
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Genes Associated with Autistic Traits

Bhisma and I had taken the precaution of asking our volunteers

from the general population to fill in the EQ and the Autism

Spectrum Quotient (AQ), a measure of how many autistic

traits you have. We included this second questionnaire because

our earlier studies had shown this, too, to be replete with in-

dividual differences: Some people score low, having few autis-

tic traits; others score in the average range for the population;

and yet others score high, even though they don’t have a di-

agnosis of any kind. As we saw in Chapter 4, autistic traits are

not all negative.

While reduced empathy can cause social difficulties, a remark-

able attention to detail and an ability to concentrate on a small

topic for hours, to understand that topic in a highly systematic way,

can be positive and can lead the individual to blossom in certain

fields, despite their relative difficulties with empathy and social-

izing. And if you are blossoming in a non social academic field

(such as mathematics or computer science, engineering or physics)

or in a nonsocial practical line of work (such as car maintenance,

map-reading, or railway time-tabling) or in an art or a craft (such

as drawing, model-building, or design), you may find a niche and

get by without a diagnosis. For these reasons, we might find genes

related to autistic traits in the general population.

So would any of our candidate genes also show a signifi-

cant association with the AQ? There were four more genes that

were only associated with the AQ. These included one of the
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neurologin genes (NLGN4X), one of the homeobox genes

(HOXA1) that regulate brain patterning, and ARNT2 (a gene

involved in neurogenesis). It also included a monoamine oxidase

gene (MAOB), similar to the gene we discussed earlier.

Finally, we looked at whether any of our candidate genes

were strongly associated with being Zero-Positive (having a

diagnosis of Asperger Syndrome), and we were very excited

to find six genes that were. These included three sex steroid

genes: one of the receptors for estrogen (ESR2), CYP17A1 (ab-

normalities in which cause irregularities of the menstrual cycle

in women), and CYP11B1 (one of the genes that catalyze the

production of testosterone from cholesterol and the gene that

has also been linked to empathy). It also included the oxytocin

gene (OXT), as well as ARNT1 and HOXA1 (also linked to

empathy).

This was telling us that whereas some genes were just in-

fluencing EQ, others were influencing just AQ, Zero-Positive

alone, or several of these. Such genetic work opens up more

questions and avenues of research.vii

Stepping Back

The genes discussed in this chapter are by no means the com-

plete list of genes that will turn out to play a part in empathy.

There are more to be discovered, and some of the genes speci-

fied here may not stand the test of time in terms of independent

replication. But the list is sufficient to show that genes for em-
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pathy and for some forms of both Zero-Negative and Zero-

Positive are being discovered.

However, it is important to reiterate the caveats at the start

of this chapter: While it is tempting to blame zero degrees of

empathy on either genes or environment, a mix of factors is

clearly causal. For example, babies who had difficult births in

which they suffered anoxia (lack of oxygen) have a higher risk

of developing conduct disorder, delinquency, or violence in

adulthood. Boys with minor physical anomalies (e.g., having

low hung ears) have a higher risk of later becoming violent of-

fenders, especially if they live in an unstable home.310 The low

hung ears can occur for genetic reasons or as a result of the

mother having bleeding and infection during pregnancy, indi-

cating that the baby was not in the best of health during early

pregnancy. These increase a child’s risk of being violent (and

therefore low in empathy) if they coincide with instability in

the family environment. For example, in a Danish study 4 per-

cent of boys had both a difficult birth and maternal rejection,

yet these boys committed 18 percent of the violent crimes in

adulthood.311 Once again, we see the complex interplay of bio-

logical factors (in this case birth trauma) and psychological fac-

tors (in this case a depleted “internal pot of gold”).

Other Animals and Empathy

And we can step back from humans, too, to ask if other animals

have at least in simpler form some of the precursors of empathy.
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They should have if empathy is in part genetic because typically

intermediate forms of evolved traits can be seen across the an-

imal kingdom. Emory University primatologist Frans de Waal

has argued that humans are not the only species to be capable

of empathy, though he acknowledges that in humans it may

have evolved to a higher level than that seen in other species.312

But in his view the precursors of empathy are evident in a num-

ber of behaviors. First, some monkeys and other animals will

share food with other members of their own group. Why should

they do this if they were entirely selfish?

It could be argued that this form of apparent altruism is in

fact driven by genetic relatedness—that in helping members of

your own group who may be cousins and who therefore share

some of your genes, you are ultimately helping to protect copies

of your genes (in others) that may enable their host to survive

and reproduce, thereby perpetuating your (shared) genes. In a

recent experiment at Emory University, when capuchin mon-

keys were given the choice to have food alone or food when

another monkey was also given food, they chose the social op-

tion if they knew the other monkey. This suggests that food

sharing is not just confined to genetically related members of a

monkey’s group—it seems to extend to acquaintances too (see

Figure 10).313

Second, there are other examples of animals of the same

species helping each other, not just around sharing of food. For

example, some chimpanzees have been observed to help each

other to climb over a high wall. These are compelling examples
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of the ability to read each other’s needs and goals. Third, de

Waal observed that after monkeys or apes fight, the loser is

often shown consolation by other members of the group. As he

licks his wounds, another animal will come over and touch him

gently or even put an arm around the defeated animal as if to

offer comfort. This use of touch strongly resembles what we

would do to a person in discomfort, and at risk of anthropomor-

phism, we might interpret it as an emotion appropriate to some-

one else’s emotional state—in short, empathy.

Finally, monkeys and apes show plenty of evidence that

they can read emotional expressions from the face or vocaliza-

tions or body posture of another member of their species. For

example, Northwestern University clinical psychologist Susan

Mineka and her colleagues famously showed that young mon-

keys could learn to fear a snake if their mothers showed fear in
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their face and voice,314 and University of Wisconsin psychologist

Harry Harlow also found that monkeys reared in isolation and

then reintroduced into a social group tended to react as if a

friendly approach by a fellow monkey were an aggressive ap-

proach, whereas those reared by their mothers and with their

siblings could clearly distinguish another animal’s “intentions”

(to be friendly or aggressive).315

In two remarkable early studies, if a rat learns that pushing

a bar will lower onto the ground another rat who has been sus-

pended, the rat will press the lever.316 That’s in rats, who are

meant to lack empathy! And Northwestern University prima-

tologist Jules Masserman and colleagues showed in 1964 that in

our closer relatives, rhesus monkeys, those who were trained

to pull a chain to get food refused to do so if pulling the chain

also meant another monkey was given an electric shock. It was

as if they refused to profit at the expense of another monkey’s

pain.317 We can see why some people believe other animals, in-

cluding monkeys and apes, have some level of empathy too.

However, there are limits to empathy in other species.

Chimpanzees can, for example, fight “deadly turf wars” to ex-

pand their territory; in these wars large groups send out “patrols

to strategically kill rivals” before moving into the new terri-

tory.318,319 Such “cruelty” is common in other species as well as

our own. As another example, whereas even human toddlers

will use their index fingers to point to things, to share attention

with another person, pointing is not seen in other species. Nor

do other animals convincingly engage in deception, suggesting
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they do not think about another animal’s thoughts, even if they

can respond to that animal’s emotions.320

And in a striking example from vervet monkeys, mother

monkeys who are swimming across a flooded rice field to get

to dry land might have their infant monkeys clinging to their

furry underbelly. Even though each mother’s head is above

water, many are blissfully unaware that their infants head is

underwater, so that when the mother arrives safely at the other

side of the field, tragically their baby has drowned. This vividly

underlines how monkeys may not take another animal’s differ-

ent perspective into account, with hard-hitting consequences,

including the impact this behavior will have on the survival of

their own genes. Clearly, whatever glimmerings of empathy

we can discern (or imagine we discern) in other species, the level

of empathy that humans show is qualitatively different from

that seen in any other species.
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6

Reflections on 
Human Cruelty

My aim in this book has been to restimulate discussion on the

causes of evil by moving the debate out of the realm of religion

and into the realm of science. I have done this not because I

have a Dawkinsian antireligion agenda. On the contrary, I think

religion has an important place for individuals and communities

whose identities are tied up with such cultural traditions, rituals,

and practices. But religion has been singularly anti-inquiry on

the topic of the causes of evil. For most religions, the existence

of evil is simply an awkward fact of the universe, present either

because we fall short in our spiritual aspirations to lead a good

life or because such forces (e.g., the devil) are in constant battle

with divine forces for control over human nature.

Extremes of evil are typically relegated to the unanalyzable

(“Don’t ask why such things happen. It’s just the nature of evil”),

the reasoning becomes frustratingly circular (“He did x because

he is truly evil”), and it is sometimes even used to reinforce our
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belief in God (“God wants to test us”). If I have an agenda, it is

to urge people not to be satisfied with the concept of “evil” as

an explanatory tool, and if I have successfully moved the debate

out of the domain of religion and into the social and biological

sciences, I will feel this book has made a contribution.

But such an aim is rather broad, and of course I had some

more specific aims in this book. In particular, I hope this book

has introduced ten new ideas into the debate. Let me present

them here in brief.

Ten New Ideas

First, we all lie somewhere on an empathy spectrum from high

to low. Part of what science has to explain is what determines

where an individual falls on this spectrum. I have pointed to

some of the genetic, hormonal, neural, and environmental con-

tributory factors, and my list is not comprehensive because not

all the evidence is yet available. The list at least shows how we

can go about adding to such evidence.

Second, at one end of this spectrum is zero degrees of empathy,

and we can classify zero degrees of empathy into Zero-Negative

and Zero-Positive forms. The three major subtypes of Zero-

Negative are Types P, N, and B. These are not all the subtypes

that exist. Indeed, alcohol, fatigue, and depression are just a few

examples of states that can temporarily reduce empathy, and

schizophrenia is another example of a medical condition that

can reduce empathy. More subtypes will need to be character-
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ized, but this list at least initiates the process. Critics may rea-

sonably ask: Surely there is nothing new about Types P, N, and

B? Haven’t we have known for at least half a century about these

three personality disorders? I would reply that this is precisely

the problem. The traditional classification system has categorized

these three types as personality disorders, overlooking what they

all share: that they are all forms of zero degrees of empathy.

Thus, their existence is not new, but in this book I have sug-

gested we subtly shift how we think about them. At the surface

level they can properly still be viewed as personality disorders.

But we can now go beyond the surface level to link all three to

a common underlying mechanism: empathy.

Third, whatever route a person takes to zero degrees of em-

pathy, the normative brain basis of empathy (the empathy circuit)

will be atypical at zero degrees of empathy. In Chapter 2 we

saw the ten brain regions that make up this circuit, and in Chap-

ter 3 we saw how these were indeed (in different combinations)

atypical in the Zero-Negative brain types. Calling them person-

ality disorders doesn’t guide us as to where to look in the brain

for their basis. Calling them Zero-Negative shows us precisely

where to look. At the intersection of Types N, B, and P (see Fig-

ure 6) is this set of ten brain regions. In this sense, psychiatry

could lump together a range of apparently separate medical con-

ditions as zero degrees of empathy, changing the way we classify

and diagnose.

Fourth, treatment of zero degrees of empathy should target

the empathy circuit. Treatments for empathy might include
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educational software such as the Mindreading DVD (www

.jkp.com/mindreading) or the Transporters children’s animation

(www.thetransporters.com) we created for people with autism

spectrum conditions.321,322 The former was designed for all ages

and so lends itself to a trial with adults who are Zero-Negative.

The promising findings of oxytocin nasal inhalation spray

boosting empathy in typical individuals and in people with

autism suggest this, too, could be tried in people who are Zero-

Negative.303,323 Forms of role-play that involve taking the victim’s

perspective may also be worth trying. Calling the brain types

personality disorders leads to debates about whether personality

can be changed, especially if personality is defined as an endur-

ing, fixed set of traits. Calling them Zero-Negative opens up

new avenues for intervention.324

Fifth, John Bowlby’s remarkable concept of early secure at-

tachment can be understood as an internal pot of gold. Although

not a new idea, this is a new term, and it is a message that I never

tire of hearing since when we fail to nurture young children

with parental affection, we deprive them of the most valuable

birthright we can give them and damage them almost irre-

versibly. Such effects are not always evident in childhood or

even adolescence and young adulthood, but they can come back

to bite the individual in midlife, like a lead boomerang in the

back of the head. Certain forms of Zero-Negative surface only

under the stresses of environmental triggers in later life, such

as when becoming a parent. One reason I think we must con-

tinue to remind each new generation of parents of the impor-
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tance of the internal pot of gold is that it represents one avenue

of intervention to change the course of an individual life from

Zero-Negative to healthy empathy.

Sixth, there are genes for empathy. As we saw in Chapter 5,

environmental triggers interact with our genetic predispositions,

and scientists are starting to discover particular genes that in

far-reaching ways influence our empathy. I restate that these

are not genes for empathy per se but are genes for proteins ex-

pressed in the brain that—through many small steps—are linked

to empathy. These steps are still to be clarified, but we can al-

ready see from statistical analyses that genes exist that are asso-

ciated with empathy. By itself, this discovery will upset those

who want to believe empathy is wholly environmental, and to

those people I say that the argument in this book is in fact a

modest proposal: namely, that both biology and environment

are important. Indeed, the idea that empathy is wholly environ-

mental is a far more extreme and radical position to adopt.

Seventh, although most forms of zero degrees of empathy

are clearly negative, one is (surprisingly) positive. The existence

of Zero-Positive equates with what psychiatry calls “autism

spectrum conditions” and implies that at least one form of zero

degrees of empathy may have been positively selected in evo-

lution because it goes hand in hand with strong systemizing.

Some parents may, of course, object that classic autism has

little to recommend it, and it is true that the coexisting con-

ditions of severe learning difficulties, language delay, epilepsy,

or self-injury are indeed disabilities that do not confer anything
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positive to the individual. But these are coexisting conditions

and do not define the autism spectrum per se. When these are

stripped away, as in Asperger Syndrome, we see individuals

who, despite their empathy difficulties, are often strong system-

izers, which can be remarkably positive.

Eighth, Zero-Positive is the result of a mind constantly

striving to step out of time, to set aside the temporal dimension

in order to see—in stark relief—the eternal repeating patterns

in nature. Change represents the temporal dimension seeping

into an otherwise perfectly predictable, systemizable world,

where wheels spin round and round and round, levers can only

move back and forth, or church bells peal in beautifully math-

ematical patterns. After many such repetitions the Zero-Positive

person loses any sense of time because events are the same each

time. Such a state is what I assume people with autism are re-

ferring to when they talk of “stimming.” They may become

aware of the dimension of time only during events that contain

novelty and that therefore violate expectations.

Ninth, the Zero-Positive mind finds change toxic. When

such predictable patterns are interrupted, for example, by the

existence of another person who might perform an unpre-

dictable action (e.g., saying something unexpected or just mov-

ing), the Zero-Positive individual can find this aversive and

even terrifying. Hence, Zero-Positives typically resist change

at all costs. Classic autism is such a case of total resistance to

change, a retreat into a perfectly systemizable—and thus per-

fectly predictable—world.
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Finally, tenth, empathy itself is the most valuable resource in

our world. Given this assertion, it is puzzling that in school or

parenting curricula empathy figures hardly at all, and in politics,

business, the courts, or policing it is rarely, if ever, on the agenda.

We can see examples among our political leaders of the value

of empathy, as when Nelson Mandela and F. W. de Klerk sought

to understand and befriend each other, crossing the divide in

apartheid South Africa. But the same has not yet been achieved

between Israel and Palestine or between Washington and Iraq

or Afghanistan.325 And for every day that empathy is not employed

in such corners of the world, more lives are and will be lost.

Outstanding Puzzles

But many questions remain. First, if different forms of zero de-

grees of empathy all involve abnormalities in the empathy cir-

cuit, why do different individuals end up with one form or

another? One way to answer this is to compare and contrast the

different forms of zero degrees of empathy in terms of their

overlapping but unique profiles. Table 1 does this at the psycho-

logical level (fractionating each one in terms of whether both as-

pects of empathy, cognitive and affective, are impaired or intact

and whether systemizing is impaired or intact). A similar exercise

will one day be possible in terms of each of the ten brain regions,

each of the “empathy genes,” and each of the environmental

triggers. Zero-Positive splits into at least two subgroups because

there are causal factors (again genetic and/or environmental)
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underlying language development and IQ, the two key dimen-

sions distinguishing these two subgroups (classic autism versus

Asperger Syndrome). But Table 1 gives an illustration of how

an answer will be found.

Second, are there other forms of zero degrees of empathy?

One way to answer this question is to pick a clear example of a

different form that we have not yet discussed to show that the

list is far from complete. For example, psychiatrist Janet Treasure

at London’s Institute of Psychiatry has suggested that at least

some cases of anorexia may be not just an eating disorder but

also a form of autism.326 Her observation built on earlier ones

by Swedish psychiatrist Chris Gillberg.327 Almost as soon as she

pointed this out, many could see the importance of this theo-
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Table 1: Distinct Profiles of the Empathy Disorders

Zero-Negative

Type P
(Psychopath)

Type B
(Borderline)

Type N
(Narcissistic)

Zero-Positive

Classic Autism

Asperger 
Syndrome

Cognitive
Empathy
Positive
(CE+)

Cognitive
Empathy
Negative
(CE-)

Affective
Empathy
Positive
(AE+)

Affective
Empathy
Negative
(AE-)

Morality
Positive 

(M+)

Morality
Negative 

(M-)

System-
atizing
Positive 
(S+)

System-
atizing
Negative 
(N-)
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retical shift in view: Although in individuals with anorexia we

are struck by their severe weight loss and their restricted food

intake, regarding this condition as primarily an eating disorder,

this may place too much importance on surface features.

A characteristic of anorexia that many clinicians and parents

instantly recognize is the self-centered lack of empathy, even

though this is not one of the diagnostic criteria. While parents

are beside themselves with worry as their daughter continues

down the potentially fatal path of self-starvation, the girl herself

may stubbornly insist she is happy with her body shape and

weight. She may insist on eating separately from the rest of the

family, more concerned with counting calories and weighing

food to the nearest milligram than in fitting in with the family

group. This inability to see another point of view looks a lot like

another form of zero degrees of empathy.

Traditionally, psychiatry has viewed individuals with

anorexia as showing “a total preoccupation with food and diet”

and has viewed individuals with autism as showing “unusually

narrow and restricted interests and extreme repetitive behavior,”

assuming these are totally different sorts of phenomena. Ac-

cording to this new view, traditional psychiatry may be failing

to see that both of these entail excellent attention to detail, strong

systemizing, and an extreme narrow focus or obsession. Seen

through this new lens, the individual with anorexia is “resistant

to change” in the same way that someone with autism is. That

in one case the repetitive behavior is in the domain of food

and body shape, whereas in the other case it is in the domain
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of toy-car wheels spinning round and round may be irrelevant.

On this argument, at least one subgroup of anorexia may ben-

efit from being reconceptualized as having an eating disorder

and as being Zero-Positive. This has very different treatment

implications.

So although this book has considered three forms of Zero-

Negative, there are undoubtedly others. Another example would

be people with specific delusions, such as erotomania.i In this

case someone believes that another person is in love with him

when she is not (a condition famously described in Ian McEwan’s

novel Enduring Love), and the person’s delusion prevents them

from being sensitive to the other person’s feelings.

My next question is whether someone can have more than

one form of zero degrees of empathy? The answer to this is a

definite “yes.” The idea that there are different forms of Zero-

Negative, and that these are distinct from Zero-Positive, should

not be taken to imply that a single individual can have only

one of these types. Certainly, I have met individuals who are

both Zero-Positive and Type B. Other clinicians may well

know of individuals who are both Type P and Type N. But

the fact that an individual can have one type without the other

is evidence of their independence and an argument for making

these distinctions.

So many questions remain. Here’s another: Does someone

who commits murder by definition lack empathy? I want to tell

another story to help us see why the profession of psychiatry it-

self needs to rethink the importance of empathy.
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Rethinking Psychiatry

I found myself sitting next to expert forensic psychiatrist Dr.

Neil Hunt at a supper in St. John’s College in Cambridge one

night. He told me he was the psychiatrist called out to assess

Rekha Kumara-Baker, a mother who had stabbed her two

daughters to death in the local village of Stretham on June 13,

2007. She explained in her court trial how she had become jeal-

ous of her ex-husband because, even though they were divorced

in 2003, he had a new partner and she did not. She wanted to

hurt her ex-husband and thought this would be the way to shat-

ter his happiness.328

Neil had to determine if Rekha was suffering from any mental

illness. He decided she was not. According to DSM-IV (Diagnostic

and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders, 4th Edition),134 the book

that sits on the desk of every psychiatrist throughout the world

and that the psychiatrist consults to classify all “mental illnesses,”

she did not fit into any of the available categories. Although she

had felt some depression when she split up from her lover, at

the time of the assessment (the day of the crime) she showed no

signs of depression, anxiety, psychosis, long-standing personality

disorder, or, indeed, any of the 297 disorders listed in DSM-IV.

Therefore, according to Neil and according to how psychiatry

conceptualizes people, she was not mentally ill. DSM-IV can only

put people into one of two overarching categories: mentally ill

or mentally normal. So by implication, if Rekha did not fit into

any of the DSM categories, despite killing her two children, she
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had to be normal. I’m sure you can see the commonsense con-

tradiction here and why I take issue with current psychiatry.

Of course, some might argue that another reason for decid-

ing she was not mentally ill would be that if Neil had said she

was mentally ill, this would have given Rekha grounds for plead-

ing “diminished responsibility” and thus have the crime charged

as manslaughter rather than murder. In the end the court ac-

cepted Neil’s expert opinion and found her guilty of murder,

sentencing her to thirty-three years in prison. (She will thus not

be eligible for parole until 2040, when she will be seventy-two.)

I agree this is the kind of sentence that fits the horrific crime.

But I do think it shows up the limitations of DSM-IV and

therefore of psychiatry if the prevailing diagnostic system cat-

egorizes this woman as normal. Sentencing is a matter for the

court and ultimately the judge. Diagnosis is a matter for the doc-

tor, in this case a psychiatrist. The two should be kept rigorously

separate. That Rekha didn’t fit into any existing psychiatric cat-

egory is not Neil’s fault. It is the fault of psychiatry itself.

In my view (and, I would venture, in the commonsense

view) anyone who can stab her own daughter with the intent

to kill is—by definition—not psychologically normal. By defi-

nition they lack empathy, at least at the time of the crime. Even

if Rekha had previously shown normal empathy, it must be the

case that at the very moment she was climbing the stairs holding

a kitchen knife, with the intent of stabbing her children, and at

the very moment she plunged the knife into her daughters, she
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lacked empathy. Her empathy must have gone, just not been

there. To me, the obvious conclusion is that the medical and

psychiatric classification system is crying out for a category called

“empathy disorders,” which is where Rekha would have natu-

rally fitted. Even if she did not show the long-standing empathy

impairment that would be required for a diagnosis of a person-

ality disorder, at the very least she must have had a transient

empathy disorder. The problem, however, is that the category

of empathy disorder does not exist in DSM-IV, and as far as I

know there are no plans for such a category to be created in the

next edition (DSM-V) due to be published in 2012. Each edition

of DSM introduces new categories that are needed and drops

old categories that are no longer needed.ii

I asked Neil, “So what was she like?” and he replied, “She

was quite ordinary, quite normal.” “But, surely,” I argued, “the

very fact that she stabbed her own child must mean she lacked

empathy?” He replied, “Not really, because in psychiatry you

can’t judge a person’s mind from their actions.” Here again, I

had to politely disagree. To my mind, there are some actions

that by definition reveal the mind behind them, and cold-blooded

murder of an innocent child is one of them. I’m not arguing that

once the action has been carried out, there is no need to inter-

view or assess the person, as if her mind were transparent in the

act. This is because at a minimum the law requires mens rea (the

intent to commit the crime) as well as actus reus (the act itself).

And there may be additional causes to ascertain (such as psychosis
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as a mitigating circumstance or stress as an aggravating factor).

But my argument is that at the very least a lack of empathy was

transparent in her action. The exception might be the legal de-

fense of “automatism,” in which the individual is sleepwalking

or acting without any awareness. So if we assume she was con-

scious, then her act was unempathic.

Now that we’ve started exploring the question about the

relationship between cruel acts and criminal responsibility, this

naturally leads to a related question: Should people with zero

degrees of empathy be imprisoned if they commit a crime? This

encompasses several different issues. First, the moral issue: If

zero degrees of empathy is really a form of neurological disabil-

ity, to what extent can such an individual who commits a crime

be held responsible for what they have done? This gets tangled

up with the free will debate, for if zero degrees of empathy leaves

an individual to some extent “blind” to the impact of their ac-

tions on others’ feelings, then surely they deserve our sympathy

rather than punishment.

My own view is that sometimes the crime is so bad (e.g.,

murder) that imprisonment is necessary for three reasons: to

protect society from the risk that this individual will repeat the

crime, to signal society’s disapproval of the crime, and to restore

a sense of justice to the victim (or the victim’s family). I think

all of these reasons for imprisonment can be justified. However,

I have known individuals who have committed lesser crimes as

a result of their zero degrees of empathy for whom I would

argue prison is not the right place for them.
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Take Gary McKinnon, the young British man who hacked

into the Pentagon from his bedroom in his parent’s home in

north London. When he appeared in our clinic with suspected

Asperger Syndrome (which was confirmed), it became apparent

that he had committed his crime because he was Zero-Positive.

His strong drive to systemize enabled him to understand com-

puters at a high level and to become obsessed with finding out

what information the Pentagon kept on its computers and

whether the information was true. That he did not attempt to

hide his crime (he left notes on each computer he hacked into

saying that he had called) suggests he did not feel he was doing

anything wrong and also betrays his social naïveté. At the same

time, his Zero-Positive status meant that at the time of his crime

he was unable to imagine how the authorities would view his

behavior or what the social consequences could be for him.

When I interviewed him, it was apparent that the risk of

punishment was a sufficient deterrent such that I felt there was

no risk of a repeat crime and that his actions had not been mo-

tivated by any sense of malice. Nor had he hurt anyone or caused

damage to anyone’s property. The prospect of going to jail was

terrifying for him, a socially isolated individual who suffered

from clinical levels of depression and anxiety at the thought of

life in prison. My view was that he posed no harm to society

and that as a society we might choose to treat a person with the

neurological condition of Asperger Syndrome with dignity, not

punishing him but showing him compassion and understand-

ing and offering him help. Going further, society might be better
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served by offering individuals like Gary a job, perhaps using his

remarkable computer skills for the benefit of society, such as

asking him to help the Pentagon and other institutions to im-

prove their security systems.

A different case I was involved in was a man with suspected

Asperger Syndrome who was being held in a secure prison in

London for having followed a female stranger home from

work and having touched her inappropriately. He was a forty-

year-old man who had never had a girlfriend, still lived with his

mother, and didn’t understand that what he had done was in-

appropriate. Nor did he have the first clue what the victim’s

feelings (of terror) would have been. Like Gary, he was suffering

terribly in jail, not just because of his sensory hypersensitivity

(the noise of a prison is deafening even to a typical individual)

but also because of the social demands (being expected to share

a prison cell with aggressive strangers and negotiate the verbal

attacks from street-smart groups of prisoners in the canteen).

To my mind, putting him in jail was like dropping a wheelchair-

bound individual with physical disabilities into a swimming pool

and expecting them to cope. It was the wrong environment for

him, despite the risk he could reoffend (he had zero understand-

ing that what he had done was wrong). In a civilized, compas-

sionate society we should be helping such individuals to find

friendship, companionship, and other forms of comfort without

jeopardizing anyone’s safety. I am impressed with efforts to de-

velop such small, calm, compassionate, but secure communities

as alternatives to traditional prisons.
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The Banality of Evil

But let’s return to the nature of human cruelty. Does replacing

the word “evil” with “empathy” really explain it? What are the

alternative explanations? If we leave aside the religious concept

of evil, which we have decided is not really a scientific explana-

tion at all, the best-known alternative is political theorist Hannah

Arendt’s analysis in terms of the “banality of evil.”329 Arendt was

an observer in the Jerusalem court case of Adolf Eichmann, one

of the chief architects of the Endlosung der Judenfrage (the “final

solution to the Jewish question”).330 During the trial it became

clear to Arendt that this man was neither mad nor different from

the rest of us. He was quite ordinary. It was in this sense that she

coined the phrase “the banality of evil.”

The idea of the banality of evil also refers to ordinary factors

that together can add up to an evil act. The concept stems from

social psychological studies carried out by Solomon Asch, in

which he demonstrated how “conformity” can occur such that

people can say one line is longer because everyone else is asserting

this, even though the evidence before their eyes shows to be the

opposite.331 In the same tradition, an experiment conducted by

Stanley Milgram showed that in “obedience to authority” ordinary

people were willing to inflict apparent electric shocks on others

to levels that would kill them.332 Philip Zimbardo’s Stanford Prison

Experiment is also in this tradition—students were randomly as-

signed the roles of guard or prisoner in a simulated prison, and

those who were guards quickly started acting cruelly.333
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In addition, the phrase “banality of evil” relates to the fact

that tens of thousands of ordinary individual Germans were

complicit in the Holocaust. Many of them could not be charged

with war crimes later because they had just been doing their

jobs, just following orders, or they had been responsible for

only a tiny link in the chain. Eichmann and his fellow bureau-

crats became immersed in the details of their plans, such as

time-tabling the trains that transported Jews to the camps. They

followed orders mechanically and unquestioningly. Psycholo-

gist Christopher Browning’s book Ordinary Men used Zim-

bardo’s Stanford Prison experiment to explain the activities of

the Reserve Police Battalion 101, a Nazi killing unit that mur-

dered an estimated 40,000 Polish Jews in World War II. They

were just following orders.334

Consider this simplification of the chain:

PERSON A: “I simply had the list of Jews in my municipality. I
did not round up the Jews, but I did pass this list on when re-
quested to do so.”
PERSON B: “I was told to go to these addresses, arrest these
people, and take them to the train station. That’s all I did.”
PERSON C: “My job was to open the doors of the train—that 
was it.”
PERSON D: “My job was to direct the prisoners onto the train.”
PERSON E: “My job was to close the doors, not to ask where the
train was going or why.”
PERSON F: “My job was simply to drive the train.”
[through all the other small links in the chain that could lead 
to . . .]
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PERSON Z: “My job was simply to turn on the showers out of
which the poison gas was emitted.”

None of these individuals may have had overall responsi-

bility for the design or implementation of the big crime, only

one small part of it. Arendt’s term refers in part to how each of

these small steps together brings about something awful, but

that in isolation does not. Each is banal and does not warrant

punishment. Likewise, none of Persons A, B, C through to Z

may have had zero degrees of empathy; they may have been

guilty of complicity, but having played their small part in the

bigger sequence, they went home to their families or loved ones

and expressed their empathy. The Nazi guard who shoots a pris-

oner in the daytime but then goes home at night, kisses his wife,

and reads a bedtime story to his young child seems to embody

the contradiction. The reasons for any one individual’s com-

plicity may have been varied. Some may simply have been

glad to have a job and have been afraid to lose it if they didn’t

follow orders. Others may have possessed an encapsulated na-

tionalist belief that entitled them to treat nonnationals in a

certain way. Whatever the individual reason for an individual

contribution to the bigger sequence, these may have been

banal reasons.

The notion of the banality of evil has been challenged. David

Cesarini argues that Hannah Arendt stayed only for the begin-

ning of the trial, when Eichmann wanted to appear as ordinary

as possible.335 In fact, had she stayed longer, she would have
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seen how he had exercised creativity in the murders he was not

just blindly following orders. In this sense, Eichmann’s behavior

needs explaining not just in terms of social forces (important as

these are) but also in terms of individual factors (his reduced

empathy).

We should be mindful that unempathic acts can have long-

term consequences. Consider that back in 1542 Martin Luther

wrote a pamphlet entitled Against the Jews (calling on Catholics

to attack them) in which he advocated burning synagogues and

destroying Jewish homes. Four hundred years later the young

Adolf Hitler quoted Martin Luther in Mein Kampf to give his

own Nazi racist views some respectability, going on to create

the concentration camps like the one nine-year-old Thomas

Buergenthal was in, with gas chambers that ended up killing 6

million Jews. This shows how dangerous it can be if small un-

empathic acts go unnoticed. My cousin Sacha (whose comic

character Borat exposed contemporary anti-Semitism by posing

as an anti-Semite himself) quotes Cambridge historian Ian Ker-

shaw’s chilling phrase: “The path to Auschwitz was paved with

indifference.”iii

But let’s fast-forward to human cruelty of the present day. If

you ask most people for their clearest example of “evil,” they

would probably point to the terrorist—a person who can “dis-

passionately” kill innocent civilians to further his or her own

political agenda. If my theory is correct, then we would have

to say that terrorists have zero degrees of empathy. Is this true?
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A twenty-six-year-old American hostage, Nick Berg, was be-

headed on a video by a man calling himself Abu Musab al-Zarqawi,

one of Osama bin Laden’s lieutenants in Iraq. The men in the

video said the decapitation was revenge for torture being carried

out by Americans in the Abu Ghraib prison west of Baghdad.337

We might say that a terrorist who kills someone because they

feel their land is under occupation is acting for very different rea-

sons from those of a psychopath. Can we judge the same act (mur-

der) as arising from the same switching off of the empathy circuit?

Our inclination might be to condemn a suicide bomber who

comes over the border from Gaza into Jerusalem and blows up

a café full of innocent teenagers, but if we applied the same logic,

we would have to also condemn Nelson Mandela when he was

leader of Umkhonto We Sizwe, the armed wing of the African

National Congress. He coordinated the bombing of military

and government buildings, hoping that no one would get hurt

but all the while recognizing that innocent people might get

caught up in the blast. Equally, we would have to condemn

Menachem Begin when he was leader of Irgun, a militant off-

shoot of the Haganah, who blew up the King David Hotel in

Jerusalem on July 22, 1946, killing ninety-one people and injuring

forty-six others, in an attempt to persuade the British to leave

Palestine as part of the Zionist cause to create a Jewish home-

land. Just as Mandela later became president of South Africa and

winner of the Nobel Peace Prize, so Begin later became prime

minister of Israel and joint winner of the Nobel Peace Prize with

Egypt’s president Anwar Sadat.
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The target of the terrorist’s unempathic act is often selected

because of the terrorist’s belief (e.g., a belief that freedom and

identity are being threatened), so the act is not necessarily the

result of an empathy deficit. The belief and/or the actual political

context may drive the behavior. Nevertheless, at the moment

of the act one has to recognize that the terrorist’s empathy is

switched off. In flying a plane into the Twin Towers on Septem-

ber 11, 2001, an individual (driven by a belief) no longer cares

about the welfare and feelings of his victims. Tony Blair famously

said when he gave the order to invade Iraq that “history will for-

give us,”338 but we cannot judge an act only by its distant out-

comes while ignoring its immediate outcomes. The act itself may

be unempathic irrespective of whether the ends justify the means.

There are, of course, degrees of violence. Murder may be

an extreme case, and throwing a stone at someone may be a

lesser case. This begs the question as to whether there are de-

grees of Zero-Negative. Some forms of verbal abuse are not as

hurtful as some forms of physical abuse. Shouting at, humiliat-

ing, or offending someone can upset, frighten, or anger them,

but raping or physically attacking or torturing them can do all

of these and injure and traumatize them or even kill them. One

would not want to say that making a social faux pas is as bad

as mugging someone. But can we really line up degrees of poor

empathy? The Empathy Quotient (EQ) is one method that at-

tempts to quantify how little or how much empathy a person

has, but whether it distinguishes these different forms of low

empathy remains to be validated. Equally, at the level of neural
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activity in the empathy circuit, it would be interesting to com-

pare the brains of those who commit mild but nevertheless in-

considerate unempathic acts (such as not bothering to flush the

toilet for the next person) with those who commit more serious

unempathic acts (such as mugging people). My prediction is

that there would be degrees of underactivity in the empathy

circuit in all these brains, with the more serious forms showing

even less activity in this circuit relative to the milder cases, but

with both below the average for the general population.

I want to raise a deeper question about our human nature: Are

we all capable of killing? According to the theory I have been

developing in this book, it is only individuals with low empathy

(that is, individuals whose empathy is temporarily or perma-

nently shut down) who could attack or kill another person.

Whether we are talking about “premeditated” or unpremedi-

tated murder, the proposal is that such acts require a shutting

off of empathy, either as a consequence of genes, early experi-

ence, or current state. This means that most people would not

be capable of such cruel acts precisely because of their average

or above-average empathy levels. (“Current state” could include,

for example, murder committed in the heat of an emotion [a

“crime of passion”], murder committed in self-defense, or mur-

der committed in a “blind rage” to protect a loved one. Equally,

it could include a crime committed during a transient psychotic

illness.) Whatever the cause, the theory is that the very same

empathy circuit must be affected.
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Columbia University forensic psychiatrist Michael Stone

formulated a twenty-two-point scale of evil (summarized in

the notes at the end of this book) to distinguish cases of Zero-

Negative people who end up in jail for murder.iv It is an at-

tempt at a classification of types of murder/violent crime but

reads as more of a list of the causes of murder and violence

(including situational causes); the twenty-two categories are

unlikely to correspond to twenty-two meaningful distinctions

within the brain.

The Underactive Empathy Circuit

But back to the key question behind this book: Does Zero-

Negative explain human cruelty? To answer this question, we

need to look at actual cases of cruelty and ask whether, despite

their surface differences, they all could arise from the same un-

derlying neural empathy circuit being underactive. Not all the

data are yet in to answer this question, but the claim is exactly

this. In Chapter 1 we surveyed many types of “evil” acts. We

can assume that whatever the nature of the act (be it physical

unempathic acts [physical violence, murder, torture, rape,

genocide, etc.] or nonphysical unempathic acts [deception,

mockery, verbal abuse, etc.]), at the very moment of the act

the empathy circuit “goes down.” In an otherwise normal in-

dividual, this may be a transient turning off of the system. In

someone who is Type B, P, or N, the empathy system may be

permanently down.
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This raises the question as to how the empathy circuit could

be switched off irreversibly or at least in a long-term fashion.

We saw in Chapter 3 how a range of early environmental factors

(e.g., emotional abuse and neglect) can deplete our “internal

pot of gold”—our sense of self-worth and ability to trust people

or form secure attachments to others. Equally, in Chapter 5 we

saw how a range of genes can affect empathy, presumably by

affecting the empathy circuit. Some of these genetic and envi-

ronmental factors also affect molecular pathways, such as the

sex steroid hormonal system, with the result of having perma-

nent, organizational effects on brain development.

The concept of “organizational” effects in neuroscience

echoes the concept of “critical” or “sensitive” periods in devel-

opmental psychology.v We saw that the prenatal sex steroid hor-

mones (including testosterone) have effects on the developing

brain that appear irreversible. The higher a fetus’s prenatal testos-

terone is, the more the brain is masculinized toward stronger

systemizing and weaker empathy.299,341 So back to the range of

“evil” acts: Are they all the result of such early environmental

(emotional deprivation) or biological factors (genes and/or hor-

mones, neurotransmitters, etc.) affecting the empathy circuit?

Josef Fritzl, you recall, repeatedly raped his daughter Elisa-

beth, whom he had imprisoned for twenty-four years. After lis-

tening to ten hours of videotaped evidence from her at the

Austrian trial, he said, “I realized for the first time how cruel I

was to Elisabeth.” Clearly this was a man in whom empathy

did not come naturally because he began to figure it out only
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when another person’s pain—his own daughter’s—was rammed

down his throat. Psychiatrist Adelheid Kastner gave evidence

at the trial and said that in his opinion Fritzl had been “born to

rape,” implying some innate factor. It may be that in the future

such cases of Zero-Negative will be genetically tested so that

we can understand which of the suite of genes contributes to

such extremes of low empathy. Equally, Kastner attested that

Fritzl’s behavior was rooted in his childhood because he had

been repeatedly beaten by his mother.342

Eric Harris and Dylan Klebold carried out the notorious

killings of their classmates and teachers at Columbine High

School in Colorado in 1999. Their homemade bombs were badly

wired but were intended to kill six hundred people in the cafe-

teria. Consistent with the Zero-Negative theory, Klebold was

a depressive, suicidal character (which is at least compatible

with him being Type B), whereas Harris was a classic psychopath

(Type P), a diagnosis confirmed by psychologist Robert Hare.

Harris wrote in his journal, “Isn’t America supposed to be the

land of the free? How come, if I’m free, I can’t deprive a stupid

fucking dumbshit of his possessions if he leaves them sitting on

the front seat of his fucking van out in plain sight and in the mid-

dle of fucking nowhere on a Frifuckingday night? Natural selec-

tion. Fucker should be shot.”343

Sadly, there is no end to such examples of zero degrees of

empathy. Even though we cannot test the theory in each indi-

vidual case, the early development and/or psychological profiles
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of those who commit such crimes frequently, if not invariably,

involve such risk factors.

The Potential for Change

My next question concerns whether, if empathy is missing in

childhood or adolescence, can it develop later? Melissa Todor-

ovic is in a Toronto prison for being the “puppeteer” behind a

murder.344 At age fifteen she persuaded her seventeen-year-old

boyfriend (known as DB and who has mild learning difficulties)

to stab a girl called Stefanie Rengel, whom she had never met

but of whom she was jealous. After months of Melissa nagging

him and threatening to withhold sexual favors, DB agreed to

her request. He lured Stefanie out of her parents’ house and

stabbed her six times.345 He told Melissa what he had done, and

she then phoned Stefanie’s phone to check she was really dead.

Having confirmed he had done what she ordered, she then

agreed to have sex with him. Stefanie died, and the courts ruled

that Melissa was as guilty as her boyfriend in having had the

mens rea (intention to commit the act) even if she did not commit

the actual act (actus reus). She was deemed to be guilty of con-

spiracy. Two years on she still felt no remorse. Psychologists

and psychiatrists examining her case argued that because the

adolescent brain is still developing as late as age twenty-five, we

should keep an open mind to the possibility that she was simply

suffering an extreme developmental delay in her empathy.346
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As we saw in Chapter 3, such examples of conduct disorder

strongly predict Type P (psychopathic personality disorder).

The fact that this is not seen in 100 percent of cases means that

a subgroup of those who commit extreme crimes of this kind

do eventually develop sufficient self-control, emotion regulation,

and/or moral awareness to change their path onto a more em-

pathic one. I suspect this subgroup is rare.

So what of the issue of prison sentencing? This may ignore

the scientific evidence and instead focus on the feelings of the

victim’s family. Sitting around a Friday night dinner table in

Toronto, we discussed Melissa Todorovic’s case. How should

society react? Every opinion was represented at the table. At

one extreme was Lynn’s view: “If she’s taken a life, then she

loses the right to her own life. A life sentence should mean just

that. Throw away the key and let her rot in jail!”

At the other extreme was Avi’s view: Even those who com-

mit evil crimes should be given a chance to recognize their “mis-

takes” and learn from them. “Peter Sutcliffe [the Yorkshire

Ripper, who killed thirteen women, many of them working

as prostitutes, and attacked others]vi has been in prison for al-

most thirty years. He should be allowed to enjoy some years

of freedom—he’s paid a fair price.”

I certainly situate myself closer to this end of the spectrum

of opinion. I remember sitting in the Beth Shalom synagogue

in Cambridge on the night of Kol Nidre. Peter Lipton, a friend

and an atheist philosopher, was giving a sermon on the theme

of “atonement:” “If we treat another person as essentially bad,
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we dehumanize him or her. If we take the view that every

human being has some good in them, even if it is only 0.1 per-

cent of their makeup, then by focusing on their good part, we

humanize them. By acknowledging and attending to and re-

warding their good part, we allow it to grow, like a small flower

in a desert.”

I found it a provocative idea because the implication of this

attitude is that no one—however evil we paint them to be—

should be treated as 100 percent bad or as beyond responding

to a humane approach. The question is whether we can push

this notion to its logical conclusion: If unambiguously “evil” in-

dividuals (a candidate for this category might be Hitler) felt re-

morse for their crimes and had been punished, would we try to

focus on their good qualities, with an intent to rehabilitate them?

My own view is that we should do this—no matter how bad their

crime. It is the only way we can establish that we are showing

empathy to the perpetrator, not just repeating the crime of turn-

ing the perpetrator into an object and thus dehumanizing them.

To do that renders us no better than the person we punish.

As I write this, Ronnie Lee Gardner (a convicted murderer)

has been executed by a firing squad in the state of Utah. By all

accounts, he had faced up to his own guilt and had spent his

adult life trying to help keep other young people from experi-

encing the kind of neglect and abuse that he had experienced

and that had contributed to his crimes. But despite this apparent

change in him as he grew older, the state of Utah judiciary felt

he had to be killed. What interests me as a non-American is—
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even in the modern USA—it is possible to find five police officers

who will volunteer for the task of executioner, to shoot an un-

armed prisoner tied to a chair. Even more striking to me was

that a doctor placed a disc above Ronnie’s heart to serve as a

target for the executioners. Did this doctor think he was doing

his or her job as a doctor? Where was the empathy in the judge

who sentenced Ronnie to die or in the executioners who pulled

the trigger? His niece wept at his death, seeing him as a person

who was loved.

As you can tell, I am against the death penalty. It is not just

barbaric (and, ironically, makes the state as unempathic as the

person it seeks to punish), but it closes down the possibility of

change or development within the individual. We know there is

already evidence that components of empathy (such as emotion

recognition) can be learned.322,347,348 These methods only scratch

the surface in terms of what could be tried, and we need to re-

main open-minded about whether other aspects of empathy—

beyond emotion recognition—can be taught and learned.

Counseling and other psychological therapies, such as role-

playing techniques, purport to aim to encourage empathy, and

it would be valuable to have systematic studies to show if these

are working. The extent to which these can work for people at

different points on the empathy curve also needs to be tested.

For example, it would not be surprising if someone who is

slightly below average in the EQ slightly boosted their empathy

following intervention. Whether someone who is truly at zero

degrees of empathy can be helped to acquire it, and if so,
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whether this empathy can ever reach “normal” levels remains

to be established.

Super-empathy?

In Chapter 2 we saw how empathy is distributed along a normal

bell curve. Up until now we have considered the zero extreme

and hardly touched on the other extreme of empathy, those

with super-levels. What are these people like? Zurich neuro -

scientist Tania Singer gave a presentation on this topic in a beau-

tiful conference center in Erice in Sicily. She had scanned the

brain of a Buddhist monk who had spent his adult life learning

to control his reaction to both his own pain and that of others.

He could remain calm and peaceful when he was sitting for long

periods of time in uncomfortable positions, he could control his

heart rate via meditation, and he could show empathy toward

any living person or animal. Tania demonstrated that when the

monk viewed other people’s facial expressions, his brain was in

a state of hyperactivity in the empathy circuit.

At the end of her fascinating lecture, I asked her whether

we really could conclude that the monk’s behavior comprised

super-empathy. She elegantly argued that if the monk was sup-

pressing the self-aspects of the pain matrix in the brain (and

the brain scans suggested this was the case), then perhaps the

overactivity in his empathy circuit could indicate that he could

tune in exclusively to the other person’s emotional states, set-

ting aside his own. On the face of it, this was an excellent
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demonstration of the suppression of the mirror neuron system

and of superior empathy.

But I remain unconvinced by this interpretation. First, if

someone can suppress their own pain sensations, even though

that might be a useful skill on the battlefield or in competitive

sports, it is not clear that this suppression is required for super-

empathy. Second, if you suppress your appropriate emotional

response to another person’s pain, how is that empathic? What-

ever the monk was doing, and it was clearly abnormal, it doesn’t

fit my definition of empathy. If you go through a series of chang-

ing emotions, from pleasure to pain, and a Buddhist monk smiles

calmly at you as your emotions change, as if to say, “I accept

you nonjudgmentally,” I think this would feel bizarre. At the

very least, if you were in pain, then an expression of sympathy

might be nice to see and feel to show that he cared. The detach-

ment of the normal empathic response to my mind disqualifies

the monk from being a candidate for a super-empathizer.

Some people have tried to convince me that super-empathy

would be an unpleasant state to be in because one would be in

a permanent state of distress at anyone else’s distress in the vicin-

ity or even via hearsay. It could be both overwhelming and even

depressing to be emotionally responding to such a lot of sadness,

especially if the mirror neuron system induces a similar emotion

in oneself to that being expressed by another person. I think this

is an intriguing notion, that super-empathy might itself be mal-

adaptive, but again I remain skeptical because if an individual

is overwhelmed to the point of not being able to separate their
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own emotions from someone else’s, in what sense can they be

said to have super-empathy? In such a state of confusion they

may simply be distressed rather than empathic.

Having spent some time discussing what I think super -

empathy is not, it behooves me to say what I think super-empathy

might be. Recall Hannah in Chapter 2, the psychotherapist who

rapidly tuned into anyone’s feelings and who verbalized their

feelings with sensitivity and with great accuracy. To my mind,

this is a good candidate for someone whose Empathizing Mech-

anism is tuned at Level 6. A second candidate for someone with

super-empathy is Archbishop Desmond Tutu (see Figure 11).

In a recent documentary discussing his remarkable role in the

anti-Apartheid struggle, as he sat in the Truth and Reconciliation

Hearings listening to black victims telling their personal stories

to the white police officers and prison guards who had tortured

or killed their loved ones, Tutu had to visibly bite his own hand
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to stop himself from crying out loud, so strong was his desire

to express the pain and distress he felt at hearing of another per-

son’s pain and distress.349 But as he explained in the interview,

these hearings were to acknowledge the victims’ emotions, not

his. To have openly wept would have been to make his own

emotions the focus of attention and to take away attention from

those of the victim. For this reason he stifled his deep upset as

best he could.

Recognizing that the white guards and officers, too, needed

the opportunity to experience forgiveness was partly motivated

by his deep religious sense, but it was also a recognition that

even the aggressor was a person who deserved dignity and the

opportunity to show remorse. But he acknowledged that re-

morse was not always possible. He recalled how the then Min-

ister of Justice James Kruger said of the death of black activist

Steve Biko, “His death left me cold.”350 Tutu asked, as I have in

this book, what has happened to a man that he feels nothing at

the death of another human being? As far as I know, the brains

of individuals like Hannah or Tutu have never been scanned,

but we can make a clear prediction: That they would show over-

activity of the very same empathy circuit that is underactive in

those who are Zero-Negative.

Clearly, being Zero-Negative is not a good state. My specu-

lation about the opposite extreme, super-empathy, is that this is

wholly positive, but this may be true only from a very altruistic

perspective. Altruism, however, is not necessarily a sustainable

lifestyle 24/7. If you focus only on others, there is a risk that you
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neglect your own needs. Too much of a focus on your own needs

could result in self-centeredness, which itself carries dangers of

becoming isolated from social support. Presumably, the reason

that empathy is a bell curve (with the majority of people showing

moderate, rather than high, levels of empathy) is because mod-

erate empathy levels are most adaptive. Being too other-centered

means one would never pursue one’s own ambitions, or act com-

petitively, for fear of upsetting or diminishing others. Being too

self-centered has the advantage of pursing one’s own ambitions

to the exclusion of all else, where the payoff may be considerable

(especially in the world of business/in the accumulation of re-

sources), but while the “ruthless bastard” may become richer or

more powerful, he or she also makes more enemies in the pro-

cess. Striking the balance at majority levels of empathy may be

an evolved adaption that confers on the individual the benefits

of empathy without its disadvantages.

I would be horrified if readers of this book took from it the

conclusion that empathy is better than logic since I hope I have

argued convincingly that both have their value. In the case of

Zero-Positive, we see the value of logic (strong systemizing) in

stark relief. And when it comes to problem-solving, clearly many

situations require both logic and empathy. They are not mutually

exclusive. Whether the conflict is domestic, in the workplace,

or in international relations, the combination of logic and em-

pathy has a lot to recommend it. This somewhat obvious claim

nevertheless needs to be made simply because of the neglect of

empathy in many scenarios.
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My definition of reduced empathy (in Chapter 1) is when

we cease to treat another person as a person, with their own

feelings, and start to treat them as an object. But it could be

reasonably asked: Don’t we all do this all the time to each

other? We enjoy a friendship because the person gives us some-

thing, we enjoy a sexual relationship because the person’s body

is an object, we employ a person because they provide a service

we need, and we might enjoy watching someone for their

beauty or athletic grace. These all involve aspects of the person

as an object.

My reply to this would be that if our empathy is turned on,

then all the while we are treating the person as an object, we

are simultaneously aware of or sensitive to their feelings. If their

emotional state changed, such that they were suddenly upset,

we would not just continue with our current activity, but we

would check what was wrong and what they might need. If the

friendship is based purely on what we gain from the relationship,

such that we abandon the person when they are unable to still

provide that, that would be not just a shallow relationship, but

an unempathic one. But I should qualify the definition of em-

pathy by adding that the point at which we objectify another

person while simultaneously switching off our sensitivity to his

emotions is the starting point toward zero degrees of empathy.

It is not the end point because as we have seen in the catalog of

crimes that people commit, such a state of mind simply makes

it possible to behave in more and more hurtful ways.
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Empathy as an Underutilized Resource

One of my motivations for writing this book was to persuade

you that empathy is one of the most valuable resources in our world.

Erosion of empathy is an important global issue related to the

health of our communities, be they small (like families) or big

(like nations). Families can be torn apart by brothers who can

no longer talk to each other, or couples who have developed

an awful mistrust of each other, or a child and parent who mis-

understand each other’s intentions. Without empathy we risk

the breakdown of relationships, we become capable of hurting

others, and we can cause conflict. With empathy we have a re-

source to resolve conflict, increase community cohesion, and

dissolve another person’s pain.

I think we have taken empathy for granted and thus to some

extent overlooked it. Psychology as a science virtually ignored

it for a century. Educators focusing on literacy and mathematics

have also largely ignored it. We just assume empathy will de-

velop in every child, come what may. We put little time, effort,

or money into nurturing it. Our politicians almost never men-

tion it, despite the fact that they need it more than anyone. This

book follows on the heels of Jeremy Rifkin’s historical account

The Empathic Civilization and Frans de Waal’s evolutionary ac-

count The Age of Empathy in putting empathy back on the

agenda.351,312 But, until recently, neuroscientists hardly ques-

tioned what empathy is. I hope that by now, you will realize
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what a powerful resource we as a species have, at our very fin-

gertips, if only we prioritize it.

In case this talk about the power of empathy seems to lack

real-world implications, let’s bring it down to earth by consid-

ering the breakdown of a relationship between two nations: 

Israel and Palestine, which raged right through most of the twen-

tieth century and continues with no sign of abating. If only each

community could see the other’s point of view and empathize.

The early Zionists, in part, were Jewish refugees fleeing

waves of anti-Semitism, many of whose families had been per-

secuted in the Russian pogroms of the nineteenth century and

the Nazi final solution in the twentieth. My grandfather Michael

Greenblatt was one such early Zionist, who fled Lithuanian

pogroms at the age of six, arriving by boat into the city of Mon-

treal in 1906. Whenever I visited my grandfather, he was busy

fund-raising to help the creation of the new homeland of Israel.

He became active in the exciting project of building a world-

class Hebrew University on Mount Scopus in Jerusalem. Israel

has enjoyed remarkable successes, creating cities with world-

class hospitals, orchestras, and research centers, but from the

outset the nation became embroiled in a tragic string of military

conflicts. Remarkably, just one day after the State of Israel was

founded in 1948, it was invaded by its Arab neighbors. Why?

In part it may have been because many Palestinians under-

standably felt displaced by the creation of the state of Israel, a

consequence that was perhaps underestimated by the United

Nations who authorized the new state. Whatever the original
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cause, the consequence has been sixty years of Palestinian

bombers and Israeli tanks in a cycle of tit-for-tat attacks, leading

to ever more human suffering. By this point in the cycle, many

on both sides see only their own point of view and—in this

sense—have lost their empathy for the other. It is clear that mil-

itary solutions have not worked, and I argue that the only way

forward will be through empathy. Fortunately, there is evidence

that those in the Middle East have not lost their empathy in any

permanent or enduring way. I sat in Alyth Gardens synagogue

in Golders Green in north London last year. Two men went up

on the stage. The first one spoke. “I am Ahmed, and I am a Pales-

tinian. My son died in the Intifada, killed by an Israeli bullet. I

come to wish you all Shabbat Shalom.” Then the other man

spoke. “I am Moishe, and I am an Israeli. My son also died in

the Intifada, killed by a homemade petrol bomb thrown by a

Palestinian teenager. I come to wish you all Salaam Aleikem.”

I was shocked: Here were two fathers, from different sides

of the political divide, united by their grief and now embracing

each other’s language. How had they met? Moishe had taken

up the opportunity offered by a charity called the Parents Circle

for Israelis and Palestinians to make free phone calls directly

into each other’s homes to express their empathy to bereaved

parents on the other side of the barbed-wire fence.vii Ahmed de-

scribed how he had been at home in Gaza one day when the

phone rang. It was Moishe, at that time a stranger in Jerusalem,

who had taken that brave first step. They both openly wept on

the phone. Neither had ever met or even spoken to someone
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from the other community, but both told the other they knew

what the other was going through.

Moishe told Ahmed, “We are the same: we have both lost

our son. Your pain is my pain.” And Ahmed replied, “This

suffering must end before there are more fathers like you and

me who come to know the awful pain of losing a beloved son.”

The two fathers now tour mosques and synagogues inter-

nationally, raising awareness of the need for empathy and fund-

raising for the charity. Of course, this is just a tiny step, but each

drop of empathy waters the flower of peace.viii

Empathy is a universal solvent.ix Any problem immersed in

empathy becomes soluble. It is effective as a way of anticipating

and resolving interpersonal problems, whether this is a marital

conflict, an international conflict, a problem at work, difficulties

in a friendship, political deadlocks, a family dispute, or a problem

with a neighbor. I hope you have been persuaded that this re-

source is a better way to resolve problems than the alternatives

(such as guns, laws, or religion). And unlike the arms industry,

which costs trillions of dollars to maintain, or the prison industry

and legal system, which cost millions of dollars to keep oiled,

empathy is free. And unlike religion, empathy cannot by defi-

nition oppress anyone.
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APPENDIX 1: 

THE EMPATHY QUOTIENT EQ*

The Empathy Quotient (EQ)—Adult Version

How to fill out the questionnaire
Below is a list of statements. Please read each statement very carefully and
rate how strongly you agree or disagree with it by checking your answer.
There are no right or wrong answers or trick questions. 

187

1. I can easily tell if someone else
wants to enter a conversation.

2. I find it difficult to explain to
others things that I understand
easily when they don’t under-
stand it the first time.

3. I really enjoy caring for other
people.

4. I find it hard to know what to
do in a social situation.

5. People often tell me that I
went too far in driving my
point home in a discussion.

strongly
agree

slightly
agree

slightly
disagree

strongly
disagree
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6. It doesn’t bother me too much
if I am late meeting a friend.

7. Friendships and relationships
are just too difficult, so I tend
not to bother with them.

8. I often find it difficult to judge
if someone is rude or polite.

9. In a conversation, I tend to
focus on my own thoughts
rather than on what my lis-
tener might be thinking.

10. When I was a child, I enjoyed
cutting up worms to see
what would happen.

11. I can pick up quickly if some-
one says one thing but means
another.

12. It is hard for me to see why
some things upset people so
much.

13. I find it easy to put myself in
somebody else’s shoes.

14. I am good at predicting how
someone will feel.

15. I am quick to spot when some-
one in a group is feeling awk-
ward or uncomfortable.

16. If I say something that some-
one else is offended by, I
think that that’s their prob-
lem, not mine.
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17. If anyone asked me if I liked
their haircut, I would reply
truthfully, even if I didn’t 
like it.

18. I can’t always see why some-
one should have felt offended
by a remark.

19. Seeing people cry doesn’t
really upset me.

20. I am very blunt, which some
people take to be rudeness,
even though this is uninten-
tional.

21. I don’t tend to find social sit-
uations confusing.

22. Other people tell me I am
good at understanding how
they are feeling and what
they are thinking.

23. When I talk to people, I tend
to talk about their experi-
ences rather than my own.

24. It upsets me to see an animal
in pain.

25. I am able to make decisions
without being influenced by
people’s feelings.

26. I can easily tell if someone
else is interested or bored
with what I am saying.

27. I get upset if I see people suf-
fering on news programs.
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28. Friends usually talk to me
about their problems as they
say that I am very under-
standing.

29. I can sense if I am intruding,
even if the other person
doesn’t tell me.

30. People sometimes tell me
that I have gone too far with
teasing.

31. Other people often say that I
am insensitive, though I
don’t always see why.

32. If I see a stranger in a group,
I think that it is up to them to
make an effort to join in.

33. I usually stay emotionally de-
tached when watching a film.

34. I can tune into how someone
else feels rapidly and intu-
itively.

35. I can easily work out what
another person might want
to talk about.

36. I can tell if someone is mask-
ing their true emotion.

37. I don’t consciously work out
the rules of social situations.

38. I am good at predicting what
someone will do.
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39. I tend to get emotionally 
involved with a friend’s 
problems.

40. I can usually appreciate the
other person’s viewpoint,
even if I don’t agree with it.
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strongly
agree

slightly
agree

slightly
disagree

strongly
disagree

How to Score Your EQ
Score two points for each of the following items if you answered
“strongly agree” or one point if you answered “slightly agree”: 1, 3,
11, 13, 14, 15, 21, 22, 24, 26, 27, 28, 29, 34, 35, 36, 37, 38, 39, and 40.

Score two points for each of the following items if you answered
“definitely disagree” or one point if you answered “slightly disagree”:
2, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 12, 16, 17, 18, 19, 20, 23, 25, 30, 31, 32, and 33.

Simply add up all the points you have scored to obtain your total EQ
score.

How to Interpret Your EQ Score

• 0–32 = low (most people with Asperger Syndrome or high-
functioning autism score about 20)

• 33–52 = average range (most women score about 47 and most
men score about 42)

• 52–63 = above average
• 64–80 = very high
• 80 = maximum
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strongly
agree

slightly
agree

slightly
disagree

strongly
disagree

The Empathy Quotient (EQ)—Child Version
Please complete by checking the appropriate box for each statement.

1. My child likes to look after
other people.

2. My child often doesn’t un-
derstand why some things
upset other people so much.

3. My child would not cry or
get upset if a character in a
film died.

4. My child is quick to notice
when people are joking.

5. My child enjoys cutting up
worms, or pulling the legs off
insects.

6. My child has stolen something
they wanted from their sibling
or friend.

7. My child has trouble forming
friendships.

8. When playing with other chil-
dren, my child spontaneously
takes turns and shares toys.

9. My child can be blunt giving
their opinions, even when
these may upset someone.

Details on the norms, validity, reliability, and other statistical is-
sues relating to the tests shown in these Appendixes are given in the
original articles published in the scientific journals, cited earlier.
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10. My child would enjoy look-
ing after a pet.

11. My child is often rude or im-
polite without realizing it.

12. My child has been in trouble
for physical bullying.

13. At school, when my child un-
derstands something, they
can easily explain it clearly to
others.

14. My child has one or two close
friends, as well as several other
friends.

15. My child listens to others’
opinions, even when differ-
ent from their own.

16. My child shows concern when
others are upset.

17. My child can seem so pre -
occupied with their own
thoughts that they don’t no-
tice others getting bored.

18. My child blames other chil-
dren for things that they
themselves have done.

19. My child gets very upset if
they see an animal in pain.

20. My child sometimes pushes
or pinches someone if they
are annoying them.

strongly
agree

slightly
agree

slightly
disagree

strongly
disagree
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How to Score Your Child’s EQ
Score two points for each of the following items if you answered
“strongly agree” or one point if you answered “slightly agree”: 1, 4,
8, 10, 13, 14, 15, 16, 19, 21, 22, 23, 24, and 25.

Score two points for each of the following items if you answered “defi-
nitely disagree” or one point if you answered “slightly disagree”: 2,
3, 5, 6, 7, 9, 11, 12, 17, 18, 20, 26, and 27.

Simply add up all the points you have scored to obtain your total EQ
score.
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21. My child can easily tell when
another person wants to enter
into conversation with them.

22. My child is good at negotiat-
ing for what they want.

23. My child would worry about
how another child would feel
if they weren’t invited to a
party.

24. My child gets upset at seeing
others crying or in pain.

25. My child likes to help new
children integrate in class.

26. My child has been in trouble
for name-calling or teasing.

27. My child tends to resort to
physical aggression to get
what they want.

strongly
agree

slightly
agree

slightly
disagree

strongly
disagree
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How to Interpret Your Child’s EQ Score

• 0–24 = low (most children with Asperger Syndrome or high-
functioning autism score about 14)

• 25–44 = average range (most girls score about 40 and most boys
score about 34)

• 45–49 = above average
• 50–54 = very high
• 54 = maximum

Details on the norms, validity, reliability, and other statistical is-
sues relating to the tests shown in these Appendixes are given in the
original articles published in the scientific journals, cited earlier.
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* See E. Chapman, S. Baron-Cohen, B. Auyeung, R. Knickmeyer, K. Taylor, and G. Hackett,
Foetal testosterone and empathy: Evidence from the Empathy Quotient (EQ) and the “Reading
the Mind in the Eyes” test, Social Neuroscience 1, 135–148 (2006).  
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APPENDIX 2: 

HOW TO SPOT ZERO DEGREES 

OF EMPATHY NEGATIVE

How to Spot a Person with Borderline Personality Disorder
A psychiatrist or clinical psychologist looking at someone with sus-
pected borderline personality disorder turns to DSM-IV (Diagnostic
and Statistical Manual, 4th Edition), the book of rules for how to diag-
nose a mental health condition. For this diagnosis, the person needs
to show at least five out of eight of the following signs:

1. Unstable and intense interpersonal relationships
fluctuating from clingy dependency to withdrawal, from being super -

nice to unreasonably demanding, from seeing someone as all good
(idealization) to all bad (devaluation)

endlessly searching for the perfect caregiver
wanting to be a soulmate and yet fearing intimacy, believing she will

lose her identity and cease to exist in relationships
being highly manipulative in relationships (e.g., being hypochondri-

acal, being inappropriately seductive, making suicidal threats) to
get attention

2. Impulsivity
potentially self-destructive drug or alcohol abuse
sexual promiscuity, stealing, excessive spending
extreme eating or extreme dieting

3. Extreme mood swings, from depression to anger to elation and enthu-
siasm, each mood lasting only a few hours
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4. Inability to control anger
raging and getting into fights
throwing objects at people during domestic arguments
threatening them with knives, often triggered by something trivial
directing anger at closest relationships, such as a child, parent,

therapist, or partner

5. Suicidal threats or self-mutilation, a way of saying, “I am in pain; please
help me!” Suicidal threats are eventually ignored by others as they
realize these are attention-seeking.

6. Identity confusion
feeling unsure about self-image, career, values, friends, or

even sexual orientation
feeling that he is faking it and will be discovered as a fake
falling easy prey to a cult leader offering to tell him who he is

and how to think

7. Extreme emptiness
loneliness or boredom
mood swings
drug abuse to escape the emptiness

8. Extreme fear of abandonment
clinging to others
being terrified of being alone in case she ceases to exist

How to Spot Someone with 
Antisocial Personality Disorder
Diagnosed when someone shows a pervasive pattern of disregard for
and violation of the rights of others occurring since age fifteen years,
as indicated by three (or more) of the following:

1. Failure to conform to social norms of lawfulness, including perfor-
ming acts that are criminal offenses

2. Deceitfulness
repeated lying
use of aliases
conning of people for personal profit or pleasure

APPENDIX 2: HOW TO SPOT ZERO DEGREES OF EMPATHY NEGATIVE
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3. Impulsivity or failure to plan ahead

4. Irritability and aggression,i including physical fights and assaults

5. Reckless disregard for the safety of self or others

6. Consistent irresponsibility
repeated failure to sustain work commitments
repeated failure to honor financial obligations

7. Lack of remorse
indifference to having hurt, mistreated, or stolen from 

someone
rationalizing having hurt, mistreated, or stolen from 

someone

How to Spot a Young 
Person with Conduct Disorder
For this diagnosis, a young person must persistently violate the basic
rights of others or societal norms, as manifested by three (or more)
of the following actions in the previous twelve months:

1. Aggression toward people and animals
bullies, threatens, or intimidates others
initiates physical fights
uses a weapon that can cause serious physical harm (e.g., a bat, brick,

broken bottle, knife, gun)
is physically cruel to people and/or animals
steals while confronting a victim (e.g., mugging, purse snatching, ex-

tortion, armed robbery)
forces someone to have sex 

2. Destruction of property
deliberately engaging in fire-setting with the intention of causing

serious damage
deliberately destroying others’ property
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3. Deceitfulness or theft
breaking into someone else’s house, building, or car
lying to obtain goods or favors or to avoid obligations (i.e.,

“cons” others)
stealing (e.g., shoplifting, forgery)

4. Serious violations of rules
staying out at night despite parental prohibitions before age

thirteen
running away from home overnight
truanting from school beginning before age thirteen

How to Recognize a Narcissist
People who are Zero-Negative Type N show five (or more) of the 
following:

a grandiose sense of self-importance
a preoccupation with fantasies of success and power, beauty,

or ideal love
a belief that he is “special” and should associate with people

who are also of high status
a need for excessive admiration
a sense of entitlement
a style of exploiting others
a complete lack of empathy
an envy of others or a belief others are envious of him 
arrogant attitudes
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CHAPTER 1
i. I’ve changed her name here because I have not been able to find her to seek her

consent to use her real name.
ii. The professor regretted that the data had been collected in such inhumane con-

ditions but felt the information was still worth presenting in his lecture some forty
years later because much had been learned from it. I was personally repulsed by this
use of data—even for medical teaching—feeling that the ends did not justify the
means. Unethical science is unethical science.

iii. Buergenthal grew up to help found UNICEF and is now a judge in The Hague,
where he has spent more than forty years working in human rights.

iv. Sounds paradoxical, doesn’t it? To make this more concrete, if while organizing
a project you turn to your child who is feeling upset and say, “I can’t talk to you
now—I’m late for work,” at that very moment you have switched off your empathy.

v. Esther’s husband was hacked to death by the machete-wielding child rebels.
Fifty-six people were killed on that July night, many more injured.

CHAPTER 2
i. My colleague Alan Leslie, now a professor in Rutgers University, developed a

fascinating theory when I worked with him in London in the 1980s. Called metarep-
resentation, this theory provides a nice mechanism for this “double-mindedness” be-
cause it involves your own (primary) representation of the world and a representation
of someone else’s representation of the world.11

ii. Let’s split hairs for a second (always a favorite party game). Supposing I see you
struggle with the suitcase, I experience a pang of sympathy, but I turn away. I would
say that I have still empathized. Acting on an empathic response is, I think, a third
stage (beyond recognition and response) that is not an intrinsic part of empathy. The
desire to help alleviate another person’s suffering should be part of empathy, but
whether you actually do anything about it is subject to a 101 different factors. (Do
you have the means to help? Are you physically close enough to help? Can you stop
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doing what you are currently doing? Do you believe that someone else will intervene
instead?)

So if you have experienced the appropriate emotion (e.g., “I sympathize with your
predicament and wish I could help”), that’s enough to say that you empathized. If,
however, you only half-experienced the appropriate emotion (e.g., “I sympathize
with your predicament, but I don’t really care what happens to you”), that’s not
enough to count as empathy. The emotional response phase of empathy has to be
the full-blown thing, the full monty. Half-hearted empathy is not really empathy at
all.

iii. The main measure of empathy is the widely used Interpersonal Reactivity
Index.10 Although the index produces a nice normal distribution, it measures more
than just empathy. For example, it contains questions about how easily you fantasize,
and although interesting, this is not directly relevant to empathy.

iv. I have divided the empathy bell curve into seven levels, but this division is
somewhat arbitrary because all of our research to date suggests it is truly a continuum,
a seamless dimension. But these seven levels are nevertheless useful constructs
because they help to bring out some qualitative differences that arise along the em-
pathy bell curve, differences that may be less apparent if a purely incremental, quan-
titative approach is taken.

v. Barbara Oakley has edited an interesting book on pathological altruism, a state
in which people are so moved by other’s emotions that they are overwhelmed by
them. I don’t see that those at Level 6 (super-empathy) necessarily have to suffer
from the amount they empathize, though this may be relevant to a subgroup. Those
at Level 6 warrant more study in their own right.18

vi. Mike Lombardo correctly points out that these two functions of the vMPFC
do not involve the very same area: Coding of the emotional valence occurs slightly
farther back in the brain, whereas the self-awareness function is slightly more toward
the front of the brain.

vii. There is a debate about whether he lost his empathy or lost the ability for self-
regulation. To me these are very much entwined. Patients with lesions in this area
have difficulty in using their own emotions to guide appropriate social behavior, and
this type of process is one that is critical in responding to another’s emotion with the
appropriate emotion.31–33

viii. A later CT scan suggests Phineas’s brain damage was more on the left side.
His case is consistent with damage to a part of his empathy circuit, although from
such a historic case it is hard to know if he suffered only loss of empathy or if he lost
other skills (such as planning).

ix. Some people have “mirror-touch synesthesia,” in which they consciously feel
touched simply by viewing others being touched. These individuals have heightened
empathy ability.66

x. This is the so-called P45 electrophysiological response.
xi. Single neurons have been recorded in patients with epilepsy, and in these patients

it was recently shown that mirror neurons do exist in the human brain.73
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xii. Most scientists agree the amygdala has at least two major divisions: the baso-
lateral (BLA) and the central nuclei (CeN). The CeN is involved in programming the
response to a conditioned stimulus, whereas the BLA is involved primarily in the
pairing of an emotional tone to a conditioned stimulus. Joe LeDoux and Cambridge
neuroscientist Barry Everitt and their colleagues demonstrated this in animals.81,82

xiii. When Joe heard I played in a band too, he suggested we have a jamming session
at my house. I invited Bhisma to come along because we had been studying the brain
basis of empathy together. Bhisma plays Indian drums (tabla); Joe plays rhythm guitar.
By good fortune, Joe’s colleague neuroscientist Daniela Schiller is the drummer of
the Amygdaloids and she had arrived from her home country of Israel, so she got out
her drumsticks. I got out my bass guitar. We had a lot of fun playing music together.

xiv. Some argue that the posterior cingulate cortex (or precuneus) and anterior
temporal lobe are also involved in understanding other’s beliefs, so we should keep
in mind that the empathy circuit may well ultimately include more than ten re-
gions.19,20,52,87,88

xv. See 42,44,47–49,51–65,71–74

xvi. See 20–22,24–27,52,87,89–92

CHAPTER 3
i. He was only eleven years old when he had to flee with his family from Nazi

Germany (in 1939).
ii. Serotonin is a neurotransmitter, also called 5-HT, and it is the 5-HT2A receptor.

Type B also shows a reduced response to the drug d or d,l fenfluramine, which nor-
mally triggers serotonin release. And when scientists get the chance to look (in post-
mortem studies) at the brain of someone who has committed suicide, they find there
are more serotonin receptor binding sites in the prefrontal cortex but fewer on the
presynaptic side of nerves that use serotonin (so-called serotinergic nerve terminals).
The serotonin system is not the only neurotransmitter abnormality in Type B, how-
ever, as dopamine, norepinephrine, acetylcholine, monoamine oxidase, and HPA or
thyrotropin-releasing hormone activity have all also been found to be abnormal.

iii. English has a word that is a bit milder: the verb “to gloat.”133

iv. Hervey Cleckley became professor of psychiatry at the University of Georgia
Medical School in Augusta in 1937. By coincidence, this was the same year my grand-
father’s brother Robert Greenblatt became professor of endocrinology there.

v. As an aside, it is interesting to consider who judges an experiment as unethical.
In Chapter 1 I was clearly condemning of the Nazi experiments that tested how long
a person could tolerate freezing water, yet here I seem to be willing to justify Harlow’s
and Hinde’s monkey experiments. I suspect I am guilty of a double standard when
it comes to human versus animal research. I know that some adopt an even more
stringent view on the ethics of animal experimentation.

vi. I remember my first visit to Denmark, a country that has highly developed
social care. On the train a whole compartment was set aside as a special play area
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for young children, with soft toys in bright colors in a special zone where children
could be watched by their parents and could feel happy. Trains in my own country,
England, have no such facilities because it means giving up seats that could be gen-
erating income for the train company. It is worth keeping in mind that whenever
we see modifications to our environment that are child-friendly, these in all likelihood
owe their existence to Bowlby’s theory.

vii. The septo-hippocampal system links the septum, the amygdala, the hippocam-
pus, and the fornix into a circuit. It is also thought of as the behavioral inhibition
circuit, and abnormalities in this circuit are linked to anxiety disorders.

viii. This is a questionnaire devised by Robert Hare. This result was particularly
seen on the “callous” and “unemotional interpersonal” subscales.

CHAPTER 4
i. The mirror neuron hypothesis of autism is still an area of debate because atypical

functioning of this system is not always found in autism.216,217

ii. Dopamine and serotonin binding in the vMPFC are also reduced in autism, as
are glucose metabolism and regional cerebral blood flow.226–229 Monk, C., Scott, P.,
Wiggins, J., Weng, S., Carrasco, M., Risi, S., and Lord, C. (2009). Abnormalities of
intrinsic functional connectivity in autism spectrum disorders. Neuroimage, 47, 764–772.

iii. This work has led to the idea that the same underlying neural mechanism causes
both difficulties in thinking about one’s own mind and someone else’s mind. Mike
Lombardo tested this and found that the RTPJ/pSTS was underactive in autism
during both mentalizing about oneself and others. Thus, RTPJ/pSTS seems to be a
common neural mechanism that could explain mindblindness for self and other.237

CHAPTER 5
i. CNR1 has effects on several neurotransmitters (such as dopamine and GABA).
ii. The work on fetal testosterone was the subject of an academic monograph I

wrote with two of my PhD students, entitled Prenatal Testosterone in Mind.298–299

iii. Some of these are genes involved in the synthesis of testosterone or estrogen,
others are involved in the transport of these hormones, and yet others are involved
in the receptors for these hormones.

iv. This is involved in making the protein wolframin, needed in many systems
throughout the body. Variations in this gene are associated with depression.

v. NTRK1 codes for one of the receptors for neurotrophins that ensure neuronal
survival in the developing brain. NTRK1 also plays a role in differentiating sensory
neurons.

vi. GABRB3 is mutated in a syndrome on the autistic spectrum called Angelman
syndrome and affects the transmission of the neurotransmitter GABA, levels of which
influence inhibition of neural activity.

vii. More recent work with mice has shown the involvement of calcium channel
genes linked to social learning of fear.309
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CHAPTER 6
i. Erotomania is also known as De Clerambault’s syndrome.
ii. The famous example of the latter is how homosexuality was a psychiatric cat-

egory (a mental illness) in DSM-II but was dropped in DSM-III in the 1973 after gay
rights protests at an American Psychiatric Association conference. There was a recog-
nition that those with a different sexual orientation are not “ill” and certainly not in
need of treatment, as used to be thought.

iii. The original quote from Ian Kershaw was “the road to Auschwitz was built by
hate, but paved with indifference.”336

iv. Stone’s twenty-two types of killers are listed here:
1. killing in self-defense
2. jealous lovers
3. willing companions of killers
4. killing loved ones out of jealousy
5. drug addicts
6. hotheaded
7. Type N
8. those whose smoldering rage is ignited
9. jealous lovers with psychopathic features
10. killing people who are in the way/witnesses
11. are as in 10 but Type P
12. Type P when cornered
13. inadequate personalities
14. Type P schemers
15. Type P multiple murders
16. Type P committing multiple vicious acts
17. Sexually perverse serial murderers, torture-murderers, and rapists who

murder to hide the evidence
18. Torture-murderers
19. Other Type P
20. Type P torturers
21. Type P preoccupied with torture
22. Type P serial torture-murderers

We can see how those at levels 1–8 might have been violent as a result of an ex-
treme temporary fluctuation in their state of empathy; those at levels 14–22 as a result
of a permanent lack of empathy; and those at levels 9–13 as a result of a location some-
where in between. If correct, it may be more fruitful to predict two or three levels
of degrees of deficit in the empathy circuit among such violent offenders. This is
both a more feasible prediction (scanning studies cannot realistically compare twenty-
two groups because of cost, but they can compare three groups) and more likely to
be psychologically and neurologically more meaningful. This might correspond to
Levels 0–2 of the Empathizing Mechanism (see Chapter 2).
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v. There are three well-demonstrated, classical examples of critical or sensitive
periods in psychology. First, ethologist Konrad Lorenz demonstrated how newborn
chicks would imprint and follow the first thing they saw after hatching from the
egg and that this kind of bonding was irreversible. Second, vision neuroscientist
Colin Blakemore demonstrated that depriving a kitten of visual input in the first
week of life led to irreversible forms of cortical blindness because of an interruption
of the critical period for the development of visual pathways (including development
of sensory receptive fields in the brain). Third, studies of children deprived of lan-
guage input in the first five to ten years of life were less likely to learn language 
as fluently.339,340

vi. Peter Sutcliffe, convicted in 1981, was a loner in childhood and was diagnosed
with schizophrenia, having heard voices from God and from a graveyard where he
worked, telling him to kill the women. Despite his psychiatric diagnosis, he was sen-
tenced to a nonpsychiatric prison (Parkhurst), where he was attacked by a fellow
prisoner who plunged a broken coffee jar into Sutcliffe’s face. After this Sutcliffe was
transferred to the psychiatric prison of Broadmoor under the Mental Health Act. He
has also been attacked there at least twice. On February 17, 2009, according to the
Daily Telegraph, Sutcliffe was reported to be “fit to leave Broadmoor.”

vii. See www.parentscircle.org for documented examples of this kind from indi-
vidual families on both the Israeli and Palestinian sides. The names of the individuals
given in this example have been changed.

viii. The Hand in Hand educational model brings Israeli Arab and Jewish children
together in mixed schools to contribute to better mutual understanding (www.hand
inhand12.org).

ix. Philosopher Daniel Dennett came up with the idea of a universal acid, a substance
so dangerous that it could not even been kept in a container as it would corrode any-
thing it touched.352 (He was referring to the idea of Darwinism as unstoppable, an idea
that could penetrate any field.) I think of empathy as the opposite of universal acid, a
universal solvent. In chemistry a solution is created when something potentially soluble
(the solute) is put into something that can create a solution (the solvent), with the
result of producing a stable equilibrium. Sugar in tea is an obvious example.

APPENDIX 2
i. Having extreme reactive aggression is not the same as being a psychopath or

having antisocial personality disorder. There is another psychiatric condition with
the memorable name “intermittent explosive disorder” or “impulsive aggressive dis-
order.” This is thought to be the result of poor executive control over the regulatory
systems that ordinarily dampen down reactive aggression. This is different from the
behavior of psychopaths because the person shows only one symptom (the angry
outbursts) without all the other characteristics.
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